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INTRODUCTION 

ft is .1 r!(l;\snnt t,'lsk tn writl' ;\ few r('Ill;Hks to intr(ldIWl' fl\1' prol'l·(·dillp,,,-, of 
thL' slXLh ~.lIlllu;d m1..'l'tlng of till' C.::lIIaUiall KllhL'llJ.ll Ivs 1';dIlC,lt (Oil SluJy Group 

(Group ('nllaulc'n dl[,tl\(jp ('0 dldnctiqu(' dt'R m,ltht'nliltiqU('s), not If'il~t IWe;\II.<;I' 

no one could be sure at the time of the [lnit n1l'L'Lll1g Lildl a nJeiJIl8 would he 

found to sustain and consolIdate a small common interest group in such geo
graphically difficult circumstances. The Study Group owes an immense debt 
to the Science Council of Canada and subsequently to the Social Science 
and Humanities Research Council for their generous SllPllort during ttlC past 
five years - a support ttlat has always been given witllout strings and witll()ut 
interference in the management of the Study Group. 

The Group has benefited, too, from the loyal support of a sizable core of 
members who have, over the years, established a "tone" for its meetings that 
makes an immediate impact on first-time participa,nts - a tone that conveys 
that everyone's contribution is welcome, that listening is a positive action, 
and that disagreements can be aired without abrasiveness. A lack of the 
competitive, individualistic and self-regarding climate of so many scholarly 
and professional group meetings is one of the Study Group's more remarkable 
achievements. 

This atmosphere does not prevent good work being done, as these and earlier 
proceedings demonstrate. But one might wish that some of this work could 
have more impact on mathematics education in Canada (although I don't for
get the unnoticed effect brought about just by the participants taking 
back to their own situations what they themselves have learned). Can the 
Study Group "exte.rnalise ll some of its activity and make it publicly avail
able in an accessible form? This seems to be a question that the Group is 
more and more want:i.ng to address. 

I believe that in the future we must think about, and experiment with, a suit
able form which such public interventions might take. The Study Group has 
worked out a form for its meetings which facilitates interaction and productive 
work. It should not be too difficult to give the same careful attention to 
the business of communicating productively with others involved in the task 
of teaching mathematjcs. 

Dav id Whee Ie r 
Chairman/Pr~sident 

CMESG/GCEDM 

(iii) 



EDITOR'S FOREWARD 

As with previous proceedings, the organization 

reflects the organization of the meeting itself. The agenda 

included two lectures, four working groups, two topic 

groups, and a panel group. Provision was also made for a 

computer workshop as well as other ad/hoc groups. 

The two lectures were given by Philip Davis of Brown 

University and Gerard Vergnaud of the Centre National de la 

Recherche Scientifique in Paris. Each of these lectures 

is included in these proceedings. 

Reports from each of the study groups, the topic 

groups and the panel group are also included. These reports 

include statements by the group coordinators of the group's 

activities or copies of addresses by the group participants. 

A copy of Dick Tahta's remarks was not available for Topic 

Group Q however an abstract of the session is included. 

A report from D. Lunkenbein of the deliberations of 

the Geometry subgroup is also included. This subgroup 

has grown out of a study group from prior meetin@3 of CMESG/ 

GCEDM and more detail on the group can be found in previous 

proceedings. 

(iv) 

Dale R. Drost 
Editor 
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Lecture I 

TOWARDS A PHILOSOPHY OF COMPUTATION 

Speaker: Ph!lip J. Davis, Brown University 

Despite the omnipresence of computation in today's world. 

a philosophy of computation has hardly emerged. It 1. 

appropriate for us to promote 8uch philosophical d1scuss

100, for, as mathematicians, snd SCientists, we need to 

know what methodological and conceptual role. computation 

plays with respect to our subject. As citizens we need 

to know what kind of a physical and mental world computa-

tion will bring about. 

A number of classical dichotomies will firot be described. 

• These include the mind/matter split, the objective/sub

jective split. the finite/infinite split, the deterministic/ 

stochastic spIll, the liberty/security split, the temporal/ 

nontemporal "pli t, the spatial/symbolic split, etc. Are 

these dichotomies merely pseudo-problems or are they funda

mental tension. out of which the creativity of mankind 

flows 1 

The role the computer plays in these basic dichotomies will 

be discussed. 

4 
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TOWARD A PHILOtOPHY OF COMPUTATION 

by 

Philip J. Davis 
Division of Apl,llpd Matilcrnallcs 

Brown University 
Providence, R. 1. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

am delighted to be here this evening and I am greatly 

honored by your invitation to speak. When the arrangements 

committee asked me to talk about the role of the computer in 

mathematical education I drew back. Although for the past 

fifteen or twenty years, I have been propagandizing for more 

computer involvement in the college mathematics curriculum, 

my current concern is less about the specifics of courses, 

of hardware and software, than about the philosophical impli-

cation of the increasing mathematization and computerization 

of the world. At any rate, the committee was agreeable to a 

broader and fuzzier address, and out of it, hopefully, may 

come something of use in education. 

The '·10 r d "t 0 war d" in the tit 1 e oft h e add res s em p has i.z e s 

that at the present moment there is hardly a subject as "the 

philosophy of computation!!; it also stresses my own inade-

quacies in the philosophical line. When I have don~ speak-

ing. I shall not have presented a systematic and fully devel-

oped position, but only a few gropillg remarks on wilat I con-

sider to be the important issues that such a philosophy should 

deal with. 

-;-

1. This Cartesian Age. 

I need hardly teli ~his audience that computers and 

computer science is where the action is now. In this area 

there is activtty, ideas, motivation, energy, enthusiasm, 

money, jobs, prestige. The accomplishments of computers 

span the range of human concern. And, as if to make the 

whole enterprise even more characteristically human, there 

are now computer millionaires and computer criminals. 

Will the field saturate? The present signs read: not 

in the forseeable future. But, of course, all this might 

have been said of the railroads 125 years ago. 

There is considerable evidence that the brightest and 

the best Btudents who in my generation WO\t) d have elected a 

career in mathematics or physics are now selecting computer 

science. Mathematics is losing to computer science in a 

number of ways; g·aining in others; and some computer imper

ialists assert that mathematics can not only be exploited by 

computers, but can also be created by them. 

When did this computer revolution which sweeps us all 

along in its stream begin? Shall we say it began in 1944 

when Howard Aiken and the UarvJrd group designed the Mark I? 

Shall we push the date back to 1889 when Herman Hollerith 

patented a machine for tabulating population statistics? 

Shall we move the date further back to 1833 to Charl~s 

Babbage's Analytical Engine or to 1805 with the Hutomation 
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of the Jaquard Loom? 

Let me suggest th't the computer revolution began on 

November 10, 1619 in a well-warmed room in a small German 

village. On that date, Rene Descartes a Frenchman, then 

tw~nty three years old, experienced a revelation. We may, 

with some justification, date the modern world from that 

mamen t. 

The experience, Descartes tells us, was preceded by a 

state of intense concentration, excitement and agitation. 

Kis mind caught fire. He was possessed by a Genius and an 

idea was revealed to him in a dazzling and almost unendur-

able light. Later, in a state of exhaustion, he went to 

bed and dreamed three dreams that had been predicted by the 

Genius. He was'so struck and so bewildered by all of this 

that he began to pray. He vowed that he would go on a pil-

grlmage. He vowed that he would put his life under the pro-

tection of the Blessed Virgin. 

What was the idea that Descartes saw in a burning flash? 

It was no less than the unification and the illumination of 

the whole of science, the wilole of knowledge even, by pne 

and the same method. And this method would be applicable 

in an almost automatic fashion. 

As with all good programmers, Descartes provided us 

with uneven documentation. 

-5-

Eighteen years passed before he gave the world more 

details of this grandib~e vision; such as he gave are con-

tained in the famous "A Discourse on the Method of properly 

guiding the Reason in the Search for Truth in the Sciences; 

also: the Dioptrics, the Meteors and the Geometry, which 

are Essays in this Method". In this "Discourse ll Descartes 

reveals that his method for "properly guiding the reason" 

is the method of mathematics. Mathematics, that iS
j 

the 

science of space and quantity, with the logical underlay 

provided by the Greeks, was the simplest and surest of all 

the conceptions of the mind. Why should it not form the 

proper basis for a universal method? 

Descartes was a brilliant mathematician. He thought 

of himself first and foremost as a geometer and claimed that 

he was in the habit of turning all things into geometry. 

Ironically. though Descartes felt himself to be a geometer 

first, his method, by its very success, reduced geometry, 

in the visual and humanistic sense, to a minor role. The 

drive to quantification denigrates all that can not be thus 

treated. It splIts the world into what is numerical and 

formalizable and what is not, and often compels the latter 

to masquerade a8 the former. 

As we know, the reduction of geometry to algebra by 

use of Cartesian coordinates represents a turning point In 

the history of mathematics and in the history of ideos. As 

• 
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the French poet and essayist Paul Val~y observed "It won 

him the most brilliant·victory ever achieved by a man whose 

genius was applied to reducing the need for genius". 

In geometry itself, the culmination of the victory 

occured in 1931 when the mathematical logician Alfred Tarski 

proved - in the theoretical sense at least - that all" problems 

of elementary geometry can .be "automated out". 

The vision of Descartes became the new spirit. Two 

generations later, the mathematician and philosopher Leibnitz, 

with even worse documentation than Descartes, talked about 

the II c haracteristlca universal1s". This was the dream of 

the universal method whereby all human problems, e. g. , those 

of law, could be worked out rationally, systematically, by 

logical computation. 

In our generation these visions of Descartes and Leibnitz 

are implemented on every hand. 

If we can locate a flow of information that we want 

to process in some logical sense, tilell we are inclined to 

call it computation. The view of computer science, currently 

in a state of extreme eupilorla, is that practically every-

thing is computation. This provides a unitary view of the 

_universe. The slogan of the neo-Cartesians is 

"Computo ergo sum". 

I compute, therefore I am. This is neat. But it is also 

dangerous. 

-7-

It confronts us with loss 9f meaning. Loss of meaning 

in our personal lives. Loss of meaning in how we relate to 

our fellow humans. Loss of meaning in how we relate to and 

interpret the cosmic processes. In science there are no 

tlceoretical truths, only models from which conclusions may 

be inferred with some reliability. In mathematics there are 

no truths, just paradigms of non-contradictory systems. In 

our social outlook, we are afraid to specify preferred be-

havior. We live by cultural relativism in the name of tol-

erance. 

Against this background which has been developing for 

sev'eral hundred years, against the "Cogito ergo sum", the assumption 

that ultimate individual identity and meaning lies in the 

intellectual process itself, the computer scientists, the 

artificial intelligencers, the mechanical brain people, now 

stand up and assert that what we previous thought was uni

quely human, our thought, our intelligence, is easily sim-

ulated by a silicon chip and a bit of electric current. We 

feel debased and diminishedby this view. Though religions 

had assured us that we are du~t and will return to dust, we 

imagined for ourselves a momellt of intellectual glory in 

between when we tl1ollgilt,we reas?ned, we computed. No won-

der we shriek to the heavens when this uniqueness is threat-

ened. We seek other avenues to meaning; through utility, 

through aesthetics, through ethics., through assertions of 

ftee will, through religious values all of which seem 
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momentarily free from the processes of digitalization. Or, 

we allow ourselves to be co-opted by the process, and assert 

that the medium is the message, the transformation of formal 

symbols is itself the only and ultimate meaning. 

2. Jhe Philosophy of Computation and Its Pursuit. 

What is the phil~sophy of computation? The subject 

hardly exists except as a subset of the philosophy of mathe

matics or as a label for interminable discussions as to 

whether the computer thinks. 

such a philosophy. 

Perhaps we can help to create 

The word 'philosophy' has popular sense. One says: my 

philosophy of life is early to bed, early to rise makes one 

healthy, wealthy, and wise. Or, in computer science one says: 

my philosophy of programming is never to use a 'go to', or 

my philosophy of ordinary differential equations is always 

to use the Runge-Kutta method. This is practice, strategy; 

and this is ~ what I want to talk about. 

What, then, should the philosophy of computation talk 

about? Well, classical philosophy in the hands of Aristotle, 

discusses the true, the good, the beautiful. So we may ask, 

as starters: what is true about computation; why should 

believe a computation? Wllat is .good abollt computers; Wily 

should I allow the computer revolution to continue in its 

course? ~Jhat is beautiful about computation; wl1ere and in 

what way does the computer create aIld enllance aestlletic 

-9-

values? One knows also that classical philosophy discussed 

many other things; f~r ~xample, the nature of knowledge and 

its relation to perception, the idea of perfection, the idea 

of the divine. These discussions, too, should be capable of 

admitting computer extensions. 

Another philosophical question is ".!loes th,: computer 

think? Is the brain a computer? Hhat, in fact, is thinking? 

This question has preempted the bulk of the philosophical 

writings. and the infant philosophy of computation in many 

minds is synonymous with it. 

There are many ideas, then,which the philosophy of com

putation ought to discuss ~nd one should insure, especially 

in its early days, that it does not focus on some few at the 

expense of wide coverage. He can learn from the philosophy 

of mathematics. In the Inst seventy years, although this 

subject might Profitably have discussed a wide variety of 

things, the philosophy of mathematics has come to be almost 

synonymous with discussion of the found~':Jco~~ of mathematics 

Th, focus has primarily been on one question: why is mathe

matics true and how do we know it is true? 

I believe tllere are two reasons for this preoccupation 

with an Ultimately unprofitable question. The first reason 

is to be found in Bertrand Russell, in his work and person-

ality. One of the very great figures in the modern philoso-

phy, Russell lived art unusually long life and D colorful life. 

r 

• 
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Courageously eccentric, an extraordinarily brilliant writer 

when he chose to popularize, he was influential for more 

than two generations. Why did Russell stress the question 

about the trull, of mathematics? We know the answer, because 

he tells us in his autobiographical writings. The intellect-

uals and scientists of his generation experienced a loss of 

faith in the revealed truths of religion. Religious truth 

having vanished for them, they sought to find a firm basis 

for truth in mathematics. Hence tIle question: is mathemat-

ical knowledge indubitable? 

The second reason reflects a change in philosophers of 

science. A hundred years ago, the philosophy of science was 

pursued by the scientists themselves; men like Peirce, Maxwell, 

Mach, Whitehead, Russell, Poincare, Hilbert; but around fifty 

or sixty years ago, philosophy of science became a subject in 

its own right, pursued by people who were llot scientists, and 

who had limited personal experience with what it meant and 

felt to create and discover new things. Itl mathematics tllis 

second group latched onto the principal topic: foundations, 

and never let go. Tl1ere is some evidetlCe of a turn around. 

We have begun to see articles such as "Restoring the Mathe-

matician to the Philosophy of Mathematics". 

3. ~~jl~~_.12E.~_ Philosopl,y of Com£l1 . ..t-,,-~ion. 

r have men tioned how the true, the. good I and the bCilU-

• tiful might profitably be discussed within the context of 

-11-

world computerization. Let me now suggest some topics with 

a more technical aspeci. 

.What is the relationshlLbetwccn mathematics and the 

computer? As mathematicians and educators, we ask "How has 

ea~h enhanced the other?" "How has each conflicted with the 

other?" "What is the relationship between computable struc-

tures and existentiaL structures, between the finite and the 

infinite?" For example: how is it that we are able to use 
('o·"s:Jt,..t';'~ ~t 

the computer productively in mathematical analysis the 
1\ 

statements of real variable tl1cory make no sense on a real 

world computer? 

There are currently three distinct formulations of cal-

culus which are lobbying for exclusive rights in the class-

room. There is the traditional way of limit theory with its 

deltas, and epsilons. There is the way of nonstand-

ard analysis with its hyperreals, restoring infinitesimals 

at the cost of installing filters, ultrafilters, or ideals 

and qllotient riogs. There is the way of constructive, a1go-

rithmic, computable mathematics. Will the real calculus 

please stand up? All three are correct in context, but none 

of them provides an accurate description of what really goes 

on in the practise of numerical analysis. 

What are the logical limitations of computation? How 

does tiLe programming environlnent, sensibility and inttlition, com-

pare with that of mathematics? What Is the relationship 
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between language, sYlnbols, matilematics and computation? 

What is the relationship between computation and phy 

sics? 

sons 

Should a theory of physics be computable? What rea

do we have [or believing the Church Thesis and the 

physical Church thesis? Tllese theses assert that all COffi-

putation is reducible to that which can be carried out on 

a Turing machine and its physical realizations. What are 

the limitations on computation implied by quantum physics, 

by relativistic physics, by thermodynamics? In view of 

the fact that in a model one part of the universe is modelled 

by another part (physical or mental), why should it all re

duce to a very special kind of mechanism known as the digi-

tal computer? Is the computer just a big pencil and a big 

wad of paper or is it more than that? Does quantity and 

speed of computation change quality? Can quantity of com-

putation go "critical" and become "supercomputation"? 

is the relationship between time and mathematics and 

What 

compu-

tation? 

has been 

Didier Norden has pointed out that "Mathematics 

defined as the one scientific subject in which 

time is irrelevant". Norden says this is an inadequate view, 

and so do I, but explication is required. 

Finally, is the whole universe a computer? This i. not 

a recent view put forward by computer enthusiasts; on ti,e 

contrary, it goes back as far as Pseudo-Aristotle (De Mundo, 

300 B. C.). According to tills writer, God is a mathematician. 

-1)-

lie makes his will known through computations which drive 

the world in a mechanistic fashion. His will can be known 

if we study mathematics and make the proper models. Give 

or take God, this is still a popular view of the Ilunreason-

able effectiveness" of mathematics in physics. 

4. The Way of Dichot~. 

There is yet another way in which the philosophy of 

computation might be developed. Open the fundamental doc-

ument of Cartesianiam) the "Discours de 1a H~thode" to its 

title page. There, beneath the title has been placed a 

colophon which depicts a man cultivating his garden and 

acting under the divine inspiration of Jehovah. We may 

take this little picture to be symbolic of the split of the 

universe into the world of mind and the world of matter, or, 

in a later but parallel terminology. into software and hard-

ware. 

Philosophy is confronted with numerous dialectical 

dichotomies or splits. There Is the mind/matter split (the 

distinguished philosopher of science 
~ 

Sir Karl Poper has re-
~ 

cently found it useful to split this into three). There is 

the subjective/objective split. There i. the finite/infinite. 

There is the deterministic/probabilistic, the spatial/kinaes-

thetic/symbolic-linguistic, the time/space, the temporal/ 

eternal, tIle freedom/constraint splits, and numerous others. 

~ 
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the y the ~r0 ~l_jl~~~~{~~~_~~~~~ 0 u L 
o[ whill! the crealivity 

of mankind flows? 

At any rate, a description und interpl-eLation of tllesc Lewis Mumford, worries that raw technology, computer driven, 

splits as they operat~'within computation is a program of will destroy the human elements of civilization. Joseph 

the first importance. Weizenbaum points to the instabilities created by the auto-

mation of decisions. A generation ago. the religious con-

5. Why r h il o~E.J.lhj~ ? 
vert Simone Weil, sister of the Princeton mathematician 

Speaking jocularly, one might saJ that all decent sub-
Andre Weil, wrote "Honey-mechanism-algebra. The three mon-

jects need a philosophy. Art has a philosophy as does lit-
sters of contemporary civilization". Money, mechanism, al-

erature. Science has a philosophy, mathematics has a phil-
gebra. Put them together and they spell - not mother - but 

osophy. Computer dcience needs a philosophy. In it would 
computers. 

lie the cachet of respectability. 
***************** 

As a mathematician, living in a world that is being in-
I began my talk with the vision of Descartes of a uni-

creasingly mathematized and computerized, want to know 
versal,automatic method. Cartesianism - rationalism -

where my subject stands with respect to this trend. I want 
judges men by their activities. Systems of exclusive sal-

to know what meaning I can give to the symbols that are 
vation,which the age of enlightenment overthrew,judged men 

created by humans and increasingly processed by machine, or 
by their beliefs. live in the Cartesian age and am glad 

created by the machine and consumed by humans. 
that I do. But actions, when formalized and automatized 

Finally, there is the area of social concerb. I want 
tend to become devoid of meaning. They lead to formalism 

to know ltjilether there is salvation or damnation in the com-
and emptyness. 

puter. Or is it just one more thing that we play with? 
It is great to be a Cartesian; but one shouldn't pustl 

Claims have been staked out on either side of the line. The 
it too far. 

brillian~ matlrematician I. J. Good sees in the computer, alld 

in the "superthought" of the "supercomputer", the only way out 

of the mess that mankind finds itself in. Here is the com-

puter as messiah. 

On tIle otiler side, the humanistic writer on tecllnology, 
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- or as a difference relationship 

between states (included in each other) 

o W-.. ~W 
Example 4: Robert had 8 marbles before playing with Ruth. 
He has now 3 marbles. What has happened during the game? 

between compared quantities (no inclusion relationship) 

CD 
1 0 

[8 I 
Example 5: Susan has 3 dollars in her pocket. Betty has 8. How 
much less does Susan have? Or how much more does Betty have? 

. between transformations 

o Q 
;--: ~ 
~-- ~ 

'--I , , r---
-----:) : ~ 
-----~~-' 

~ 
~~: Fred has played two games of marbles. In the second 
game he has won 3 marbles, He does not remember what has happened 
in the first game. But when he counts his marbles, he finds 
that he has won altogether 8 marbles. What happened in the 
first game? 
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Other examples could be: 

or 

or 

and so on. 

@ o 
---~ .. ;:1 

"------------------CD 
o @ 
~ 

GJ 
@) 8) 

7 

-.~ - .. ~ 
~ ____ /n 

o 

find the second 
transformation 

find the first 
transformation 

find the overall 
transformation 

One can easily imagine the difficulties that children 
may meet in extending the meaning of subtraction from their 
primitive conception of a "decrease", to all these different 
cases. Each case requires from the child some relational cal
culus (calculus of relationships) enabling him to choose the 

right arithmetic operation 8 - 3. 

Psychologists and maths educators have already devoted 
much work to the study of such problem-solving situations 
(see Carpenter, Moser, Romberg, 1981). The analysis of stu

dents' procedures and failures is most enlightening. It shows 
a slow development, over years and years, of children's con
ceptions of addition and subtraction. A psychoge~etic approach 

is relevant and valuable not only for the elementary school 

level, but also for the secondary level. Think of the difficul
ties raised by "Chasles relationships" for 14-and 15-year-olds. 
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abs (B) - abs (A) 

U+BC~7iB=R-BC 

There may even be a complete decal age between the stUdent's 
concention and the mathematical model. For examnle. young 
children's conceptions of addition and subtraction fit better 
to a unary-operation model than to a binary-operation model. 
As a matter of fact. addition can be viewed either as an exter
nal and unary operation of Z unon N (in the discrete case). 
which models very well the increase of a quantity. 

[~J 
@ 

D ----') 

q E.IN (+t) E. l discrete case 

q EO iR+ (or ID+) (+t) E IR (or ID) continuous case 

or as an internal binary composition of two elements of IN • 

which models very well the combination of two quantities. 

[-~ 
[J 

[~J 

q6/N t f: IN discrete case 

q t R+ (or ID+) t c. 11+ (or ID+) continuous case 

Both models are not totally equivalent to each ot~er for 

students. This discrepancy has heavy consequences for symbolic 

renresentations of addition and subtraction. as we will see 
later. 
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Teachers cannot just ignore the fact that students' 
conceotions are shaDed by situations in ordinary life and by 
their initial understanding of new relationships. They must 
do with this fact and know more about it. It is an absolute 
necessity for them to know what nrimitive conceptions look like. 
what errors and misunderstandings may follow. how these con
ceptions may change into wider and more sophisticated ones. 
through which situations. which explanations. which steps. 

It is essential for teachers to be aware that they cannot 
solve the problem of teaching by using mere definitions. how 
good they may be; student~ conceptions can change only if they 
conflict with situations they fail to handle. So it is essential 
for teachers to envisage and master the set of situations likely 
to oblige and help students to accommodate their views and proce
dures to new relationshi~s (inverSion and composition of trans
formations for instance) and new types of data (large numbers 
or decimal numbers ... ). This is the only way to make students 
analyse things more deeDly and revise or widen their conceptions. 

Solving problems is the source and criterion of operational 
knowledge. We must always keep this idea in mind and be able 
to offer students situations aiming at extending the meaning 
of a concent, and at testing students' competences and concep
tions. This idea is crucial for researchers in France, at the 
present time, in our effort to provide a theory of didactic situa
tions and operational knowledge. 

Most obviously, this view leads to practical considerations 

in mathematics, and to practical goals of education. But I also 
want to stress that there is no opposition between practical 
and theoretical aspects of knowledge. They are both faces of 
the same coin, and one cannot think of many practical compe
tences in mathematics that would refer to no theoretical view 
whatsoever; competences are always related to conceptions, how 

weak these conceptions may be, or even wrong. I do not know 
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of any algorithm or procedure, that would develop and live by 
itself, free of any idea on the relationships involved. Reci
orocally, theoretical concepts or theorems are void of meaning 
if they cannot be applied to any practical situation. 

Still a problem is not necessarily practical. It may also 
be theoretical; for instance, the extension of multiplication 

and division to ne~ative numbers is mainly a theoretical pro
blem: multiplying a negative by a negative does not refer to 
any practical problem (for 12-14 year-olds anyway), unless you 
consider the use of algebraic calculus as a practical problem. 
Theoretical questions may be related to different level com
oetences. For instance, the conception of addition as a unary 
operation modeling the increase of a quantity, versus a binary 
ooeration modeling the combination of two quantities, concerns 
the oractical problem of reoresenting many real life situations; 
the extension of multiplication to directed numbers concerns 
the coherence of algebraic calculus. Both theoretical problems 
are related to competences, but not at the same level. 

2. A developmental approach 

Concentions and competences develop over a long period of 
time. This is true not only for general chara6teristics of 
thinking such as studied by Piaget and other psychogeneticians, 
but also for specific contents of knowledge. For example, the 
conceots of fraction and ratio have their roots in activities 
that are meaningful for 8-year-olds, for simple values as ~ 
or { ; and still the con cent of rational number is a big and 
lonq-lasting source of difficulty for 15- or 16-year-olds and 
many adults. 

As regards additive structures, although the first prin
cioles of addition and subtraction are understood by 3 or 4-
year-olds, 75% of 15-year-olds still fail problems like the 
followin~ ones: 
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~mple 7: John has received 45 dollars from his grandmother. 
Then he goes to the store and buys different things. When he 

counts his money, he finds 37 dollars less than he had before 
receiving money from his grandmother. How much did he spend? 

Example 8: Mr Dupont drives along the Loire valley 35 km west

wards; then he drives eastwards. When he stops, he is 47 km 

eastwards from his departure point. How long was his second drive? 

The same 15-year-old students are taught Chasles' relation
ship ~ = A[ + Ft, which is directly related to example 8. 

But nothing is said, in the curriculum, about composition of 
functions which would help them in understanding better these 
examples. 

Psychologists have described some general stages of intellec
tual development, but they have not paid enough attention to the 
detailed paths taken by students to develop specific competences 
like solving addition and subtraction problems of all kinds. 
A good example though, is ~oelting's work on ratio, but the 

problems envisaged are too limited, and ~oelting's interpre
tation of results tends to rely more on logical characteristics 
than on mathematical ones. 

A priority for research in maths education and psychology 
is to make experiments on a large variety of problems, so as 
to make a better picture of the steps by which students handle 
different classes of mathematical problems and use different 
procedures, not equally powerful, to solve them. 

First of all, it is essential to recognize the variety 
of problem-structures and to analyze the relationships involved 
and the operations of thinking and procedures necessary to 
solve each class of problem. For instance it is not the same 
operation of thinking to invert a direct transformation, or 

to find a complement (see examples 2 and 3 above)' 

, 
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It is not either equivalent to solve a find-the-initial-state 
problem like example 3 by inverting the direct transformation 
and applying it to the final state (dotted arrow), 

@ o ---) 0 
... # • .... ~ -~/"",----

1'-3 ; 
' • • J 

or by making a hypothesis on the initial state (4 for instance), 
apolying the direct transformation, seing the difference from 
the expected final state and then correcting the hypothesis. 

: 4-; +3 (does not fit) 

+3 _ -----) 8 ( OK) 

Obviously, these procedures are not equally powerful and the 
second one has only a local value, depending heavily on the 
numerical characteristics of the variables involved. Small 
whole numbers have properties that help children to solve many 
problems by non-canonical procedures. A way to get students 
to move to more powerful procedures is to use larger numbers 
for which the canonical procedure is the only ~ractical possi
bility. In some other problems, it might be necessary to use 
decimal or rational numbers. Brousseau (1981) has insisted a 
lot upon the fact that changing numerical values is an important 

didactic means of making students' conceptions move from pri

mitive to more sophisticated ones. 

But of course, this is not independent of the intellectual 
development of students; and the description of the comparative 
comolexity of problems and procedures relies very strongly 
uoon a developmental aoproach of mathematics learning. How

ever, this description may be very partial and not even be 
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understandable if the range of problems considered is too small 
and the period of development too short. For the same class of 
problems one may find a decal age of 3 or 4 years among stu

dents in the use of the same procedure, correct or wrong; and 

very often the behavior in one problem cannot be understood 
unless it is related to the behevior in other problems. There 
are strong correlations, strong hierarchies and also lots of 
metaphoric substitutions in the handling of problems. This 
consideration has led me to the firm conviction that it is 
necessary to study the formation of rather large pieces of 
knowledge: conceptual fields. 

But before I explain below what a "conceptual field" 
consists of, I need to stress my third point on invariants and 
theorems in action. I also need to give a short conclusion to 
this short part on development. 

The slowness of concept development is heavily underesti
mated by teachers, parents, and curriculae. For instance it is 
very often accepted that once students have studied a chapter 
of mathematics they should know it, or at least a high percentage 
of them should know it; and therefore it should not be necessary 
to come back to it during the following school-years. Empirical 
studies show that it would be wiser to study the same field 
year after year, going deeper into the field each time, meeting 
new aspects, and coming again on aspects studied before. 
This should be widely done through problems to be solved. Diffe
rent problems usually require the mastery of different properties 

of the same concept. It is essential to recognize this fact 

in a develoomental approach. 
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3. Theorems in action and invariants 

It is usually accented, in education, that action and 
activity of students should be favored, in order to nush them 
to construct ooerational knowledge, i.e. lively and efficient 
knowledge. But it is not so usually recognized that action in 

situations and problem-solving is concept formation. In what 
sense is it concept formation? Here we come to a very important 
theoretical Doint. 

Mathematicians know what invariants are and I do not have 

to exnlain in detail that. under certain sets of transformations 
(or variations), some quantities or some relationshios remain 
invariant: actually invariants are means of characterizing sets 

of transformations. But mathematicians and maths educators have 
not yet fully acknowledged the fact, which is more snecific of 
cognitive developmental nsvchology, that very simrle invariants, 

about which adults do not even think that they might vary, are 
not invariants at all for young children and are even most 
obviously varying, as first shown by Piaget: 

- the number of e~gs when you change the arrangement; 
- the Quantity of orange juice when you transfer it from 

a wide glass into a narrow one; 

the weight and volume of a piece of olasticine when you 
change its sha~. 

Isn't it obvious that there is more water in the narrow glass, 
since water gets to a higher level? 

Invariants are a recurrent tooic in Piaget's work, down to 
the nroblem of young babies' development, with the "oermanent 
object scheme". And yet Piaget has not fully recognized the 
imnortance of many invariants, most important in mathematics 
and nhysics; relational invariants. By "relational invariants" 
(this is an idiosyncratic expression) I mean relationships that 

remain the same over a certain set of transformations or a 
certain set of variations (a range of values for instance). 
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Let me give an example in parenthood relationships: it is 
not easy for a young boy to grasp the idea that the relationship 
"son of" is all the same true for himself and his father, 
himself and his mother, his friend Matthew and Matthew's parents, 
and even his own father and his grand parents: how can his 
father be both father and son? 

Similar problems are raised for spatial relationships (behind, 
to the west of ... ), numerical relationships (bigger than. 
bigger by n than. mUltiple of ... ) and others. 

Beside these binary relationships, children at an early age 
meet higher level relationships, which we usually call theorems. 
They do not meet them in a real mathematical shape of course; 
but they nevertheless do have to handle these theorems in action 
and problem-solving.at least for certain values of the variables. 
This is my reason for calling them "~heorems-in-action". 

The essential Durpose, for a cognitive analysis of tasks 
and behaviors, is to identify such theorems in action, even if 
it is not easy to do so and come to an agreement upon their behavioral 
criteria. 

Let me start with the example of the third axiom of the 
theory of measure. 

m (x "'4 y) = m (x) + m (y) 

'V x. y for,* adequately chosen. 

In the case of discrete quantities and cardinals this axiom 
becomes: 

card (X U Y) = card (X) + card (Y) 

VX, Y provided X"Y =" 
Such an axiom is necessarily used by a young girl laying 

the table. when she counts the persons in the lounge and the 
persons in the garden, and add both numbers to find out how 
many persons there are altogether. 
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It is a more efficient method than getting all the persons 
in the garden and counting them all. 

A large amount of research work has been done on the initial 
learning of addition that shows the emergence of such a theorem 
in action. 

The "counting-on" procedure, for instance, is a crucial 
step in the discovery of such a theorem (or axiom). It conveys 
another imoortant theorem: 

V m, n 
At least for small values 

m +1 +1 +1 ... +1 is equivalent to m + n. 
~ ----') ~ -~ ~ 

n times 

as an intermediary steo between the counting-all procedure, 
which does not suppose the axiom, and the usual procedure in 
its final state, when m + n ;s known as a fact or as a result 
of the addition algorithm (for more details, see Carpenter, 
Moser, Romberg, 1981, and especially Fuson's paper). 

There are several other axioms and theorems involved in 
the construction of the natural number concept as the measure 
of discrete quantities. Some of them can be appropriated by 
3, 4 or 5-year-olds. Some by 6 or 7-year-olds. Some are still 
difficult for many 9-year-old children. 

2 +1 
3 whatever objects are counted ~ 

3 +1 4 --~ 

2 +1 ~ equivalent to 2 ~ --~ 

+1 +1 equivalent to n +2 
--; -----) ~ 

+1.,,+1 equivalent to 2 +n 
2 -~ - '------~ 

n times 

m 
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~ ... +1 
~~ 

n times 

equivalent to m ~ 

for n + m ~ 10 

conservation of discrete small quantities 

card (A U B) = card (A) + card (B) provided A 0 B ., ~ 

and AUB not too big. 

XcV ~ card (X).;;; card (Y) (inclusion problem) 

Many other theorems can be identified that are necessary 
to the solution of addition and subtraction problems as illus
tated above in examples 1 to 8. It would be boring to enumerate 
all of them; but I have said enough to conclude that the landscape 
is more complicated than one expects it to be at a first glance. 

The study of multiplicative structures shows also the 
emergence of solutions to simple and multiple proportion pro
blems that can be interpreted as the emergence of theorems in 
action: these solutions have not usually been taught to stu
dents and are not usually explicitly expressed by them. This 
is the case for the isomorphic properties of the linear function. 

fIx + x') = f(x) + f(x') 
f(~x) = }.f(x) 

fIN< + 'A'x') = }..f(x) + ~'f(x') 

It would probably be nonsense to teach these theorems and 
procedures formally to students. It is better to face them with 
problems in whi~h they may find it natural to use them (for 
simple values of the variables for instance) and then help them 
to extend the procedure to other values of the variables. 

Anyway these isomorphic properties are more easily used 
than the constant coefficient property. 

f(x) = ax 
1 

X=a-f(x) 

even in the case when the numerical value of a is simple (3 or 4). 
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The osycho1ogical (and epistemological) reason for this, 
is that variables x and f(x) are not 
but magnitudes; and it is not easily 
look for the ratio of magnitudes of 
(distance and time, costs and goods, 

pure numbers for students. 
accepted by students to 

different kinds ~ or rfxT 
weight and volume ... ). 

The above isomorphic properties of the linear function do 
not raise the same sort of difficulty, because the extracted 
relationships relate magnitudes of the same kind (for further 
details, see Vergnaud, in press). 

The isomorphic properties of the linear function are more 
easily used than the constant coefficient, even when the only 
procedure taught is the constant coefficient one. So we meet 
the paradox that a theorem in action that has never been taught 
as a theorem may be more naturally used than a theorem that has 
been taught but has not really become a real theorem in action. 

This raises two questions: 

- How can we get theorems become theorems in action? 
- How can we get theorems in action become theorems? 

Let us never forget that theorems in action are relational inva
riants. Like other invariants studied by psychologists, they 
are associated with the feeling of obviousness: they are at a 
certain stage of development taken as obvious properties of 
situations. 

How can we make students catch as obvious the relevant 
prooerties of situations for simple values of the variables, 
and then generalize? 
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4. Conceptual fields 

This is another idiosyncratic expression. Is it necessary? 
and what does it mean? 

An interactive conception of concept formation considers 
a concept as a trio1et (5, I.y). 

5 set of situations that make the concept meaningful 
set of invariants that constitute the concept 

~ set of symbolic representations used to represent 
the concept, its properties and the situations 
it refers to. 

I will deal with the symbolic representations in the next 
part of this paper. 

Several considerations can be made now: 

Fi'rst: a given situation does not involve all properties of a 
concept. If you want to address all properties of aconcept, 
you must necessarily refer to several (and even many) kinds of 
situations. 

Second: a given situation does not usually involve just one con
ceot; its analysis requires several concepts. For instance, 
additive structures require the concepts of measure, transforma
tion, comoarison, difference and inversion, the concepts of 
unary and binary operations, the concepts of natural and direc
ted number, the conceots of function, of abscissa and others. 

Third: the formation of a concept, especially when you look 
at it through problem-solving behavior, covers a long period of 
time, with many interactions and many decalages. One may not be 
able to understand what a 15-year-old does, if one does not 
know the primitive conceptions shaped in his mind when he was 
8 or 9, or even 4 or 5, and the different steps by which these 
conceptions have been transformed into a mixture of definitions 
and interpretations. It is a fact that students try to make new 
situations and new concepts meaningful to themselves by applying 
and adapting their former conceptions. 
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As a consequence of these three reasons, I consider that 
psychologists and maths educators must not study too small
sized objects, because they would not understand the complex 
process by which children and adolescents master, or don't 
master mathematics. 

A "conceptual field" is "a set of situations, the mastering 
of which requires a variety of concepts, procedures and symbolic 
representations tightly connected with one another. 

This definition does not intend to be rigorous: it refers 
to a set of problems (not strictly defined) more than to a 
set of concepts; the description of its contents requires both 
the analysis of situations and problems (i.e. the relationships 
involved) and the analysis of students' procedures when dealing 
with these situations. Symbolic representations such as diagrams, 
algebra, graphs, tables ... may be crucial for the extraction 
of relevant relationships, but may also be misinterpreted by 
students and misleading. I will come to this point in the next 
part. 

The best example of "conceptual field" I can give is the 
field of "additive structures" in which I have taken many 
examples. But there are many other examples. 

. multiplicative structures: understood as a set of problems 
requiring multiplications and divisions. Although not inde
pendent of additive structures, they make a specific field 
including simple proportion problems (even simple multipli
cation and division problems are proportion problems) and mul
tiple oroportion problems which are (unfortunatly) not often 
analyzed as such: area and volume for instance are rarely studied 
with the help of the n-linear function, which is actually 
essential for their understanding. Ratios of magnitudes of the 
same kind, and ratios of magnitudes of different kinds lead 
to the concept of rational number and also to dimensional 
analYSis (product and quotient of dimenSions). Vector-space 
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theory is also involved in the analysis of linear combinations 
and linear mappings. 

Different sorts of. symbolic representations may be useful 

to represent these problems: they are not equally meaningful 
to students. It depends on the problems and on the students' 
level of analysis: tables, graphs, equations have different 
properties. 

· Spatial measures: such as length, area, volume make a 
specific field across additive and multiplicative structures, 
involving both geometrical representation of space and arith
metization of space. 

· Dynam~: such as coordination of distance, time, speed, 
acceleration and force make a conceptual field of its own, 
very important for physics, but also important for mathematics 
in the development of such concepts as measure, function, 
dimension .,. For instance, it has been shown by Laurence Viennot 
that the primitive conception of force, as proportional to speed, 
is still alive among University students and even, in tricky 
situations, among highly educated physicists. 

· Classes, classifications and boolean operations: constitute 
another important conceptual field, related to other fields, 
but having its own specificity. It also develops from infants' 
first categorizations to the mastery of boolean operations 
and inclusion relationship. 

5. Representation and the problem of adequacy between signifier 

and signified. 

Let me recall, in Table I, the main relationships involved 
in additive structures and the three criteria that give account 
of the differences between the first t~ree cases. 

- Table I around here -
(Ed notel Table I is on page 50) 
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risons and other static relationships such as debts and abscissas). 

This choice facilitates communication. If I had used algebraic 
exoressions, some information would have been lost. All these 
relationships and problems can be represented by equations in l 

(or R) but at the cost ~nd profit) of identifying different 
mathematical objects to one another. 

- identifying natural numbers to positive numbers (and decimal 
and real measures to R+). 

- identifying the sum of measures, the application of a posi
tive transformation, the combination of transformations, the 
combination of static relationships, and the inversion of a 
negative transformation to the same binary law of combination 
in R and its signifier "+". 

- identifying the application of a negative transformation, 
the difference between measures, between states, or between 
transformations, and the inversion of a positive transformation 
to the same minus operation in R and its signifier "-" 

- identifying the equality sign to different meanings: is 
the same element as, outputs, is equivalent to. 

This is all very good and necessary, but under which con
ditions, which explanations, and when? 

The three criteria used in Table I to ·differenciate cases 
I, II and III show that case II is characterized by a dynamic 
asnect, the presence of a unary positive or negative operation 
and the oresence of a part-whole relationship between the ini
tial and final states. If case II is the primitive model of 
addition and subtraction for children, as most empirical results 
show, then one can expect some misunderstandings and some 
difficulties in the handling of other cases. 
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For instance, the equality sign may have for students 
a different meaning from the mathematician's one, which is 
mainly shaped by case I (internal law of composition in N). 

By the way, Table I shows that, although distinct, three 
criteria do not make eight cases but only three: this comes 
from the fact that they are not independent. Still all three 
of them are useful tools to understand the different difficulties 

met by students. 

But let me give more examples: 

Examo1e 9: Peter has 5 marbles. He plays a game with friends 
and wins 7 marbles. How many marbles does he have now? 

Example 10: Robert has just lost 7 marbles. He counts his marbles 
and finds 5. How many marbles did he have before playing? 

Example 11: Thierry has just played two games of marbles. At the 
second game he has lost 7 marbles. When he counts his marbles 
in the end, he finds that he has won 5 marbles altogether. 

What has happened at the first game? 

First, it is important to know that, although all three 
problems can be solved by the addition 5 + 7, example 10 is 
sdved about 1 or 2 years later than example 9, and example 11 

is failed by 75% of 11-12 year-01ds. 

This can be explained by the fact that example 9 is 
a "find-the-fina1-state-prob1em" (case II) 

GJ @)n 

whereas example 10 is a "find-the-initia1-state-prob1em" (case II). 

o ~\5l 
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and example 11 is a "find-the-first-transformation-nroblem" (case IV) 

r--- 0 0) , ' L ,~,---- -7 
_ __ I L: --------) r - -------------=--_, ,I L. _ __ : 

-----'" 
@ 

I will illustrate with three different symbolic systems 
(equations, arrow diagrams, Euler-Venn diagrams) some ambiguities 
of the solutions that can be offered by students: 

Example 9 (see above) 

5 + 7 12 

+7 
~12 

--[11] 

All three representations can be accepted and represent both 
the problem and the procedure to solve it. 

Example 10 (see above) 

problem 

D -7 

O -7 
-~ 

No Euler-Venn represen
tation of negative 
transformations 

procedure 

5 + 7 12 

+7 
5 ---7 12 

1-lliJ 
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The symbolic representations of the problem and the pro
cedure are different. Most students, at the elementary school 
level, represent the procedure and not the problem. The Euler
Venn symbolism is still worse because it does not allow the 
representation of negative transformations. 

Example 11 is still more difficult to handle in Eul~r-Venn 
symbolism,and the two correct representations of the problem 
are either the e~uation in Z 

x + (-7) (+5) 

or the arrow diagram: 

"'--, 0 ,..--, @ ,---, 
'I~II~ •• 
L_J L_J ~ __ I 

~ 

@) 

The solution that student~ usually write 

5 + 7 12 

(when they find it) has nothing to do with the representation 
of the problem. 
Here is a last example: 

Example 12: Janet has played marbles in the morning and in the 
afternoon. In the morninq she has won 14 marbles. In the 
afternoon she has lost 31 marbles. When she counts her marbles 
in the end, she finds 23. How many marbles did she have before 
olaying? 

The arrow-diagram of the problem is the following 

@ @ 
12J~D-=4~ 

Among the solutions, right or wrong, that I have found, I will 

cite four of them: 
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A. 23 + 31 54 - 14 40 

B.23+31 54 
54 - 14 40 

C.31-14 17 + 23 40 

D. 14 - 31 17 
17 + 23 40 

Solution A exhibits a treatment of the problem which is quite 
fair: starting from the final state, adding what has been lost 
and subtracting what has been gained. But the writing violates 
both symetry and transitivity of the equality sign. 

Solution B does not violate any property of the equality sign. 
It may be considered as better. But it is essentially the same 
procedure as A. Like A it represents the procedure and not the 
oroblem. The equality sign is probably taken as an output symbol, 
not as an equality relationship. 

Solution C leads to another comment. Although it also violates 
symetry and transitivity of the equality sign, this procedure 
consists of steps which are different from those used in proce
dures A and B: it combines transformations first, and then applies 
the result of the combination to the final state. 

Solution D, which is essentially the same as C, shows a new 
mistake 14 - 31 = 17. But if you think of it, it is not a mis
take in the context of the particular procedure: the problem 
is to find the difference between two transformations, one 
positive (+ 14) and one negative (- 31). Is the student right 
to be haDpy with his solution? My answer is yes. 

So one Can see the many sources of decal ages between signi
fiers and signified in additive structures and problems. 

Some symbolic systems are quite unable to represent pro
blems that imply certain relationships. Some symbolic systems 
are not likely to help students to distinguish between the repre-
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sentation of problems and the representation of solutions. 
And finally some symbolic systems may convey meanings that 
stand far away from the mathematical standards. One big pro
blem for research on teaching is "how can we fill the gap, or 

help students to fill it? 

I will now turn to a different example, which is clearly 

related to additive structures, although it is more important 
in geometry and graphs: the real number line. 

The real number line considers numbers as dots on a line, 
positive on the right hand side and negative on the left hand 
side of an origin called O. This is clearly a symbolic system. 
What operations of thinking does it require from students to 

read it and use it? 

We have made experiments on this in Paris. The report has 
not yet been published and only a short description has appeared 

(Vergnaud and Errecalde, 1980). 

I will only mention the main aspects of our results. 

Having to place numerical data (weights, distances) or quasi
numerical data (ages, dates of birth) on a long strip of paper, 
with a line in the middle 

line-4[ ] 

length 60 cm 

students from 10 to 13 meet many kinds of difficulties. We collec
ted more than 600 protocols, and not less than a dozen criteria 
led to 50 or 60 different categories. 

Let me start with a few questions about two protocols 

concerning dates of birth. 
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The author of protocol ~ is satisfied with ordering regularly 
dots representing the dates, taking no account of the diffe
rent durations between dates. 

The author of protocol ~represents dates as segments, the length 
of each segment corresponding to the rank of the month in the 
year. Segments are placed end to end (no inclusion relationship 
between durations). The day and the year are ignored. There is 
a confusion between event and duration and between the ordinal 
and cardinal aspects of the data. 

Which protocol is nearer the final concept of scale or 
number line? It would be hard to say because none of them is 
close to the final concept, which requires the synthesis between 
the conceot of order and those of distance and interval. But I 
consider protocol fo as a very first attempt to take durations 
into account. There would not be much to say about all this, 
if protocols ~ and pwere just anecdotic exceptions. But nearly 
one th i rd 0 flO - yea r - 0 Ids' pro toe 0 I s are inc ate g 0 r i e s s i m i1 a r 
to 0< andp. 

A very important obstacle for students of that level 
consists in the inclusion principle. The end-to-end protocols 
illustrate the principle: "distinct signifiers for distinct 
signified", or else "no inclusion between excluded quantities". 

~hen they represent weights a, b, c, d .. , of newly-born babies, 
many students produce such protocols as the following: 
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A f> C 
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or they may cut the data and place end-to-end only the decimal 
parts of them: 

A h, (~) flu. (c) 
I 

To overtake this diAficulty , there are several steps 
, 

either 

or 

or 

A ,-

~ 

C 

~·6~ 
~ __ A ~ .c. t 

The last protocol is ambiguous because B is just above the segme~ 
that represents the difference b-a (and not b). The same applies 

to C. 

At this stage, there are still some steps to go. 

One of these steps consists of the identification of segments 
with the right hand extremity, the left hand extremity being 
identified as the origin. 
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A transformed into o I I A 

Another step consists of reasoning on dots and intervals what
ever the origin may be, even if it is not present on the strip 
of oaoer. 

ABC 0 
< -------------.::..::;..::.;-.1 '---" I ,---",I ~ I 

origin a b-a c-b d-c 

In two of the tasks used, the choice of the data and the scale 
did not make it possible to place both the origin and the data 
on the same line. So students were obliged to change origin 
and/or reason on differences (b-a, c-b, d-c ... ). Most of them 
were unable to do so, even after five or six lessons on scales. 

Other protocols show that the coordination between two 
systems of units {meters and centimeters, kilogrammesandgral1Tlles, years 
and months} also raises big difficulties. Some protocols repre
sent the same data by two dots on two separate scales. 

'11\4uM ..... eo ... toa ~11"\.14 
L 

L-- e 
c 

or even three segments in three different systems of units 
A .... t---__ .... 

~ ~ • ~u 
G L I '" ""«.~ A ~~ ____________________ ~ 

~ ... ~--------------~ 
Co ... _---__ 

o..J'"",,~&tv, 

A .... -----~ 
~ 
G 

or even two dots on the same scale (reading 

""'-.~ 

it with one unit above, and with the other unit beneath). 
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In summary, reading and using a symbolic system like scales, 

directly related to the very important mathematical concept of 
"number line", requires several operations of thinking that 
cHildren and young adolescents do not find natural at all. 

Whereas it is fairly natural for children to represent 
ordered magnitudes by ordered dots on a line, or magnitudes by 
seoarate and distinct segments, it is most difficult for them to 
coordinate both points of view and to acceot the inclusion prin
ciole: OA does not represent only a, but also parts of all other 
data 

a < b < c ~ OA c OB c. OC 

even when 0 does not aopear on the line. 

6. Problems of methodology 

Methodology is usually imoortant in the emergence of a new 
scientific field. This is also the case for research in maths 
education. Psychology provides us with some sufficient tools, 
for example clinical and critical interview techniques, desi
gned experiments and questionnaires. 

It is fair and very important to use these methods as often 
as oossible. They can orovide reliable and analysable information. 
But they orobably miss an essential point: the description and 
analysis of the process taking place in the class-room, where 
interaction with new situations and new objects-on the one hand, 
interaction with the teacher and the other students on the other 
hand, make the picture more complex and more evolutive. 

• 
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This paper is already very long, and I don't want to repeat 
well-known advantages and defects of interviews, questionnaires 
and designed experiments. All of them are useful techniques. 
Each of them can be used, according to the question raised. 
Interviews are better for the understanding of students' concep
tions, designed experiments for reliable comparaisons and for 
the control of the comparative importance of different factors, 
questionnaires for large-scale assessments. 

I would rather insist"upon the most specific method of 
didactics: experimenting in the class-room. This is not an easy 
job. It requires a long preparation, a good-sized and we11-
trained group of teachers and observers and costly registration 
devices. 

A time-consuming part of the work consists of reading the 
recorded tapes. 

What is the most important, still, is the necessity to take 
steps to get reliable information. Many observers in the class
room only see anecdotes, the importance of which can be hardly 
estimated. The challenge is to promote didactic experimenting 
in the class-room as a reliable method providing repeatable facts. 

would like to stress three important needs~ 

1. the need to make as exo1icit as possible the cognitive 
objectives of the sequence of lessons undertaken; 

2. the need to dismiss carefully beforehand the choice of the 
situations, the reason for sequencing them so and so, the moda
lities in which information is given and the question asked, 
the numerical values of the variables, the symbolism used and 
the explanations that should be provided; 

3. the need to make explicit hypothesis about the behavior 
of students and the events that might happen. 
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One cannot observe well what one is not prepar~to observe. 
This nresupposes that the contents, and the situations through 
which these contents are conveyed, is clearly analyzed before
hand so that one may'be prepared to "see" the meaning of events 
and behaviors observed. It would be unrealistic to expect to 
reach a high degree of reliability and repeatability immedia
tely. Psychologists were faced with the same problem when they 
started experimenting and interviewing: they were also faced 
with the extreme variety of subjects' behavior. But when inter
viewing subjects, you notice that regularities appear, and the 
more subjects you see, the stablest the different patterns of 
behavior appear to be. 

Researchers are not in a position to give many examples 
of repeated experiments in didaQtics. But it is a fact that, 
when sequencing and observing the same series of lessons in 
different class-rooms, with the same teacher or with different 
teachers, at different levels or at the same level, one can 
observe that some events happen and happen again and the same 
coherently and hierarchically organized behaviors appear and 
appear again. 

Errors, procedures, spontaneous explanations and formu
lations, ways of designating and representing things are most 
enlightening. 

The soecific and rewarding aspect of the method is the 
observation of the process of discovery by students, of the 
contradiction between their initial conception and the situa
tion to handle, of the conflict between different students' 
points of view (working in grouos of three or four), of the 
evolution of concentions and procedures. 

I can't see how we would be able to develop a scientific 
approach of maths education without experimenting in the class
room, under conditions that make this experimentation as 
scientific as possible. 
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The cost is heavy, and many improvements have still to 
be found. But when you have to pay the price, the only thing to 
do is to pay the price. Experimenting in the class-room is an 
unescapable issue. 

Conclusion 

My conclusions have already been given all along this paper. 
will not repeat them again. I can only insist once more 

upon the analysis of the mathematical contents involved in 
situations. This analysis is essential. I also want to stress 
the importance of a behavioral and developmental approach of 
learning, and the importance of understanding students' actual 
conceptions, behind their behaviors and verbal explanations. 
I finally think that one must try to avoid all kinds of schema
tism, because the landscape is complicated, and because meaning 
and understanding cannot be handled without taking into account 
metaphors, misunderstandings and the strange relationship between 
words and meanings, between signifiers and signified. 

I have sometimes been told by North-American friends that 
they were surprised by the ·struggle for theory· in France. 
We may ~truggle· too much. But some examples I have given are 
convincing examples and show that symbolic representations are 
really a crossing point in maths education research. 
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TABLE I 

M~in additive relationships 

o _--2~ 0 
II Transformation of a measure 

,-, 0 ,--, 0 r--I 
I I -----1' I --t, I 

L_~ __ t 

o 
IV Combination of trans

formations 

01 
oj n 

Combination of measures 

o 
0----70 

V Transformation of 
a relationship 

o 
10 
o 

III Comparison of measures 

ol 
0]° 

VI Combination of 
relationships 

Criteria differentiating cases I, II and III 

- presence/absence Qf a dynamic aspect 
II against I and III 

absence/presence of a directed relationship 
I against II and III 

absence/presence of a part-whole relationship 
(inclusion) 

III against I and II 
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Working Group A 

THE INFLUENCE OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ON UNDERGRADUATE 
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 

Leaders: Bernsrd Hodgson, Universite Laval 
Tony Thompson, Dalhousie University 

In the last twenty years, there has been considerable 

attention given to the general role played by mathematics 

in cumputer science and to the kind of mathematics re

quired in an undergraduate computer science curriculum. 

But little seems to have been done about the influence in 

the other direction: what effect on undergraduate mathe

matics education does or should the recent development of 

computing and computer science have? For example. should 

the traditional calculus-linear algebra sequence which was 

developed for the needs of Physics and Chemistry st1ll be 

considered ss the starting point for a mathematics curri

culum? Could discrete mathematics be considered aa either 

an alternative or as a preferable basis? Hore generally, 

to what extent is the "finite" character of the computer 

a motivational source for changes in the traditional 

"infinite" approach to the education of mathematics majors? 

With the discussion of these and other related issues, 

this Working Group aims at identifying eome general trende 

in the subject while focusing on the actual situation in 

Canadian universities. 
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WORKING GROUP A 

The Influence of Computer Science on Undergraduate 
Mathematics Education 

List of participants: 

Lee ADLER 
Ed BARBEAU 
Josef BRODY 

Bernard R. Hodgson 

Tony Thompson 

(Concordia) 
(Toronto) 
(Concordi a) 

Bernard R. HODGSON (Laval) 
Peter MANUEL (Western Ontario) 
John POLAND (Carleton) 
Fran ROSAMOND (Cornell ) 
Peter TAYLOR (Queen's) 
Tony THOMPSON (Dalhousie) 
Charles VERHILLE (New Brunswi ck) 
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The Undergraduate mathematics curriculum generally, but especially 
the Calculus sequence in the first two years has remained remarkably 
constant over the last 15-20 years. This is in spite of substantial 
changes in the high school curriculum (most Provinces include a large 
introduction to Calculus in the final year). the very widespread use 
of calculators. and now the rapid deployment of microcomputers. 

It appears that this last will bring significant changes. This 
is because (a) there is now a large body of scientific users of 
mathematics (the Computer Scientists) with different problems and 
di fferent needs from the traditi ana 1 "conti nuous" approach needed j n 
Engineering. Physics and Chemistry. (b) Computer Science is generating 
genuinely new problems for mathematics which are unl ikely to be solved 

by Calculus methods; (e) Computer Science challenges and competes with 
traditional mathematics for students; (see Appendix 2); there is a 
danger that mathematics departments could follow philosophy departments 
into "prestigious isolation and irrelevance" (W.F. lucas in Mathematics 
Tomorrow p. 68). Clearly the interests of students seeking a good 
education are not best served by the mathematics department ignoring 
Computer Science nor vi.ce versa. There is urgent need for dialogue 
to find a good new approach to the two subjects together. (see Appendix 
1 by Lee Adler). The Working Group began by recognizing this situation. 
The question then is not whether some changes are necessary but what 
those changes should be. The di scussion of this question began with an 
examination of the article Computer Science, Mathematics and the Undergraduate 
Curriculum 1n both by A. Ralston Amer. Math. Monthly, 88 (1981) 472-485. 
The group found Ralston's suggestions unsatisfying. A brief summary of 
the vi ews of the group are found i f1 Appendi x 3 by John Pol and. 

Before being able to offer alternatives to the Ralston proposals 
the group found it necessary to discuss the broad aims of mathematics 
education. Though the conclusions were rather too general to be very 
useful - the aims are to develop critical thinking, to develop a logical 
approach to problem solving, to understand 'why' rather than 'how' -
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they did reinforce the view that the traditional first-year Calculus 
course needs change. Since too often it is training in a long sequence 
of skills rather than in understanding and critical thought. 

The group thought that Ralston d1d not avoid this 'how to' approach. 
Indeed his long list of topics, which would necessarily be covered 
superficially, encouraged it. The group decided that to avoid this the 
first year course should be based on a general theme rather than lots 
of topics. 

Several themes were suggested: Algorithms, Optimization, 
Approximation, Applied Problems. In the limited time available, 
individual group members worked on these themes and gave suggestions as 
to how they might be developed in practice. 

These are contained in Appendices 3. 4, and 5. These form the main 
outcome of our deliberations. 

It was realized that the nature of a course, especially the 
emphasis on 'how to', is very often determined by the examination 
given at the end. Student attitudes are certainly very dependent on 
this. Ed Barbeau developed some interesting alternatives to the usual 
examination and these are given in Appendix 6. 

Throughout the discussions it was emphasized (mainly by Joe Brody 
and Peter Manuel) that University mathematics departments have not yet 
come to terms with the Calculator, let alone the Computer. Dr. Brody 
gave four reasons for making heavy use of calculators in his Calculus 
classes 

(1) Replaces the tedi ous -
(2) Allows one to do new things 
(3) Clarifies the underlying theory 
(4) Makes one think in new ways 

and suggested that the Computer will do the same (except that its very 
speed and power and the fact that one is not aware of all the intermediate 
steps can be disadvantages). These views are elaborated in Appendix 7. 
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Throughout the discussion the participants made reference to articles 
and books they had found stimulating. These are gathered in the 
bibliographies in Appendices 7,B and 9. There is a little overlap 
(surprisingly how little!) but I thought it not worthwhile to edit 
them into a single list. I have also appended Ralstons bibliography as 
Appendix 10. 

Finally, I was asked to include an article by Jules Gribble a"nd 
my views on a combined mathematics, statistics, Computing Science 
department. These are the last two Appendices. 

f"") ~ 
2fS/6/n. 
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Working Group A Report: 

Appendix 1 
June. 15, 1982 

This note is meant to serve as an appendix to the CMESG report from 

the Working Group on the Influence of Computer Science on Undergraduate 

Mathematics. 

Computers affect all of our lives and probably will have an increa

singly larger impact on the lives of people who have studied mathematics 

than they have on the lives of the population at large. I believe that 

it is our responsibility to make sure that our students learn to compute; 

then, since our students hsve computation skill, to put into our COllrses 

some of the mathematical ideas which generate these techniques. 

To solve or to mathematize problems which are formulated by others, 

it is necessary but not sufficient to have a broad mathematical repertoire. 

Hathe:naticians rarely work alone, usually form part of a team, and are 

required to work on problems articulated by peopl~ with limited mathema

tical training but experience in computing or data processing. Many 

companies think of computing as mathematics and vice versa, and they put 

no clear line between the two. Opportunities for interaction between 

mathewatics and its applications in industry or government are often 

affected by computational techniques of increasing levels of mathematical 

sophistication. To compute at all students have to know how to use the 

computer correctly and efficiently; so they probably should know a few 
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programnin~ languages, the principles of programming, some basic data 

structures and techniques for manipulation 1n these data structures. 

Therefore, so that mathematics students know some computer science~ 

they should be counselled to take computing courses. Computer science 

thus should influence the choice of electives of students in undergra

duate mathematics programmes. 

~fathemat1cs students "ho have taken computer courses have usually 

enjoyed those courses and have acquired skills and techniques. Includ

ing in our courses those mathematical ideas which unify many of the 

methods learned in computer courses would allow students to see the 

theory from which at least some of their .expeTtise follows almost 

automatically, and would give them examples of the applicability of 

mathemat~cs to the "real" world. It has been said that the particular 

choice of topics in a course is often les8 important than the opportunity 

for students to learn to do something difficult, have fun learning it, 

and thereby gain the confidence to tackle another formidable task. In 

particular, for those students who are in search of an education, have 

811>ays enjoyed mathematics courses, may someday find a job due to their 

functional expertise in mathematics, but whose c,!reers will most likely 

evolve along more general lines, a mathematics progrannr,e offers oppor

tunities to: stretch their imagination and intuition; practise logic, 

precision and accuracy of thought; and learn the rewards of patience 

and perseverance. Unfortunately many students can justify choosing a 

programme less rigourous than mathematics based on the excuse that 

teaching is the only job open to a mathematician. We must re'lind our 
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O~~ colleagues and assure our students that this claim is not true. 

Linking co~puter techniques to mathematical theory would be one opera-

tional way of providing the counter-evidence. In addition this coupling 

could harness some of the synergistic energy which comes from teaching 

material which is on the periphery of things which are fun to do, and 

use it to attract more students into mathematics programmes. 

In conclusion, I would like to recommend that the CMESG Study Group 

try to find what computer knowledge our students should have, identify 

the mathematical ideas which generate this knowledge, debate whether 

this mathe~atics should be included in our curriculum, and, if $0 how 

and at what point. 

lIJ/~(\Jd j~ 
~r~ o.---~ 

L.S. Adler 
Concordia University 

Working Group A Report: 
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LES ETUDIANTS res SCIENCES MA1HEMATIQUES AU 

PREMIER CYCLE LNIVERSITAIRE 

Bernard R. Hodgson 

Departement de mathematiques 
lIniversite Laval 

C~mme Ie souligne Tucker [6, p. 40], la valorisation des etudes 
en mathematiques et en sciences provoquee par Ie 1ancement de Spoutnik en 1957 
a eu comme effet une augmentation considerable des effectifs etudiants en ma
thernatiques; ainsi, aux Etats-Unis, Ie nombre de dip16mes en mathematiques au 
p!~mier cycle universitaire etait de 23 000 en 1970 contre 5 000 en 1956 (la 

proportion etait semb1able aux 2e et 3e cycles). La tendance semb1ait telle que 

Ie CBMS n'hesitait pas, en 1970, a predire que Ie nombre de finissants serait, 
en 1975, de SO 000. C'etait sans compter avec Ie ressac anti-science provoque 

aux Etats-Unis par 1a guerre du Vietnam: il n'y eut en fait que 18 000 grades de 
premier cycle decernes en mathernatiques en 1974-75! 

L'etude recente du CBMS [2] fournit des renseignements interessants 
sur 1a situation des diverses sciences mathematiques auxEtats-Unis. Ainsi 

(voir [2, p. 11]), en comparant 1es dip16mes de 1974-75 et ceux de 1979-80, on 
cons tate une diminution de 42\ en mathematiques et en statistique contre une 
augmentation de 145'. en informatique, de sorte que pnh des 2/5 des finissants 
en sciences mathematiques en 1980 etaient des informaticiens (voir Tableau 1 

ci-dessous). De plus, a10rs qu'en 1966, 4,5'. des "freshmen" indiquaient vou10ir 

se specia1iser en mathematiques, ce pourcentage n'etait que de 0,6\ en 1980; 
cette meme annee, 4,9\ des "freshmen" donnaient corrrne specialisation probable 

l' informatique. 
Le tableau suivant donne, pour 1es Etats-Unis, Ie nombre de 

grades decernes au premier cycle universitaire en sciences mathematigues 

(voir [2, p. 30]). 



TABLEAU 1 

Mathematiques 
Statistique 
Informatique 
Actuariat 
Mathematiques appliquees 
Enseignement secondaire 
Autres 
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1974-75 

17 713 
570 

3 636 
70 

886 
4 778 

164 

1979-80 

10 160 
467 

8 917 
146 
801 

1 752 
580 

Au Canada, on ne semble pas disposer de statistiques aussi 

detaillees qu'aux Etats-Unis sur les etudiants des sciences mathematiques. Qui 
plus est, certains des renseignements disponibles de differentes sources ne pa

raissent pas concorder (par exemple [1, Tableau A.2] et [3J). Neanmoins, il 
semble permis de croire que certaines des ten dances rencontrees aux Etats-Unis 
seraient les memes ici. 

Le Tableau 2 donne, pour Ie Canada, Ie nombre de grades decernes 
au premier cycle universitaire en sciences mathematiques; les donnees de 1a 

partie (A) proviennent de [1, Tableau A.2], celles de 1a partie (E) de [4] et 
celles de (C) de [5]. 

TABLEAU 2 

(A) 

(8) 

(C) 

1960 
1965 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 { 

138 
263 
699 
911 

1 181 
1 138 
2 415 
2 353 
2 223 
2 422 
2 423 
1 663 
1 009 

mathematiques (pures, appl., stat., act., r.o.) 
informatique 

D'apres les renseignements que j'ai recueillis aupres de Statis

tique Canada, ce n'est qU'a partir de 1979 que la classification a ete modifiee 
pour isoler les etudiants d'informatique,de sorte qu'il ne semble pas possible 
de distinguer davant age Ie champ de specialisation pour les annees anterieures a 
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1979. (On trouve dans Ie Tableau C.l de [1] des projections, par sous-c~p 

de specialisation, pour les annees 1974 a 1977; mais il apparait difficile de 
contraler ces projections.) 

On peut s'attendre a ce que cette evolution de 1a clientele 

etudiante des sciences mathematiques aura un impact certain sur les departe

ments de mathematiques et leur corps professoral. L'etude du CBMS conmente 
en ces termes [2, p. 34]: 

''Taking numbers of course enrollments as a measure, the 
n~thematical science departments are currently prospering. 
Reasonable projections suggest that this prosperity will 
continue into the near future. However, the pattern of 
enrollments is far from optimal for the preferences of most 
faculty -- with the deCline in advanced mathematics students 
and increase of less attractive, lower level courses. Those 
students, greatly reduced in number, who continue to elect a 
~thematics major are concentrating in applied areas, 
statistics, and computing which are not the specialties of 
most current faculty. The decline in numbers of potential 
secondary school mathematics teachers is also an ominous 
sign for the long-term improvement of school mathemat lcs. " 
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Ar.-penclix to "Influence of Corrputers on lJ:1dergraduate M3therratics Education". 
C2.naciian ":a.thenatics Education Study Group, 1982 Annual Heeting, Kingston, Ontario. 
oy John Poland, lJeprrt:ment of Mathenatics & statistics, Carleton University, 
Vttawa, canada. --------------------------------------

Ha.-I can the first (and second) year university nathenatics courses use 
2',,,, rrorrentum of the hype of the "<Xl!I1pUter age" to swing nore students into an 
ap?t"ec~aticn for tne relevance, p:JWer and inp;:lrtance of the rratherratical perspective? 
~is judo approach to =iculurn revision ;.ould be rrore intelligent than simply ignoring 
Gr fighting against the convictions of our young students that computers are the new 
frontier. Here are sore p::ssilile alternatives: 
(1) The Ralston First Course: the folla.-ling is an outline of the detailed syllabus 
ut-'?=aring in A. Ralston "CorrpIter Science, M3therratics and the undergraduate Curricula 
in Both", Technical RepJrt 161, lJeprrt:ment of Corrp.lter Sc.ience, SUNY at Buffalo, 1980. 
'{;,e course is broken into twelve units: 

:7:'--15\:-on's Frrst Year lJ~screte Matherratics COurse: 
- (i) Basics (E-notation, sequences and series, ... ) 

(ei) Algorit.'mls and their analysis (basics about what it is) 
(iii) Lagic (prop::sitional calculus, boolean algebra, predicates, relevance to the 

(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(V'..ii) 
(~x) 

verification of algorithms) 
Limi ts (convergence, limits of discrete functions, series) 
Induction 
Discrete nurrber systerrs (fixed and floating point nUTber systems, nUTber bases) 
Conbinatoria1 analysis (permutations, co:tbinations, binanial theorem, Stirling) 
Difference equations and generating fuoctions 
Discrete probability (random mmber generators, basic queuing theory, analysis 
of algorithrrs) 

(x) Grafhs and trees (tree enurreration, binary trees) 
(Xl) Iteration and recursion 
(Xli) llasic Autorrata theory (finite state nachines, Turing nachines) Critique: . _~ ________ ..l 

Scattered topics, treated superficially? The outline has the appearance of the 
first, "backgrourrl" chapter of a textbook, outlining the definitions and rotations 
to be used in the canir>:;j develotm=nt. The power and irrportance of natharatical ideas 
would be diffic.'Ult to elucidate - in fact, ro topic "",uld have the t:ima to be 
explored in depth. For exarrple, generatir>:;j functions are mtoriously difficult 
to grasp; without any exploration of their use and FO-Ier, a stooent enterir>:;j 
university would end up frustrated and unappreciative of the concept of a generating 
function. 

p.o.;ever, the text: 
Alan Tucker "Applied Corrbinatorics" John Wiley & Sons, 1980, does generatir>:;j functions 

early, wit.'1 nany later applications, covers rrany of the Ralston topics, and has an 
excellent problens--oriented style. Worth exploring. 

(2) A nore narra.-l approach, covering about half of the topics of Ralston First Course 
Dt.t very basic to rru::h of the nathenatical aspect of algorithrrs, could be developed 
by using the enJoyable and accessible text: 

G. Beman and K.IJ. Fryer "Introduction to Corrbinatorics" Academic Press 1972 

(3) A nore pu::ely algorithmic approach could be devised arourrl two basic topics 
(a) Algorithms for sortlng and searching 
(b) The natherratical rrcdel of a oomp.lter 

The idea of topic (a) would be to bring to the first-year level Chapters = and 
'ihree (Design of efficient algorithrrs, and Sorting and order statistiCs) of: 
A.V. AlIO, J.E. H0f=Dft and J.D. UllnBn "The Design and A.""lysis of eanputer Alga
nthms" Adillson Wesley 1974. For example: (al) Sorting - various sitUations; what it 
1.5; 'What ways can )IOU trtln.": 0: to sort? 

(a2) NotlOn of an a1gonth;n, soore sorting algoritru"",; use of grafh theory to 

G.;. scuss t;1(;;l1. 
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(a3) Cortpll"ing sorti.n:l teclmiques: which is better, what does better nean? 
introduce 0 (n) dl1d 0 (n) • 

(a4) The rrat:.henatics of o:atIp3Iing and calculating finite surs; approld!rations; 
asyrrptotic behaviour, Stirling's Fornula. 

The idea of topic (b) nay be easier but rrore abstract. For exarrple (bl) Turing 
rrachines and SCire basic thir>:;js they can do. 

(b2) t-bre oorrplicated calculations on a Turin;! rrachine 
(b3) The universal Turing nachine and the unsolvability of the haltir>:;j problem 
(b4) Other decision problems - an outline 
(bS) The nunber of Turir>:;j nBchines: countable versus uncountable 
(b6) There are only countably nany canputable rrels. 

I have taught all these latter topics to high school stooents with great success. 
Reactions of serre of Il¥ colleagues has been: 

(cl) - ropic (a) is too close to what is taught in computing science courses; there 
is too Illlch overlap. But others have claimed that only the algorithrrs awear in the 
conputin;J science course, not ~e detailed efficiency carrparisons. '!his should be 
examined. 

(c2) The =x::epts o(n) and 0 (n), and the a::lIlpUison of algorithm;, is too 
difficult and narrow a topic to present to sbrlents in their first year at university. 
¥DSt hardly know anytllin;J about ~s and algorithm;. 

(4) Arother approach =uld be to m::dify present calculus or linear algebra courses 
to include rrore OOItlplting-related topics: 
G. Strang "Linear Algebra and its Applications", Academic Press, 1976, is an exciting 
read in applied linear algebra with computational discussions (including the stability 
of the algorithm;, and a rote on LINPJ\CK, the linear algebra canp.lter package, in an 
apperrlix to the secooo edition). 
Warner Steinberg and ~ J. walker "Calculus: a CCtrp-lter oriented approach", an 
experi.rrental textlxlok produced by the Center for Research in College Instnction of 
Science and M3therratics, Florida State University, 1968, begins with the flow-chart 
approach to CO<Tputers, approxinating solutions of equations, convergence, basic results 
(incluiin; the Squeeze 'lheorem) which lead to finding areas and volumes by approxiIretir>:;j; 
then integration and into differentiation, with many numerical and algorithmic ideas. 
Thorras Wonnacott "calculus: an applied approach" Jc:hn Wiley & Sons, 1977, begins 
with approxinating and defining e and has IlIJCh interplay between the differencir>:;j 
situations and the differentiation situation. 

Finally, I would like to add that finding ways in which ~ers are helpful. 
in our nathenatics COUl:ses (as in linear algebra or calculus), rray not be a significant 
irdication of the usefulness of a rratherratical perspective to OOITplter-bourrl stooents. 
Instead, it nay be rrore useful to search for topics, like the analysis of sorting 
algorithrrs or nore interactive c:at1pJter-and-nathare.tics prdllens, in which 
rrathenatics offers a nathenatical perspective on conputing. "Ask rot what =mputer 
science can do for you; ask what you can do for CO!TlpJter science"! 
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DECREASING THE EMPHASIS ON CALCULUS IN THE FIRST YEAR 

E.J. Barbeau 

Although calculus should continue to be part of the first year programme 

in mathematics, it should not be the focus. Rather, various themes might be 

chosen which involve mathematical ideas and techniques from many areas in-

eluding calculus. Three possibilities are approximatIon, optimization and 

evolution of systems. For these, I will sketch out some topics which might be 

covered; some of these will require a considerable amount of background mst-

erial. 

A. APPROXIMATION 

(a) Approximating values of functions: distinguishing between linear and 

nonlinear approximations, 

using interpolation and extrapolation formulae (finite differences), 

discussion of appropriateness of techniques used, 

use of the Hean Value Theorem of differential calculus to give an 

approximate value, estimate possible error and determine whether an over-

or under- estimate is found, 

Taylor expansion with remainder. 

(b) Approximating solutions of equations: use of Intermediate Value Theorem 

for continuous functions (method of bisection~analytical and graphical 

treatment of Newton's Method, example to illustrate possible behaviour of 

successive "approximations", conditions for covergence of successive 

approximat ions. 

Hensel's LeIllU - an adaptation of Newton's Hethod for solving 

polynominal congruences (Let p(x) be a polynominal over Z, q be a prime. 

Thinking of a number as being "close" to zero if it is divisible by very 

large numbers, we can approximate roots of p(x) by solutions of p(x) • a 
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(mod' N) where N is large. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, it' is 

enough to look at N equal to prime powers. Hensel's Lemma gives us a 

technique for solving the congruence for successively large powers of 

a given prime. Thus, let u be a solution of p (x) : 0 (mod qr) for which 

p' (u) i a (mod q). Choose w so that w pi (u) .. 1 (mod qr). Then u -

wp(u) is a solution of p(x) ... a (mod q2r). Proof: Write p(x) • p(u) 

+ (x-u)p' (u) + (x-u)2 f (x) where fex) is a polynom,ial over Z.) 

(c) Using integrals to approximate sums: the sum of the first n kth powers, 

Stirling's formuls (A.J. Coleman, Amer. Math. !-Ionthly 58 (1951), 334-

336 • Selected papers on calculus, p. 325) 

(d) Approximate integration: estimates of log 2, 1T' 

(e) Use of special approximating functions: piecewise lineas polynomials 

(Weierstrass Approximation Theorem, Berstein polynomials Lagrange poly-

nomials), trigonometric polynomials (statement of Dirichlet's Theorem; 

Gibb ' • phenomenon) 

spline functions 

(f) Least squares regression 

(g) Approximation in mean 

(h) Functions of more than one variable 

B. OPTIMIZATION 

(a) Statement of the extreme value theorem for continuous functions 

(b) Use of differential calculus: tests for Identifying whether exterme 

value of a single- or multiple- variable function is maximum or minimum -

use of second derivatives, 

checking signs of first derlvative, examining difference between maximum/ 

minimum of a function and the function to see if it is readily identifiable 

as always positive/negative, 
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basic reasoning of the following type - f is continuous; it is known, 

say using the extreme value theorem, that it has a minimum within a 

certain interval; it can be seen the minimum cannot occur at the end 

points; hence, f' vanishes at a minimum; it is easily seen ft vanishes 

at a 8ingle point; hence, this must be where the minimum occurs 

(c) Optimization under constraints: linear programming (preceded by Gaussian 

elimdnation and some geometric perception of polyhedra and planes which 

intersect these) 

Lagrange multipliers 

(d) Approximate optimization methods: use of lattice points 

steepest descent 

C. EVOLUTION OF SYSTEHS 

(a) Recursive relations: xn+l • f(xn ), stability, fixed points, contraction 

mapping, graphical analysis'X
n
+

l 
• aXn + bX

n
_

l 
+ ... , difference 

equations, 

characteristic polynomials 

(b) Differential equations: exponential growth and decay 

logistic growth 

qualitative analysis of solutions using graphical techniques (isoclines) 

solutions in closed form, separation of variables, linear first order 

homogeneous and non-homogeneous equations 

approximate solutions, polygonal method 

(c) Financial mathematics: bonds, annuities, sinking funds 

life contingencies, Gompertz' Law 

(d) Kepler's Laws derived from Newton's Laws (0. Toeplitz, The Calculus: 

a genetic approach) 
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It can be seen that a thorough treatment of these topiCS involves 

not only calculus, but a considerable amount of alge~ra. The aim is to 

develop a sound intuition and flexibility in thinking; proofs are given 

only insofar as they advance this aim. There is quite a bit of scope 

for the use of s calculator. 
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The Second Semester of Calculus 

In the 1981 C~f report on the Mathematical Sciences, the subpanel on 
Calculus argues that Ralston (~M 88 No. 7 1981) has gone too far in sug

gesting calculus be replaced by discrete mathematics, and suggests that in 

the freshman year the first semester of calculus provide a basic introduc

tion to differentiation and integration (as at present) but the second 

semester explore applications of calculus to discrete mathematics and 

modelling. I agree with this, and wish to conment on this second course. 

It should present problems, hopefully from the "real \.orld" (scientific 

or aesthetic), which tend to be quite naturally modelled as discrete prob
lems. But, as so often happens, discrete methods may have insufficient 

power to analyze these problems. whereas if they can be modelled as con
tinuous problems, they often yield to the methods of calculus. 

Let me mention briefly three examples. 

1. Generating Functions. In problems of enumeration or probability one 

often wishes to find a sequence (a i ) where ai is the number of type 

i , or the probability of event i etc. It may be very hard to calcu

late the a· directly or discover their asymptotic properties. An 
1 . 

analysis of the real-valued function G(x) ~ [a.x l -often solves some of 
1 

these problems. For example Knuth in the Art of Computer Prograrrrning 
Vol. 1, 1968, shows how G can be used to calculate the nth term of 
of the Fibonacci sequence l, 2, 3, 5, 8, ... . 

2. Differential vs Difference Equations. In modelling the change of gene 

frequency under the process of natural selection, it is ITOSt natural to 
take a discrete time model, and write the gene frequency p' in one 
year in terms of the frequency p the year before. A non-linear dif
ference equation p'-p = sp(l-p)/(l+sp) is obtained which is difficult 

to analyze. A continuous time ITOdel leads to the corresponding differ

ential equation ~ = sp(l-p) which can be solved. 

3. Sums vs Integrals. In a population let ~n 

living (from birth) to age n and let mn 
an individual can expect to have between age 

be the probability of 

be the number of offspring 
n and n+l These 
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3. numbers are called life history parameters and population biologists 

are interested in analyzing them. For many purposes, their analysis is 

facilited by USL~g a continuous variable x for age, with mx now 

being the instantaneous expected birth rate at age x. For example 
let E(n) be the expected future number of offspring of an individual 

of age n At birth E(O) is small due to the probability of death 

before maturity. For large n, E(n) is £nall because of the effects 

of senility. In between E(n) is large and we ask when it is a 
00 ~. 

maximum. This requires analysis of the sum E(n) = .L ~ m. The 
l=n ~n 1 

E(x) = r?: m d which x x y y 
continuous model maximizes the inte&~al 
calculus can easily handle. 

Peter Taylor 
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ALTERNATIVE MODES OF EXAMINATIONS 

E. J. Barbeau 

Examination questions might be given to the students in advance. 
At the actual examination itself, no notes or aids would be allowed. 
The student should have assimilated the solutions sufficiently to write 
down in a restricted amount of time a coherent and accurate solution. 
One might object that the more parasitical students may Simply try to 
memorize someone else's solution; however, it has been found that very 
often a student writing down something he really does not understand 
very often reveals this in his exposition. 

Alternatively, the student might be given a passage from a book 
to study (perhaps a book in some applied area). At the examination, 
he would be presented with an excerpt and asked to fill in missing details, 
explain the procedure used or adapt a method to a similar situation. 

A multiplicity of examinations might be available for a given 
course. During the course of the year, the student should develop an 
opinion of his ability, and on this basis can choose to write an examina
tion of one of the following types: 

Type 1: Very straightforward questions, successful completion of 
which gives a maximum gradt of 70%. 

Type 2: Basically straightforward with some multiple-step pro
blems, successful completion of which gives a maximum grade of 80%. 

Type 3: Problems of a more penetrating type, successful completion 
of which gives a maximum grad'e of 100%. 

The rationale behind this regime is to encourage the student to get some 
sense of his level of understanding of the material studied. 
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June 16, 1982 

I am sending the required appendix and list of references. The appendix is not 
self-explanatory, for it would require another page or two. It is already slightly 
longer than the limit of two pages required - my apology. If, in the references 
to this appendix, you would like to add some information, then maybe these points should 
be stresseu. 

a) In the appendix, we wanted to attempt to illustrate that there is much more to 
the presence of the calculator in the classroom than calculation. The calculator 
is a tool which may stimulate and help sustain thinking, as well as expand its 
spectrum •. 

b) The examples prevent a variety of problems picked from different areas of 
Mathematics, for example, great loss in number of significant digits may be 
fatal in, 
(i) Finite difference methods for solution of partial differential equations, 

(11) Solution of quadratic equations, ax2~ bxt c~O, where bi>ac, etc. 

c) The teaching of Mathematics using the calculator has already shown an improvement 
in: 
(i) understanding the theory - for example, definitions, theorems, 
(ii) interest in the subject itself. 

d) Since a calculator soon becomes a tool which everybody will carry as easily as 
a pencil, the question of re-evaluation of the undergraduate curriculum may become 
of crucial importance. 

believe that I have helped a little, but if at any time you think I can do something 
more within the aims of the study group, please do not hesitate to ask. 

JB/rw 
Encl. : 

P.S. If it is possible, send me a copy of the report as soon as 
you can. Thanks. 

SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS CAMPUS 
1455 DE MAISONNEUVE BLVD. WEST 
MONTREAL. QUEBEC H30 1 Me 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Brody 
Associate Professor 
Department of Mathemati( 
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'::;::: ?OLE OF THE POCKET CALCULATOR IN TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS 

Jozef Brody 
Concordia University 

\';e c nSl.der a few examples in order to demonstrate the various 
con~ ibutionG a calculator can make to the process of solving 
;:::01: el7ls. 

EXlc:.lPLE 1: Find the value of: .[19820000 - ,[19819999 to 10 
sig~l=icant digits (or on as many as the calculator in use per
nits) . 

EXA.'lPLE 2: Evaluate (_8)1/3 

EXA.:·iPLE 3: Find the derivative y' if y = cos ~ 
EY.A:.:.p~E 4: A box with a square bottom and volume of 32m3 

20¢/:c. for the top and the bottom, and 15¢/m2 for the 
I';na t are the dimensions of the least expensive box? 

costs 
sides. 

EXA.:':?LE 5: Evaluate the definite integral f' (I-IS{ l/(lr{x ) dx, 
using the integral rutine on the calculator. 0 

~n t~e :irs~ example the direct calculation gives much l~SS than 
ehe exa~ple requires (a good answer is usually 1.123.10- ). 
It is a nice illustration of the necessity for rationalization in 
crde~ to get the required accuracy as: 

1 
.[1982000 + ,[1981999 1.123099373.10-

4 

In tte second example one usually tries to calculate the required 
value ~5ing the following sequence of keys: 

-8 ~ 3 Il/xl Q 
S~me calculators will display the error message. 
a well-defined expression? What about (-8)2/6 ? 
same as the one of V::S ? 

Why? Is (_8)1/3 
Is the value the 

I~ t~e third example one uses the calculator to evaluate the 
func~ion and separate the value of the variable x from the 
actual computation. The value for x is therefore stored in the 
memory first: x~M followed by the computational sequence: 

2 -I 1-1 17' 1--'1 
R:.; x + 2 =, ,~: ,cos, 
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This se ence is illustrated in the 
con?a~a onal scheme in the Figure 1. 
T~e pro e~ a$ks for the derivative 
dy/dx i.e. the change of the output 
variable respect to the change of the 
input one. The basic computational 
steps c~ange the value on the display 
and therefore ask for different va
riables along (x,u,v,w and y). The 
basic transformations (functions) 
offer the following derivatives: 

x 
• [21 _ 2 

1~121 u-x 
--- 2 
-~ V"'X +2 Ivv -.-- ! 2 

r::-.J._. - \ x +2 
l'<::oS wi 
--~-

Y""cos\1x2~; 

Figure 1 

du dv dw r- ~ 
ax - 2x 'du 1, dv 1/2.'v, dw -sin w giving the 

required answer as' ~ ~ x dw dv du 
. dx dw dv x du x dx 

x sin w 
{v 

This gives a specific model for the chain rule in the differential 
calculus, and the proof using the limits becomes clear and obvious. 

The fO:lrth e,<ample belongs to the category of so called word 
proble~s. The first step may be a choice (estimate) of dimensions 
feasible with repect to the conditions (constraints) in the problem, 
let's say 4 by 4 by 2. To remember these one asks the student to put 
one of t:1em into the memory, let' 5 say 4 (~M). This way the .dimensions 
c."<n be calculated as: RM , RM , 32+- x 2 , and the validity 
ca~ I:e checked by the calculator. The total cost C is then: 

-, ---, ---, 1-21 1--:-1 121 II II I-l 
C = ,<~: x. R..\j 2 ,~ 20 + RM' I..!'_J 32 LijlXI._xl 4 xj 15 _=J ) 

112C~ ~ 11.20. 

Algebraically then: C (x) = 4 Ox + !2..~ , which simplifies the compu-
tatio~ to: x 

40 ~ !RM! I x2: I~ 1920 lJ ~I ~I 
The stress is on the concept of a function being a transformation 
expressed as a sequence (an algorithm) of basic transformations. 
i.:sing the differentiation (C' (x) = 0), one gets x = 2.8845 ... 
Tne abo'!e algorithm (after 2.8845 ... ~M) gives the total cost 
C = $ 9.98 - a significant improvement to $ 11.20 . 

~sir.g t~e CASIO fx-180P (or fx-3600P) calculator, the required 
integral in its original form when executed displays the error 
::'.essa,;e. i:o\;ever if transformed to the integral in terms of 

''': x I i.e. 

?l 1 

:'2 -:': R.,'j 

(2 
2. (l-u)/(l+u) udu 

J c 
can be evaluated using: 

RH x 

:~2 , 

R~j Jl 1 
-I 1---

+, 'RM 

( 1 I-~-i -~ '=! 
_ L_ . __ ...-' 

-=1 or 
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- .. ~ exe=~~,~~ of the inlegral using PI takes aboul ]5 seconds, 
~~::a US1~S t~e P2 only 27 seconds. However pI used the neste~ 
~~:~i?llcatio~ and P2 does not. The question of complexity in 
ac~~a: co~?uta:ion versus theoretical ones comas to mind. 

~he above exa~?les illustrate that using a calculator 

~ ) 

2 \ 

3 ) 

.;) 

shows the need for algebraic transformations of algorithms; 

su?ports the concept development of notions and techniques 

chanses the way of thinking about mathematics; 

~,akes one think about things one would probably hardly ever 
r.ry. 

Let me also include the references concerning the muMath, we 
discussed in Kingston : 

1) The fellow,who reported the curricular changes in Toronto 
on the annual meeting of NCTM was: 

James T. Fey from University of Maryland, College Park 
Maryland. 

2) There was also a very interesting article in Mathematical 
Monthly, January 1982 on: The disk with the COllege educa
tion by Herbert S. Wilf. 

In this article Wilf talks about a very miniature version 
of muMath. Much more sophisticated versions are available 
and used. Th~ require more memory capacity and are a little 
more expensive. 
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SOME ITh\fS FOR A B I BL IOGRAPHY ON 
"COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ~lAl1-lEMATICS CURRI aJLUM' , 

Bernard R. Hodgson 

Departement de mathematiques 
Universite Laval 

A general background on the subject can be found in the well-known report: 

K.P. Beltzner, A.J. Coleman and G.D. Edwards, ~~thematical Sciences 
in Canada, Science Council of Canada, 1976. (Background Study no. j7) 

A recent study of the trends in the United States is presented in: 

Some highlights of this report have been presented in the Notices of the AMS, 

February 1982. One can also compare with previous issues of this study 

(volume IV: 1970-71 and volume V: 1975-76). 

The book ~~thematics Tomorrow, edited by L.A. Steen (Springer-Verlag, 1981), 

contains some articles related to our subject. For example: 

the mathematics major, pp. 39-48; 
and new lntultlons: can we meet the 

The following report of the CUPM was published recently: 

ru:;I...-VlllIll'CHual..l.UIl.:l .LVI d UC:U'C 1 d!. !'IdLllCIIId.L..I..LdJ.. JI....u:;uu::;;:) r 1 u*ram, COlTlTli ttee 
~L_ fLJ_ _J _____ h _ <_ ll_ .... L ___ • ~ IBA ,hn1 

It is based on the idea that the previous CUPM mathematics major curriculum 

(defined in 1965 and revised in 1972) should be substantiallY revised and 

broadened to define a mathematical sciences rr~jor. This repert contains se-
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veral recommendations that should have great intluence in the next years. 

As an illustration of the possibility of using finite teclmiques and the com

puter to replace much of what is done in continuous applied mathematics, one 

can consider: 

D. Greenspan, Arithmetic Applied Mathemat~cs. Pergamon Press, 1980. 

From the preface: "In this book we will develop a computer, rather than a 

continuum, approach to the deterministic theories of particle mechanics. ( ... ) 

At those points where Newton, Leibniz, and Einstein found it necessary to 

apply the analytical power of the calculus, we shall, instead, apply the 

computational. power of modern digital computers. ( ... ) The price we pay for 

[the mathe::Jatical simplicity of our approach] is that we must do OUT 

arithmetic at high speeds." 
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I. Introduction 

I think that there is a need for a continuation of the type of workshop 

that we had at Kingston and was glad to hear at the closing plenary session 

that such a possibility is being seriously considered. All undergraduate 

mathematics teaching at the University level should be assessed from time to 

time; this certainly includes our service teaching. Perhaps a more formalized 

group put on a continuing basis on this subject would get the attention of 

our colleagues at the University so as to give more recognition to the prob

lems of updating the mathematics curriculum and making it more relevant to 

tOday's needs. 

IoIhat follows is a listing of texts and articles that are related to the 

'ubjects that we discussed in the working group on "Computer Science and Un

dergraduate Mathematics Education" held in Kingston at the sixth annual meet-

ing of the Canadian Mathematics Education Study Group from the third to the 

seventh of June. 1982. I have broken this bibliography down into two classes; 

texts and articles. and have have added notes to each section. Very few of 

these references are directly related to the Ralston article·. but indirectly. 

most are very pertinent to his theme as well as to the tenor of our general 

discussion. Included are a few references to mathematical and/or computer 

mode 11 i ng. Some of these references wi 11 be of I i ttl e interest .to some; you 

will have to pick and choose. 

II. Pertinent Texts 

A: Science with Pocket Calculators; D.R. Green and J. Lewis; Wykeham Pub

lications (London) Ltd .• 1978. 

*Ralston; Computer Science. Mathematics. and the Undergraduate Curricula in 
Botn; Amer, Math, Monthly, 88 (1981), 472-485, 

B: Pocket Calculator Supplement for Calculus; J.B. Rosser and C. de Boor; 

Addison \oIesley. 1979. 

C: Computational Analysis with the HP-25 Pocket Calculator; P. Henrici; 

\oIiley Interscience. 1979. 

0: Calculus: An Applied Approach; T.H. \oIonnacott; \oIiley. 1977. 

E: Adventures with your Pocket Calculator; L. Rade and B.A. Kaufman; Pen

guin Books. 

F: Mathematical Models: Mechanical Vibrations. Population Dynamics. and 

Traffic Flow; R. Haberman; Prentice-Hall. 1977. 

G: Scientific Analysis for Programmable Calculators; H.R. Meck; Prentice

Hall. 1981. 

H: Introduction to Computational Methods for Students of Calculus; 

5.5. McNeary; prentice-Hall, 1973. 

I: Riddles in Mathematics; E.P. Northrop; Penguin Books. 

III. Comments on Texts 

A: Soft cover edition about $9. 

- Useful chapters on the basic mathematics functions and their applications; 

solving non-linear equations. simultaneous equations. numerical approach 

to calculus. population dynamiCS. case studies in physics. chemistry and 

biology. probability and statistics. 

- Population growth from discrete approach only. 

- Programs in both algebraic and reverse polish notation. 

B: Soft cover edition about $10. 

- Can be used in conjunction with any calculus text. 

- I particularly like his chapters on Sources of Error and on Root Finding. 
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To find roots of a polynomial very accurately, where error due to cancel

lation of terms is a problem, he expands the polynomial in a Taylor Series 

about an estimate of the root. This important application of Taylor Series 

;s not stressed enough. 

- Programs in both algebraic and reverse polish notation. 

C: Main interest to me is not in his actual programs (reverse polish) but 

in the way he uses many areas of math&natics to produce algorithms that are 

short enough to be programmed on the HP-25, a calculator with a very limited 

number of program steps. Also many of his programs are likely to be of more 

interest to the mathematician than those in most numerical analysis texts. 

0: This calculus text stresses the "finite calculus along with the infin

itesimal calculus". Many of his examples are from economics. He doesn't 

really integrate his book with the calculator but his overall approach is 

pertinent. He is a very good teacher and this shOWS in his text. as it is 

very readable and makes the student think at each step; he gets the student 

involved. 

E: Paperback about $3. 

The title is very appropriate. Book is of interest to various math&natics 

students. 

- I especially like his sections on n, Fibonacci and the Golden Section, and 

on Iteration. 

Book divided into two parts; an introduction and then a study in further 

detail. 

- Good bibliography for interesting students in these subjects. 

F: A very good text for a math&natical modelling course. By concentrating 

on three main themes, the book has enough material to be used at a variety 
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of undergraduate levels. ·In the section on population dynamics, he uses both 

the discrete and the continuous approach. 

G; Paperback about $10. 

Particularly interesting sections on approximating functions on a calculator 

and on evaluating improper integrals. In his section on improper integrals, 

he emphas i zes the need for transforma tions and. although several transform

ations may work, some are more suitable computationally than others. 

- Programs are in algebraic notation. 

H: Older text. much of which is largely displaced by bOOK B. 

- Still quite Interesting. 

Novel to me are his examples using contintled fraction expansions. 

I: Paperback. 

He discusses various paradoxes in mathematics, Some of these paradoxes can 

be integrated with the calculator;-rearranging conditionally conver'gent 

series, paradoxes in calculus. 

IV. Articles of Interest 

1: A Discrete Approach to the Calculus; S.P. Gordon; Int. J, Math. Educ. 

Sci. Technol.. lQ. 21-31 (1979). 

2: A Laboratory, Computer and Calculus Based Course in ~1ath&natics; H.M. Schey, 

J.L. Schwartz, W.U. Walton and J.K. Zacharias; Int. J. Math. Educ. Sci. 

Techno!.. 1115-130 (1970). 

3: An Approach to the Teaching of Ordinary Differential Equations; A.C. Bajpai, 

I.M. Calcus and G.B. Simpson; lnt. J. Math. Educ. Sci. Technol., 1, 39-54 

(1970) . 

4: Mathematical ~10dels in Science; J. Hyslop and R. Lewis; Int. J. Math. 
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Educ. Sci. Technol .• 1. 375-388 (1970). 

5: Recurrence in Numerical Analysis; J.J. Davidson; Byte; 20-30. April (1961). 

6: Computer Algebra; R. Pavelle. M. Rothstein and J. Fitch; Scientific Am-

erican; 136-152. Dec. (1981). 

7: Strange Attractors: Mathematical Patterns Delicately Poised Between Order 

and Chaos; D.H. Hofstadter; Scientific American; 22-43. Nov. (1981). 

8: Personal Calculator Has Key to Solve Any Equation f(x) s 0; W.M. Kahan. 

Hewlett Packard Journal. Dec. (1979). 

9: Handheld Calculator Evaluates Integrals; W.M. Kahan. Hewlett Packard 

Journal. Aug. (1980). 

v. Comments on Articles 

1: This article seems to me to be more pertinent to our discussion than the 

Ralston paper. Many of his concerns were our concerns. I liked his 

phrase that he is "using the results of the calculus of the finite dif

ferences and finite sums both as motivation and as -a significant tool 

leading to applications." 

2: Another computer oriented calculus course - "experimental calculus." 

Their course is more computer oriented and seems similar to the "Keller 

plan" of Physics. 

and 4: Mathematical modelling courses using differential equations. 

5: Stability related to recurrence relations. 

6: Demonstrates the interplay between large computers and mathematics in 

the area of algebra. 

7. A very interesting article showing the applications of fixed point al

gorithms. iteration of functions. to new ways of thinking about non

linearity in various fields of science. 
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8 and 9: Kahan's articles are interesting to show anyone that there is much 

more than just using text-book algorithms if you want to produce "almost 

fool-proof" calculator buttons for finding the roots of an equation or 

for integrating any definite integral. His articles contain a lot of 

material for anyone interested in numerical methods to think about. 

Any comments or further references would be gratefully appreciated. 

Peter W. Manuel 
Associate Professor 
Department of Applied Mathematics 
University of \~estern Ontario 
London. Canada 
N6A 589 
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ABSTRACT: 

THE STRUCTURE UNDERGRADUATE 
APPLIED 

AT 

OF 
MA TH EMA Tl CS PROGRAMMES 

UNIVERSITY DALHOUSIE 

JULES DEG. GRIBBLE 

In this article recent changes in the structure 
of the "applied" mathematics courses in the 
Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computing 
Science at Dalhousie,and the reasons for these . 
changes,are reported on. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

There is quite a lot of literature discussing how undergraduate 
mathematics and applied mathematics curricula should be structured so 
that the student will receive an unbiased, up-to-date and employable 
education. See, for example [1-5J. At present there is considerable 
interest in ensuring that applied and applicable mathematics curricula 
remain pertinent and up-to-date. This has been spurred by the effect 
of computers ,in all branches of mathematics, the many new and exciting 
areas of mathematics that are gaining increasing importance, and the 
disturbing fact that enrollments in undergraduate programmes seem to be 
declining, despite good employment prospects. At the June, 1981 
S.I.A.M. meeting, at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy N.Y., 
there was an open panel discussion of some of the proposals that the 
current Committee on Undergraduate Programmes. in Mathematics (C.U.P.M.) 
committee put forward on course content and programme structure. See 
[5] for more details. 

At Dalhousie; we have also been taking a critical look at our applied 
mathematics curriculum. (We have however. had to make compromises with 
what our ideal programme would be due to the obvious constraints of 
manpower and, in the short term at least, our expectations of student numbers.) 

The major motivation for reviewing our "appl ied" course structure 
came from noticing that over the last few years some ideosyncracies had 
crept into the structure and that some classes had no well defined 
objectives. In the immediate, the catalyst for making some changes was 
that the Department had recently introduced two Co-operative Education 
Programmes, one in Mathematics and the other in Mathematics and Computing 
Science combined. These programmes are both Honours programmes. The 
structure of these programmes requires that classes taken by students 
enrolled in their fourth year all be half credit, i.e. one semester, 
classes. This required, at the very least, some renumbering and subdivision 
of classes. 

A loosely structured committee was organized by myself with 
participation encouraged by anyone who was interested .. A write-up of 
the discussions was distributed to every member of the Department 
after each meeting, with invitation for comment. The committee met 
five times beginning in early April and by mid-summer the issue had 
been resolved. The changes that we have made will all be implemented 
in the 1982/83 academic year. 

To help our courses in a more general context, I will outline 
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the relevant Faculty of Arts and Science regulations which we 
have to abide by. The normal course load each year for a full-time 
undergraduate student enrolled in our faculty is five full credit 
classes. A full credit class typically (in our Department) meets 
for three lecture hours. with the possibility of some additional 
tutorial hours. each week of the academic year. These classes 
have an "R" following their number. A half credit class would 
typically meet for one semester, and will have an "A" or a "8" 
following its number. To obtain a concentrated Honours degree a 
studenimust satisfactorily complete between 9 and 11 full credit 
classes. beyond the first year level. in the major field. At least 
2 of these classes must be of fourth year level. To obtain a 
combined Honours degree in two allied subject the student must 
complete between 11 and 13 classes above first year level in the 
two subject areas. with at least 4, and at most 7, classes being in 
either subject. At least one of these classes must be of fourth year 
level in one of the subject areas. For the purposes of major 
areas of study. Mathematics and Computing Science are considered to 
be distinct. despIte the fact they come under the aegis of the one 
Department in our case. A more detailed listing of the Faculty regulations 
can be found in the Faculty of Arts and Science Calender. 

l'HI LOSOPHY 

After some initial discussions. we decided that there are fuur 
groups of students we are trying to cater for: 

(1) Co-operative Education Programille Students. 

(2) Students from other disciplines who are required or 
encouraged to take math courses, particularly students 
from engineering, physics and related areas. 

(3) Students. of superior ability. enrolled in a math programme. 
i.e. those who are probable Honours graduates and potential 
graduate students. 

and (4) The majority of students, enrolled in a math programme, who 
are competent but not outstanding. 

Since we do not have a large enough department to cater for each of 
these groups entirely independently of each other, there followed several 
themes which we needed to keep in mind whilst designing our course 
structures. particularly in third and fourth year; 
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(a) As mentioned in the Introduction. all classes should be 
half credits. 

(b) The classes. whllst forilling Ofl integrated Whole. should 
have as few interdepende~cies (particularly co-requisites) 
as possible, thus providing flexibility in class choices. 

We then began the mere difficult job of deciding what the student needed 
to get out of our programme and what we fel t was essential for him or her 
to know a t the end of a course of study. The fg 11 owi n9 pri nci p1 es pravi <led 
the foundation on which we built: 

(i) There should be a core of classes in first. second, third 
and even fourth years which our "oppi ied" students an, l'"equin,j 
to take (and pass). 

(if) The objective of the programmes should be, as much as possibl,g, 
an exposure to solutions of real and challenging problems. This 
means that attention is paid to how the mathematical problem is 
derived,or abstracted, from its original environment; to 
techniques which are used to solve the mathematical problem; and 
last but not least to how the results obtained can be inter
preted in the context of the original problem. 

(iii) The programme should be arranged so that the student has an 
exposure to various techniques of problem solving, i.e. we 
want to provide a broad based education rather than a speci4i. 
ization in anyone aspect of problem solving. 

(Iv) We would design the programme with the students to categodes (Il 
(2) and (4) In mind and then make sure that the students In 
category (3) receive. as minimum, an education at least as good 
as they presently obtain. In other words, we wanted to design 
the course structure for the more average student and then coteI' to 
the exceptional student instead of giving priority to the 
exceptional student and simply giving the average student a 
pruned version of an exceptional students prograrrone. In the end 
we feel that this approach wi11 raise the standard of our courses 
and the quality of all our graduating students. It is important 
to note here that this principle is essentially a statement of an 
underlying philosophy and a cOlTlllent on the attitude with which iie 

hope the classes will, be taught. 

(v) The students should be encouraged, and have sufficient time 
available. to take a reasonable sequence of courses in at 
least one other appropriate discipline. 
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THE CORE ~LASSES 

The simplest way to report our final conclusion is pictorially, in 
Figure 1. with some explanatory comments below. Detailed syllabuses will 
be available in the 1982/83 Faculty of Arts and Sciences Calendar (available 
early 1982). 

In Year I the student completes a class in Differential and Integral 
Calculus (lOOA/101S) and an introductory Computing Science course 
(CS140A/CS141B). 

In Year II the core classes are an Intermediate Calculus course 
(200R or 220R), an introduction to Matrix Theory (203A) and Linear Algebra 
(2048) an Introduction to Statistics (207A/20B8) and an Introduction to 
Numerical Linear Algebra (2278). Students will also be encouraged to take.the 
nan-credit Co-op Seminar (this is compulsory for Co-op students) in which 
some aspects of industrial mathematics are discussed; we have some· talks by 
people working in industry, some talks by Co-op students about their work 
experience. and, amongst other things, talks on the writing of curriculum 
vitae and on interview techniques. A strong recommendation will be made 
for students to take the computing science Year II core courses (CS245A/ 
CS2618). If a student has an interest in Statistics, then having taken 
2088 would complete the Year II statistics core. If a student is an Honours 
student, then 220R or 200R, 203A and 2048, are replaced by the higher level 
classes 250R, (Introductory Analysis) and 213R (Linear Algebra) respectively. 

In Year III we require the student to take an Advanced Calculus 
sequence (309A/3l08) and an Introduction to Differential Equations (311A). 
An Honours student would take 350R (Intermediate Analysis) in place of 
(309A/310S). The four half credit classes -

321A 
3266 
:l30A 
3378 

Introduciton to Numerical AnalysiS 
Foundations of Applied Mathematics 
Linear and Integer Programming 
Stochastic Processes 

provide the necessary basis for the breadth requirement of our appl led 
undergraduate programme, providing the tools for modelling via discrete 
methods, analytic methods and non-deterministic methods. Since we are 
encouraging the student to take a sequence of classes in another 
discipline, we would be prepared to allow the student to take one or two 
of the above four half classes in Year IV, although this is perhaps not the 
most desirable option. 

In Year IV the only core class would be one of 440 or 441 (or perhaps 
both if they were both offered), which are Applied Mathematics Modelling 
cuurses. This class is the objective and culmination of the prograf1lTle. 
l[s aim is to allow the student to use as many of the tools as he or she 
has aquired from the Year III core classes and to gain experience in seeing 
a problem dealt with in depth and in its entirety. The problem would be 

YEAR 
IV 

YEAR 
III 

YEAR 
II 

YEAR 
I 
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FIGURE 1 CORE COURSES IN APPLIED MATH. 
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A class number followed by an A and/or B or an R means that the 
class is given in the first and/or second semester or throughout the year. 
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presented in its original context, abstracted so that a mathematical 
model can be developed; the necessary computations and analysis would 
be done in the form of projects and then the results interpreted in the 
original context. We expect that at least two different modelling techniques 
would be used and compared during the class. 

It is our hope that on completing a core course. like the one 
outlined above, that the student will have been taught an appropriately 
critical yet practical way of thinking, and that with this attitude of 
mind will be able to apply his or her knowledge and expertise outside the 
halls of academia with success. 

Finally, note that if a student wishes. by the end of Year IV, he 
or she can also become a competent statistician or computer scientist, 
whilst completing the core classes in applied mathematics. There are 
of course a variety of Year III and Year IV classes in the applied area which 
the student may take, depending on the chosen area of specialization. 

The core classes are Intended to represent the minimum number of 
classes that have to be taken and some flexibility in when the student takes 
these courses is naturally acceptable. There are clearly many other 
classes a student could (and may well) profitably take; we felt. however, 
that the student should not be restricted more than absolutely necessary. 

C.u.P .101. RECOM~1ENDAT!ONS 

At the June SIAM meeting in Troy N.Y., mentioned earlier, a brief 
sUlll1lary of recommendations for programme phil isophy and coursewol·k were 
given as a handout. The handout is reproduced below. We feel that our 
new course structure essentially meets all the given recommendations. It 
is important to note that there is emphasis placed on the importance of 
the role of the instructor in making the courses r·elevant. interesting, and 
catering to the needs of the majority. 

Handout of Summary of C.U.P.M, Recomnendations (distributed at ,June '81 
SIAM meeti ng) 

PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY 

1 _ The curriculum should have a primary goal of developing the attitudes 
of mind and analytical skills required for efficient use and understanding of 
mathematics. The development of rigorous mathematical reasoning and 
abstraction from the particular to the general are two themes that should 
unify the curriculum. 
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II. The mathematical sciences curriculum should be designed around the 
abillti es and .eademi c needs of the aver'age ma thema ti ca 1 sci ences student 
(with supplementary work to attract and challenge talented students). 

Ill. A mathematical sciences p~ogram should use interactive classroom 
teaching to involve students actively in the development of new material. 
Whenever possible, the teacher should guide students to discover new 
mathematics for themselves r-",ther present students with concisely 
sculptured theories. 

IV. Applications should be used to illustrate and motivate material in pure 
and applied courses. The development of most topics should follow the 
paradigm: applicatiuns .... mathematical problem-solving ... theory -. applic<1tions. 
Theory should be seen as useFul ilno necessary for all mdth3l1aticai scitnces. 

V. First courses in a subject should be designed to IIppea1 to as bnlad an
audi ence as j s academica l1y reasonable. Most mathelllil tl cs majors do not 
enter college filanning to be math majors, but rather are attracted by 
beginning mathematics COUl·ses. Broad introductory courses are impcwtdllt ror a 
mathematical sciences mino;' (see section 8). -

COURSEWORK 

VI. The first two years of the curriculum should be broadened to cover more 
than the traditional four semesters of calculus ~ linear algebra 'jifferentia 
equations. Calculus courses should include more numerical methods and non
physical-sciences applications. Also. other mat.hematical sciences courses, 
such as computer science and applied probability/statistics, should be ~n 
integral pa,'t of the first t\~O y"ill'S of study. 

VI!. All students should take I set of two upper-division courses leading 
to the stJJdy of some subject(s) in depth. Rigorous. proof-like arguments 
are used throughout the mathematical sciences, Bnd 50 all students should 
have some proof-oriented coursework. Real analysis or algebra are natural 
choices but need not be the only possibilities. (conflicting points of 
view on the nl1e of "proof" courses in a mathematical sciences major is 
discussed in section 6.) 

VIII. Every mathematical sciences student should have some coursework in 
the less theoretically structured, more combinatorially complex mathematics 
associated with computer and decision sciences. 

IX. Students shou d have the oppo,tunity to undertake "real-world" 
mathematical model n9 projects, either as term projects in an operations 
research or modell n9 course, as independent study. or ~s an internship in 
industry. 

X. Students should have a minor in a discipline using mathematics, such as 
physics, computer science, or economics. In addition, there should be a 
sensible breadth in the physical and social sciences. For example, a student 
interested in statistics might minor in pyschology but also take beginning 
courses in economics and biology (heavy users of statistics). 

• 
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The report of the C.U.P.M. committee, containing detailed 
recommendations is expected to be available late in 1981. 

For further information about other CUPM documents and related f~~ 
mathematics education publications one should contact: Director of 
Publications, The Mathematical Association of America, 1529 Eighteenth 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036. 
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Working Group A Report: 
Appendi x 12 

At the close of our discussions in Kingston it was suggested that 
it might be a useful contribution to the debate if I, as Chairman of a 
combined department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computing Science, 
were to try and evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of such 
a combination. 

The main disadvantages are the practical. administrative ones 
with which 1 am only too familiar. These centre on the differences 
between mathematics and computing science. The latter is. to a large 
extent, an experimental science with quite different criteri~ of 
excellence from mathematics. This makes matters of promotion and merit 
somewhat tricky. The result of this is that Computer Scientists 
probably prefer to be in a separate department which. in turn. makes an 
already tough recruiting situation a bit worse. 

The advantages are more wide spread but perhaps less obvious. First. 
on the same question of staffing, having the various mathematical sciences 
Within one department makes the teaching schedule more flexible. Many 
mathematicians can teach some computer science classes. Thus. if staffing 
does not keep pace with changes in student demand from mathematics to 
computer science it is somewhat easier to switch manpower than it would 
be in separate departments. 

Secondly. the fact that there'are mathematicians teaching some sections 
of the large elementary computing science classes hiS I think a positive 
effect on both these classes and the other mathematics classes these same 
instructors teach. There is a cross-fertilization of ideas which is 
b~neficial. 'Pure' computer scientists and 'pure' m~thematicians might 
d1sagree with this! 

Thirdly, having people together in the one department makes discussions 
of curriculum questions such as this group aimed at. rather easy to carry 
out. (Group A was lacking any computer SCientists!). Moreover, since 
people know each other well, they understand each other's different 
points of view. There is a tendency for 'pure' mathematicians to adopt an 
uncompromising academic point of view on curriculum and for 'applied' 
mathematicians and computer scientists to emphasize a pragmatic point of 
view on 'market demands'. With both groups strongly represented one tends 
to get a more balanced view between the poles of this contradiction. 

Fourthly, at the research level, Computer Science is generating new 
Problems for mathematics. It is interesting to see Computer Scientists 
talking to algebraists and combinatorists, just as Statisticians talk to 
Analysists and Measure Theorists. 

Though Computer Science, Statistics and Mathematics are distinct subjects 
with different outlooks and methods there are no hard and fast lines between 
them. Rather one merges into the other. Thus, though the practical 
difficulties of' trying to adequately look after all sections often seem 
overwhelming, I think the rational view is that it is better to keep the 
mathematical sciences together. 

r:- ~_ 
/"/ -7--
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Working Group B 

THE APPLICATION OF RESEARCH IN MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATION TO TEACHER-TRAINING PROGRAMS 

Leader: Dale Drost, Memorial University 

There exists an extensive body of research in the field 

of mathematics education dealing with how students in 

primary, elementary, and secondary schools 1esrn mathe

matics. There slso exists considerable research on the 

effectiveness of various teaching techniques for various 

educational goals at each of these levels. A largely 

unanswered question is how can teacher educators most 

effectively apply the results of this research into tea

cher-training programs. Should the teaching methods 

employed by teacher educators parallel those they advocate 

for use in the schools? Should different approaches be 

used .with primary/elementary school teachers than with 

secondary school teachers? Should different approaches 

be used with preservice teschers than 1n.ervice t"Behen? 

The working group will use theae and related questions to 

address the issue of how results from research in mathe

matics education can best be applied to tescher-training 

programs. 
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Report of 

Working Group B 

The Application of Research in Mathematics 
Education to Teacher-Training Programs 

Dale Drost 

This working group, although small in number, was 

composed of people who energetically discussed the 1ssues 

implied by the title of the group, 'I'he part icipants included 

stanley Erlwanger, Helene KayleI', Israel Klenier, Andre 

Ladouceur, Medhat Rah'l.ra. Ron Ripley, and Dale Drost, 

Cynics in education might argue that results from 

research in mathematics education are often so ambivalent 

that any attempt to apply these results to teacher-training 

programs could only lead to chaos. Such was not the feeling 

of the participants of Working Group B. During the nine 

hours of discussion the group debated a number of ways in 

which both methods of research and results from research 

might be used in teacher-training programs. Due to the 

broadness of the area and the limited amount of time, the 

discussions were often general and the essence of them was 

difficult to capture on paper. What follows is an attempt 

to capture the flavour of the discussions and not the 

specifics. Future working groups might find this general 

discussion a useful starting point from which to focus on 
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more specific aspects of the area. 

The group began its deliberations by considering some 

possible directions proposed by the group coordinator. These 

possibilities were presented as suggestions only and the 

group was free to delete or to add others as they wished. 

The suggested directions were as follOWS. 

1. How do we as 'teachers of teachers' deliver results of 
research to our stUdents so that they will incorporate 
these results into their own teaching strategies. 

2. How do we use results from research in organization and 
structure of the mathematics and mathematics education 
components of our teacher education programs. 

3. What does research tell us, if anything, about the 
overall role of mathematics education in teacher 
education programs. 

4. What does research tell us about the proportion of our 
time that we should spend on inclass activities, on 
oncampus laboratory work, on inschool individual or 
small group work, and on stUdent teaching. 

5. 

6. 

7. Before taking any of the directions suggested above, do 
we need to conduct research on that direction. In other 
words, is any research available to assist us in 
making decisions. 

It was also suggested that in our discussions that we 

should consider the issue of how much time is actually 

available for mathematics education in the various teacher-

training programs. In most programs time is restricted to 

two or fewer one-semester courses and this tends to impose 

a limitation on many activities. Also, it was suggested 

that the group should consider restricting itself to pre

service or ~nservice education as well as to differentiating 
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among primary, elementary, junior high, and senior high 

mathematics education programs. A final suggestion was 

that discussion might be restricted to particular areas of 

research such as problem solving, learning, or evaluation. 

After considering these suggestions, it was decided that 

we would not impose these restrictions at the beginning, 

but would attempt to relate our comments to the different 

subgroups of students and different areas of research when 

applicable. 

Much of the first two days of discussion was taken up 

by attempting to find a structure under which we could 

organize the topic as well as to come to agreement as to the 

more specific topics which we wished to discuss within that 

structure. Basically the outline presented in figure 1 can 

be used to describe how we saw the application of research 

to teacher-training programs. 

The major areas of application of research were seen 

as being application to program content and application to 

program method. Program here is to be interpreted as being 

the mathematics education program, although it is useful 

to take a broader interpretation at times and include the 

entire teacher education program. 

Within the area of application to program content, 

three general areas were identified. First, the content of 

research should be part of the mathematics education 

curriculum. This content was subdivided into two areas, 

content about student learning, and content about the teacher. 
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Figure 1 

Outline of Application of Research in 
Mathematics Education to Teacher Training Programs 

A. To Program qontent 

A.l From the content of research 

A.2 

A.3 

A.l.l About Student Learning 

- psychogenesis 

A.l.2 About the Teacher 

- attitudes 
- questioning 
- use of time 

,evolution of math concept 
,formulation 
• obstacles 

From the methods of research 

- interview method 
- tests 

- error analysis 

From the environment 
- socioeconomic factors 

B. To Program Method 

- student work with children 
- "discovery" method 

- material manipulation 
- content analysis 
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With respect to student learning the results of research, 

such as that described by Professor Vergnaud in his address 

to the conference which is included earlier in these pro-

ceedings, should be conveyed to teachers in training. 

Research such as this provides the student teacher with 

valuable information on the evaluation and formulation of 

mathematical concepts by children as well as obstacles to 

the learning of such concepts. Throughout our deliberations 

we discussed several specific concepts in light of the 

learning research. Among these were fractions, the number 

line, the equal sign, different bases, equations, and 

dissections. The topics discussed were illustrative of 

most topics in the curriculum. Since. within the time frame 

under which our teacher-training programs operate, it is 

not possible to study every mathematical topic in detail, it 

is necessary that students be able to generalize findings 

and methods from research across the mathematics curriculum. 

Content from research about the teacher also was discussed. 

Topics such as teacher attitudes, questioning techniques, 

and use of time were debated. Some of these will be 

dealt with briefly later in this report. 

Second, with respect to program content, k.nowledge of 

the methods of research is an important part of the mathematics 

education curriculum. 'rhis is particularly true where the 

methods of research are closely related to methods of 

teaching. Much research has been conducted recently using 

interview methods and methods of error analysis both of 

• 
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which can be considered to be useful techniques for the 

classroom teacher. Methods of testing used by researchers 

also have potential benefits for classroom teachers. 

A third area of research from which program content 

may be derived is research about the environment. Very 

little time was spent on this aspect in the working group, 

however, it was felt that results of research dealing with 

environmental aspects such as socio-economic status need 

to be part of the teacher training curriculum. 

The other major area of application of research was to 

program methods. What methods of teaching should we as 

teacher educators use in our classes? An issue here was, do 

we practice what we preach. Many, perhaps most, teacher 

educators advocate extensive use of manipulative materials 

and the use of activity or discovery techniques of teaching. 

Research is often cited to support such suggestions yet the 

same teacher educator often fails to use the methods which 

are being advocated. One method advocated by the study 

group was the active participation of the teacher in the 

research process. This strategy was felt to be particularly 

applicable in the inservice aspect of teacher training. In 

both inservice and preservice programs, active involvement 

with children was considered to be a critical element in 

the teacher training process. 

Considerable time was spent on discussing a means of 

incorporating both the results and methods of research into 

our curricllum. One possibility is described below which 
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requires that the university student have access to a 

child or a group of children. The student teacher prepares 

a test or selects a suitable test, activity, or items from 

other sources. The test could be a commercially prepared 

one, a test used in some research study, or a collection 

of Piagetian activities. The specific content could be 

selected by the student. 

The student teacher then administers the instrument to 

a child or a group of children. If several children are 

involved, a pencil and paper instrument is a more efficient 

means of collecting the initial data. After administering 

the pencil and paper test, an individual child, or several 

children could be .interviewed to gain insight into their 

thinking and methods of operation. The interview should be 

short and the topic of concern quite specific. The student 

should then analyze the result of the test and the interview 

and compare them with results from the related research. 

After having collected data and given some thought to 

the findings, a discussion can be held with the professor, 

either individually, or with a small group of classmates 

or with the entire class. Such a discussion should reflect 

on the methods used and how similar methods are used by 

researchers, as well as on how the results compare with 

those from research on similar topics. 

Depending on the situation, it might be desirable to 

interview again and/or retest the child after the discussion 

with the professor. If this ~s done, the student teacher 
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would then analyze the new results and then, if possible. 

discuss them again with the professor. The procedure could 

be extended to include remediation of any problems that 

the child is having, with the student teacher providing 

appropriate activities. 

Within the structure described earlier in this report 

the group also considered discussing several topics related 

to applications of research. These included. (1) Follow-up 

on research reported by Professeur Vergnaud. (2) How to 

make the best use of time. (J) Using research on 

questioning. (4) Different trreatment of "Different" 

students. (5) Attitudes and perceptions in Primary/ 

Elementary and Secondary. (6) Error research. (7) AWare

ness of Procedures rather than" just" results. (8) Testing 

(9) Methodology in Teacher Education classes. 

The topics were not considered in any particular 

order nor were all given equal attention. Several participants 

in the group had attended a session given by Marilyn 

Suydam at the NCTM meeting in Toronto in April. where she 

discussed many of the same issues. Reference was often 

made to her comments. 

Some time was spent on discussing the results from 

research on attitudes. One member of the group, Ron Ripley, 

had conducted a study on the attitudes of prospective 

elementary school teachers towards mathematics. Of most 

interest to the study group were the procedures used in 

the study. Professor Ripley used his Otln teacher education 
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students as the subjects in the study and interviewed them 

on different occassions throughout the course with respect 

to their attitudes. He reported that this procedure 

resulted in most students developing positive attitudes 

towards mathematics. This finding was consistent with the 

study group's contention that the education students should 

be actively involved in the research process. Participation 

in a study, such as Ripley's, has the potential for helping 

teachers learn methods by which they can help their future 

students develop positive attitudes. 

The group also spent some time on the topic of 

questioning, Again the discussion was general but focused 

on issues such as product versus process questionsl the 

type and structure of questions; leading questionsr following 

questions I the relatil)nship of qllestions to content. 

Although questioning was considered to be a topic more 

directly related to the teacher, the same mathematical 

content topics were used in the discllssion. Examples from 

mathematical topics such as equations and dissections were 

used to discuss the various issues involved in questioning. 

Different treatment for different students was discussed 

briefly as was error research where it was suggested that 

education students should collect and analyze errors made 

by school children. This could be done by using a 

procedure similar to that described earlier in this report. 

with respect to many of the issues discussed, concern 

was expressed as to what Can be done within the classroom 
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between teacher educator and student teachers. One 

possibility was to discuss certain events as they occur 

in our own classrooms. For example, when a particularly 

good, or perhaps bad, question is asked, the opportunity 

exists to discuss what research says about such questions. 

Similar opportunities exist with respect to many of the 

issues discussed thus far, such as use of time, use of 

manipulative materials, differentiating instruction, and 

management teChniques. 

As stated at the beginning of this report, the 

discussions within the group were often very general. To 

some extent the discussions were exploratory in nature and 

for this reason, it is recommended that the group be 

continued at a future meeting of CMESG!GCEl1<1. 

In conclusion, the group agreed that much more 

research is needed .in areas l.ike questioning and consideration 

of individual d.ifferences in the classroom, both at the 

teacher-training level and at the public school level. 

Much can 1)8 gained by involving students in teacher-training 

classes in the research process. The student not only 

learns about the content of research but also about the 

methods of research which can be used in actual classroom 

teaching. Also, by participating in the research process, 

teachers ruld prospective teachers, might well develop more 

posi ti ve attitudes to other findings from research. And 

finally, teacher educators should, as much as possible, 

adhere to j :leas from research in their own classrooms. 
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Practice what you preach and discuss with students the 

research related to your practice. 
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Working Group C 

IMAGERY AND IlATHEMATlCS 

Leaders: Sandy Dawson, Simon Fraser University 
David Wheeler, Concordia University 

Many mathematicians have reported that their most creative 

thinking was coloured, or even borne along, by imagery. 

Probably the mathematical thinking of anyone, at any level, 

employs imagery, though educators have generally given 

very little attention to it. Perhaps we feel we know &0 

little about the part played by imagery in mathematical 

thinking because we don't usually look for it, and because 

the mathematics we produce (unlike the poetry or the 

sculpture) does not seem to externaliae in an obvious way 

the imagery we may have experienced. 

The group will attempt to study imagery, how it 1s generated 

and how it is transformed into mathematics. Although examples 

and exercises may be drawn from any sources, the main object 

of the group will be to work on the question directly using 

the resources of the participants. Attention will be given 

to the part played by imagery in learning and in teaching. 

Intending participants are invited to prepare for the group 

ses8ions. Suggestions of questions to think about and 

activities to try with students can be obtained from the 

first-named co-leader (c/o Faculty of Education, Simon 

Fraser University). 
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Working,Group C 

Imagery and Mathematics 

I\andy Dawson 

David Wheeler 

This working group involved eighteen to twenty people for the three half
day sessions scheduled. As a result of the work done by the group, one sub
group was formed whose focus is on imagery and polynomials, a second sub-group 
met and issued a report on imagery and the calculus, and a third sub-group 
met and reported to the Plenary session on imagery and geometry but did not 
submit a report. 

One of the main difficulties facing the working group was to define the 
word~. Though no definitive conclusions were reached about the meaning 
of this term, viewing imagery as "giving meaning to the unknown", or "repre
senting the unknown" came to be working definitions for the group. Moreover, 
imagery came to be seen as a "way to look forward". These preliminary ways 
of conceptualizing imagery evolved over the three days work. 

When the group commenced its work, the decision was made to focus on how 
(a) each of the participants used imagery in their own teaching and research, 
and also (b) to focus on tr:ing to capture the feeling surrounding the power 
imagery provides for attacking problems, and for educating one's self. 

Consequently, the first session on day one dealt with a problem in non
Euclidean geometry, the leader inviting the participants to use imagery to 
try to get a feel for the problem and a possible solution to it. An invitation 
to share images with the group was issued, and these contributions were dis
cussed at length. The second half of the first day was devoted to a discussion 
of strategy to be used by the group to define its goals, and how it wished to 
operate in attempting to achieve those goals. One suggestion made was to 
create activities for the group which dealt with, if possible, r~n-visual 
imagery. 

As a result, day two commenced with an activity (the walnut problem) which, 
it was hoped, would generate non-visual imagery. What became clear from this 
activity was the influential role played by previous experience, and how that 
experience could in effect 'block' fresh images. However, it was suggested, 
and accepted by many of the participants, that the energy available for con
centration and for the generation of images was greater when the activity was 
strictly mental. When participants shifted from strictly mental imagery to 
using drawings or algebraic writings, energy was released to the writing and 
hence did not seem as focused on the imagery. Nonetheless, once again the 
activity produced evidence that people have a tremendous variety of ways of 
using their selfs, and that the imagery process though probably universal 
is highly ideosyncratic. The morning concluded with the group involved in 
a kinesthetic-affective-intellectual combinatorial problem dealing with a 
(3 x 4) - 1 array of individuals. This exercise gave rise to the idea of 
local and global imaging (a la Lakatos) as a means to problem solution. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The third day of work was divided into two sections once again with the 
overall strategy being to image about specific mathematical topics. Working 
as a large group for the first half of the morning, discussion focused on 
the topic of "limit", eaoh participant being invited to share the images each A Selected BIbllography 
had with respect to this topic, and to also share the images they tried to 
evoke in their students if they taught the limit concept. The variety of on 
images share was truly amazing, some sixteen to eighteen images in all, . 
some obviously touched by strong emotional commitments and/or reactions. ImagIng, ImaglnatIon, and Mathemattcs 

One question which arose from the discussion about these various images 
was, does learning occur when one overcomes conflicting images? In this regard, 
it was argued that the limit concept has both a static (limit IS) and a dynamic 
(limit TENDS TO) quality, and that students have to reconcile these two in 
order to 'learn' about limits. This session provided some truly rich images 
for the limit concept, as well as evoking in the participants images about prepared by 
images. 

In the final session (latter part of day three) three topic areas were 
identified, subgroups were formed, and they set to work on creating images 
for their chosen topics. One group chose to focus on polynomials, a second 
on the calculus, and a third on geometry. 

The report of the imagery and calculus group is attached as Appendix B. 

The polynomial group undertook to write some short papers with the long 
range view of preparing a monograph on imagery and polynomials. At the time 
of writing this report, seven papers have been prepared, and they are now 
undergoing critical scrutiny and rewriting. The goal is to have the papers 
completed by November 1, 1982. 

A written report was not received from the imagery and geometry group. 

In early July, 1982, Mario Lavoie, a participant in Working Group C, 
submitted a paper entitled Utilisation Des Images Dans L'Apprentissage du 
Concept de Limite au Niveau CollegiSI (Lavole, Lepage, and Roux), and it 
is lncluded here as AppendH c. Appendix A is a sele·cted bibliography on 
Imaging, Imagination, and Mathematics prepared by Sandy Dawson and Arthur 
Powell. ~ 

While the working of Group C seemed to go quite well, there was some 
frustration on the part of a few participants that more progress had not 
been made. It was suggested that work on the topic at next year's meeting 
should focus very specifically on a few mathematical topics (eg. polynomials, 
calculus, and geometry), and that prior to that meeting work should be done 
with students (public and university or college) so that research data would 
begin to be accumulated which could inform the participants in the group's 
work. 

It was stror.,ly felt by some participants that the work of the group 
should result in : orne publications, and to this end the polynomial sub-

group undertook the preparation of the monograph. 

A. J. (Sandy) Dawson 
SImon Fraser Universlty 

Vancouver, B. C. 

and 

Arthur 8. Powell 
Rutgers UnIverSIty 

Newark, N. J. 

for the 

N. C. T. M. Annual Meetlng 
SIG/RME Pre-Session 

Toronto, Canada 
Apnl 14, 1982 

Revlsed for CMESG Annual Meetlng 
June 3-7, 1982, 
KIngston, Ontario 
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General Books 

Bateson, Gregory: Steps to an Ecology of Mind, BallantIne, 
New York, 1972 

Mind and Nature, E. P. Dutton, New York, 1979 

Bentov, It.hak: Stalking the Wild Pendulum, Bantam Books, 
New York, 1979 

Bohm, David: Wholeness and Implicate Order, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, London, 1980. 

Capra. FrItjof: The Tao of Physics, Bantam Books, 1975 

The Turning Point, Simon and Schuster, 
New York, 1982 

Dubos. Ren~: The Wooing of Earth, Charles Scribner's Sons, 
New York, 1980 

Ferguson, Marilyn: The Aquarian Conspiracy, J. P. Tarcher, 
Inc., Houghton MIfflIn Company, Boston, 1980 

Gattegno, Caleb: What We Owe Children: The Subordination of 
TeachIng to Learning, Outerbridge & Dienstfrey, New York, 
1970 

The Universe of Babies: In The Beginning There 
Were No Words, Educational Solutions Inc., New York, 1973 

Of Boys and Girls, Educational Solutions Inc., 
New York, 1975 (Restricted Printing) 

Evolution and Memory, Educatlonal Solutions 
Inc., -New York, 1977 (Restricted PrintIng) 

Jantsch, E. & Waddington, C.H. (eds.): Evolution and 
Consclousness, Addison-Wesley, New York, 1976 
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New York, 1980 

~:oestler, Arthur: Janus: A Summing Up, Hutchinson & Co. 
(Publlshers) Ltd., 1978 
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~, Basic Books, New York, 1980 
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Pel I eti er, Kenneth R.: Mind as Healer, MInd as Slayer, Delta, 
New York, 1976 

Toward a Science of Consciousness. Delta, 
New York, 1978 

Pirsig, Robert M.: Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, 
Bantam, New York, 1975 

Popper, Sir Karl R.: Logic of Scientific Discovery, Basic Books 
Inc., New York, 1957 

Conjectures and RefutatIons, Basic Books 
Inc., New York, 1962 

Popper, K. R. & Eccles, J. C.: The Self and Its Brain, 
SprInger Internati~nal, New ~ork, 1977 . 

Prigogine, Ilya: 
1980 

RoszaJ~, Theodore: 
York, 1978 

Samples, Robert: 
MIlls, 1976 

Mi lIs, 1977 

ffiTIs-,- 1981 

From Being to Becomlng. Freeman, San Franciso, 

Person/Planet, Anchor Press, DoubJeday, New 

The Metaphoric Mind. Addison-Wesley, Don 

The Wholeschool Book, Addison-Wesley, Don 

Mind of the Mother, AddIson-Wesley, Don 

Sheldrake, Rupert: A New Science of Llf~. J. P. Tarcher, 
Inc., Los Angeles, 1981 . 

Teilhard de Chardin, P,erre: The Future of Man, Fontana Boals, 
London, 1969 

The Phenomenon of Man, Fontana 
Books, London, 1959 

Watson, Lyle: 
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Young, Arthur: 
Francisco. 

Zukav, Gary: 
New York .. 

Gifts of Unknown Thlngs, Simon & Schuster, New 

The Reflexive UnIverse. Delacorte Press~ San 
1976 

The DanCIng Wu Ll Masters, Wm .. Morrow and Company, 
1979 
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1980 

Imagery. Bradford, Montgomery, Vermont, 

Casey. E. S.: ImagInIng: A PhenomonologIcal Study. IndIana 
Un. verSI ty Pr"ess. 19'6 

DenrlPtt. D. c.: 
1978 
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1978 
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HorClwlt:, M. G.: Imaqe Formatlon and Cognition. 2nd edItion. 
A~pleton-Century-Crofts. NEW York. 1978 

.. ':llnger. Eo <ed.); Imagery. Vol. 2: Concepts, Results. 
and Appllcdtlons. Plenum, Ne-w York. 1981 

~:05sJyn. S. H.: Image and HInd. Harvard UnIversIty Press. 
CambrIdge, 19SO--- . 

Leapfrogs: FamllI~s of CIrcles, TarquIn Publications. 
Norfolk, England. 

Met-,lm. F:. M.: E;:perlences In VIsual ThInkIng. Brooks-Cole 
Monterey, Ca~. 1972 
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1978 

Shore, J. E. et aI, (eds.): Imagery. Vol. 1: Its Many Dimensions 
and ApplicatIons, Plenum, New York, 1980 

Singer, J. L. & and Pope, L. S.: The Power of Human Imagination, 
Plenum. New York. 1978 
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nwrho/('IffI('.1 wori:1 of (,,,muM (,,.uri Vnl f> lOMon HOCarrh rrr\\ 1'lfo1l {(:~lt'n .. ll· 
r'ltlhl"hrd. Il\qq) !,r I( I 

I."hon. r In'lwllf'1lnto hu~n 1.(,I,I'y.nd Iff d,.W'IOf)nW"n, london O('nl 1f'\1'11 [/r,oH 

D~. 1+.110" KMMcl 
C,orrlon. R An tn ...... ,It •• lton Inlo V)f1'\f' of rh,. f ... nor, rhA' f.vor Ih~ form,l{If')f'i of .r"'f'O'vr-o' 

I,.., .... ' lIor,th lourn .. ' of Plych%ff'(. I~"~. 19. l>;{,.. ".7 ((RH. PM, 1 
(" ... holm. C . & r"'tI",. r J HYf'InOtl1.bdltyand t~ ~I'lf)mf"nl of """it 1"11 .," .. nllon 1011'''1' 

nf AM",ma/l1t'cho/ory. 1977. ab. &\1 618 IBW] 
G,,,h.lm. k R Rfll~tnr" conlf.UI by hypnotlr h.lludNfton ''''''''Ult"·,,.,.' lou,n.! 0' (I,". 
(~/.nd h~II~"'" 101..,,"0'1". l%q. 11.61·7) ({IlHI 

("utwor. H [ o.rwin nn mol" A. tHrcholOfl,ul uurlr of JCPt'n,drc c,p,,/wlr N_ Yflfit D"t 
Ion. 19'" fPMcl 

Cur. R C . & Cur. R [ H",ndflrin •• ". M'X "net ~VNi,..,'.1 mnrl .. ,artn ..... ." .. blP\ In ,two ,,,,,I"'t,,.,r 
hrlW'f!'f'ft hypnotiC SU,cf'r'lllh,h", .nd funrhon.l bf •• n "'ymmf"Irv JournAl of Abnnr,.. .. 
P\t'rho/f)ffY, 1~7". 41. fdr;~\ tERk') 

Cur R C . '" Ht1r.: ... ,d. f R Vlsu.1 un .. aPr¥ and rh~ dT'('f'm1nat'nn 01 rl,ffrr .. nr ~ '""" ..... _, 
.. It .... ,,·d plclu, .. , ilmultarwonusly .nd ,ucc..,dul'y p'f"_nl"f1 R,,!/sh InumAI 01 Ps\.,-hn1nx\ 
'.75. b6. )41 J" IERH. OMJ 

H .. hf'.r. R N fld.-II( Ifn'IP1'\' - ,.a' or Im"llfW'til 5c,,,nr";c Am,."un. II.".) )}fJ r".rrol) 
In· •• IRNIIJ 

H .. hrr, R N .tow 'Wf' "'mf'm ........ ""h., ""'" ~I"f' SC'f"tIr",r Ampf,ca.n. lQ7() 1]1 IM"'vi ll~ 11'j 

IRNHI 

CD 
I 

II.bP,. R N VI'ual tM'f('~lon In M ~ Row",,.""""I. A.l W Pnrt,., H(h I Annll'" r"'.'.,. .... n I 
PIt'rhnIOCV, Vol ]<I lQ7" Pp 11·o;q IRNIIJ ~ 

H ....... ,. R NY"""",,, ,",II" of h,llunltn. 1'1oit'It<- 1m ... ",. Wh_ .. ·, lhio .h,",1 R .. I,,.,,,,-,,~J .,." ~ 
fI,.", \elf"ncl!"l. IQ7q 1_ '14t-tt\(1 !AA. flRR. RNH, lRH. DIiH. IH.. PMI nft.f f'A.(J.( fir, ~ 
RWI 

H.-hM. R N H(M' "",. Pf',crlvP dfoplh from fI .. r rl(fll"'~ A"',."c .... ~,.',.n"" "1/111 M 
170- J80 '''IIA.A. RNfI, 

lI .. hr, R N p~'(f.I""n ... ~r""omplctu," Alhfo.ot"".c.l,..n.IV1I~ '"M A IIAI .. n{frlj Tnf 
ptf'tC"Oflon 0' p,rrU'p\ vol , A.1~rt,·s Wmdow N.-w Yori-: Ar .. d .... mu ?r ... , t'W) rn 

,." fbJl"'" RNHI 
tl .. ~, RN A.H.Mf.RB (I"",clrnolpryl f'flQlH'ncv p,.,cppru".ndMC1f(')t'~.,lh 1~ 

1..., ... 19. 111·1}8 IRNHI 
II,..".,. R N AI Wtll.ln",," l Pf'rCfOlu.1 compottof'nh of cornpulM rll\pl ... ,,~ ComPtJ'''' 

<...r.pl"CJ.nd APIJ"C.'fOil. 1981. I In prrn IRNHI 
H ... f.IlPy .. m .... T Hw pt'N' .... , 01 tw ... ln, I(jpnflllf"d .n "ciult "ldP"r or"'''" .,nd h .. , .... '1 .. 1/( 

"'fM"'''f'nCf'1 In dility III" To~u "'~hoJOfI'u fol,. 1')74 lJ. 1O}·11" IOMI 
..... r.,~n. H . & ROIJf'f1 .• HIIUuelryllon, audit'''''"' .u cou" lifo ,yrwf'onW" l'lf"urolo.'(']tJM 

Annll, 0' ~'c.1 I"Ircho1ort>. l''''IJ, tt7. lV·JOb I1WIII 
Hrld. R Action (onlln(te'nl d"""f'lopmtPnt of ",I,.on ,n I"f'ONII .. I."'ITWiI, In D P klmbl,. (Ed J 
(.~~nCf'.ndUDIICl'y Nf"WVOIl N"""YorIlA(~vn'~CIf'ft(P' lQfJ1 Pp J1·111 

I"HPJ 
.... ,.n •. [ lu ~~ \10m "chrtinrw. (Rf'¥iwd Ed) "VI,."". Cf'f'Old, I";''' IIRHI 
thl .. ,d. £ R D, ... ,d«! COtIIC'Otnn~1 Mult'O/~ conrro/l '" hum." 'hrI~"t .nd .ct'('In N ....... 

YOttt Wikov·lnlf'nClf'ncf'. 1'77 IIFKI 
ftd ... ,d, [ R Im.~ arid '", .... In.llon In Am .. ,lr .. n p"ychnlOfY lournAI 01 Af,.n'''' 1m.".,.,.." 

l'fftl S, t;-tol IAA. RNHI 
1i,1-...,d 1 A ",.,son.hty.nd hYPnoflUbdlfy Inff"~ncf"\ trom raw studl'" In r fI H,I .. 1'f 

Ifet I. Hypnot,c susC1"J)flb,l,tr N ....... YOttr. tt.'cnurt 8,II{f' &. World. 1%"i 11'~8, ERNI 
HiI."rd. ,R P,..,.on./lty.rtd h.-pnoslS A "ud." o#,rnall,n.t;.....,. Invoflf'f'-tnf'nl (h,u.., Unl 



v,',\lly olt "wAllO P,,.\\ 1'170 IARR ,""/1j 
Hl1iiloHrl J R P~"on./'!y.nd hynnml\ A \/lidy 01 ,m.,,".!,v" In\o'vf'mf"n, (lnlj lei I 

(h" "11:0 lin'VM\lty I'll (h,c •• o I'H'" ,'17'1 I~Rn. IRHI 
I1nhl~cil"" 0 R (.OtN{ I schor" Rdcn N" .... 'Iorio. Bd\" tlrlOlo., 1'17'1 IRRHI 
linlnln. 0 H n"f'" ~I\UAI ",""mtY'{ I"r (nlll\h "nel A.,,,,h,{ 11'11"" P,ychonnmJ(_ SCIf'nr" 

1'171 lfl 241 )~1 IDHtll 
Ilpld'oM [) II lh .. ,.".Iu.o\"on 01 (h,-', PO\",on\ c;,m"I."nn .Inri (.oJ,","' l'i7Q ,0 ]'117 J! 1 

(P//HI 
1I1l11 f( j:(: Im •• r", Th,. ,,.Iurn nf Ih,. CXltoH'/t"d A~"( .. n p\yl ho/OlllI\I \')t..4 '9 J'i" /, .... 

l1 R1 /I 
1"llron C H"~m .. "( Qt'lfln. ot ,c,,.n,d,( l;,nullh, "' .. pi,., In Im\,.-", ;: ... mh"cJllt' ~\\"fh!l 

..... 11' t",,,,,,,rl'ln"ff·'\'I~ P'f"" 11)71 IRRHI 
Hoy .. nl" !(.. 1\ ,., W"Il.Cf' R y. chll\t·'~nc .. \ In th,. fJf"'Cf"nhon oj "I"nlunpll' ,f\oy("m,.nl 01 

dO ,,1r"'UTI""Kl" /ourn.r 01 Urnr,.1 Ps~ho/oll'" "17'1 100 ql\ HI\ IRWI 
Ilunl"l 1M l Thp ,..~I pHxf"(iu,,. .nd p,rI""l chot,,,,,rl"','I,, , Brh.Vlot.1 .nd Rr,lIn 

\c ,rnn·\. ,q7Q, 1. we; '.lIVI-UI! 
Ilunll" I M I ~mOl"l' ,n r",.ryd,w I,I" In M M r.,uru·I,,·ri A. I' I MOHI' lid, I. Applwi/ 

rwnhlf"m\ In mrmnry N,."", YOI'I. Ar"d .. mll I·,.,~\. "I~" Ihlll1l.11111 
liur.. .. h I M If. /dmr\on n A Q""nl,I"llv,.,hro'I'III.,' "1(Ounl 01 col", "1"1/,," ',.1n, 

.. (/,on' 01 InfO Nt'''''' York ACoitir-my 01 \clrncp\ 1'1"", lit \\ I~ pRill 

I .... "uh r R Erdrll( I~,..rr ,nd IrflO'o"cAJ rrtf'Ih(rd\ 01 ,nv('q'lirA"on I Inti frl I Nt'w .... ')l1.. 

11.''''>1111 H("(I' ,ql" ((}".,n"llv puhll\l>f"f1ln (,.,rn"'l1 1'1/,.II/RH IwH PMrl 

I"v"'" I 'I'll" Oll.ll',n, 01 COO\C'OIl,nr\\ '" Ih,. htf'"I.d" .... n III ,1'1,. t)j(~mf'r .. 1 mlOri Ao\llIn 

It.,uihwn M,lllin 1lj7h 1//1(1 
,no .. ' ,.. [) I\, 'Iolrl,"_ 0,1 ,."rm,·lv ' .... n. Irlm rw",',\I'·n. .. n'll", M,(nUn"ch plh',l 

Itlurn.l 01 f If)I"'(lmM'.t1 P,yc /l%liry Ihml"o Prrl ppllnn And 1',.I/nr""'ncf' 1'17', r 

,;,,::.~ 1~7 AI~t/:lnol" .. l-HItIV Anet Altpnl.l')r'I 10orn,,1 0/ ~/mn"n.d PHrho/ngy 1""'" lilt 

1<,1(:~lr~".tl:~:.:"'htOiOCY of normdl"n<1"I'r'lolmdl rw-ff .. n', .... " In I' II~ h ... I ,.,'')In 11rh, 
rh(;'O(Mr;,o/Oar 01 prrc,.p"on N ...... 'If!'~ Crun .. ..,nd '"..,nnn "If,', In ... ·/t] • 

~fI"lvn \ M Im.lrrrr .nri mrnd (" "mh"da" M""", hu'rfl' 11"'''Md Iln,\ .. ".ly rrM\ 1 Will 

)::,~:~~::I \ M I h .. rnrr11\jrn .. nd Ih .. O'W"''','' ,n rnrnl" I '"'".,., .. "ti'lrntv P,ycholo.lr.t R,. 

"',. .... "'1'01 ",., 4Il .. hf, IlfI(. PM( 1 
~ 11\\I"n \ M I'",",., .., \m'th (. f & o.,( h""'Artl ~ I' C)n th.· r1 .. m'V~tll'j "I'on 01 mrnl,,1 

,mA.""" ~ .. h .. ",o,.I.nd ",./0 \c,...ncl's lQ7Q.] .., I' ... AI IOMI 
,",uhn 1.., T t.,. \Iruc lu," 01 \( ,"otd,( rr~olllt,on\ (h'l "en Un,,, .. ,\lf)t 01 ( ~uOlio P, .. " 

t" t~:'I,I,:R 1&' f~~ L 'hom~ m.c:.JoIlnf' l,.,tWon 17"" ,ll"n\IAtf"li h\' r. ( Ru\W"v & M \'II 

( ,,11i.,n\ '" A.A.n • m.o\,lunr l h,(.itlO Op.-n Court Puhl"htnll Hu,n" t4}Q) IRRIII 
I,. ... ., J It.,b~r RNA tI.hfo, R A l,d"IIC ,m",,"rv II I nniill'lld",,,l "nd ".p"flm .. n1dl 

, .. "rlI' P,,,.chone>m1c SClf'ncr Monotf,-,,,h,n. l%q I Ntl 'IWhol,. No 1"1 },,· .. 8 IRNtfl 
I (W".." .. H A. I uc.'.' TIw- mrmo'y tx>o* N_ 'V ... ,!. \'''''1 .lnri 0"" N7 .. I"NH) 
lorr! A R Th~ "n«~' of , .. /fo, r Amh,u1 ... M ...... ", hl/, .. 't' IIA,vol',t tln' ..... ''''y 11l1,1) IIMlltl 

lUll" A R IhI" m,nd ot. mnrmonl.1 1,.In,IAII·d I, .... m IhI" I(u",,,n h.., l \nlol", ... H N_ 

'fOrt.. R"\Ic Rooh 1QtJ\ IRNHI 
MIII ...... ,n 0 I J,df"h( .hll'I't"1 A "udv 01 sponl .. npOU\ An,l ,""I-p'flur,. ImA'''''''' IlonOI\ 

..... \1\ U,II"'f'I"I.., 01 (h.l_o 1'HI\ IDMI 
!\A, "rll .. , P I,,".I/II,n.tton.nd r#'lInl,n, A p~ychO'()f('C.l1 ~n.l1 ... \1( ""'- 'ftvt. H",,{ flo.-.'" 

1').,7 IrMc\ 

h.< If''f 0 l Ttw- hYPn.1IU1'( \t .. I .. A cfll,c.l 'roll""" 01 1M l,tf'I.lur. I"IyCMJcc,ul 

fi"/~IIn 1I~76 lJJ ""i} .. 41\1 jPMcj 
•• 1 S, & N,U .... n S IhP p"lly .tiN'! In(Of'poI"lion oj .. n .. .t .. rNJ .tlmulus Into .n 
,m.a~ f'~~ncf' undf', pl.(rbo and control condiliom Pf"t(f'P1u.l.rtd """0101 SAllh. 

1'fll..4 H. 1l~·1)7 IBRB. fRHJ 
!C",n ( A (l,n,(..1 \Iud-, 01 "'I~,,,I fwom,.nup\'. JoutlYl 01 Nrrvoc.n .nd Mrnl.' OI~, 
,~ 1] .... ~ 4\.1t IIW8) 

._h." P W A t.hort~neod tonn 01 tholl,' Q .... '''onn.lft' Upon ~nl.1 1fYl4fl"t 100'''''/ at 
(11f)/( .. 1 Plr<hoIOflr. 19607. 1J. }8b.jl')fj f/RHI 
,r .. h.n P W Olntol. I,. "McCorMt.f'Y I( fr.nc .. IOIIC .nd cue ,(ructure ,u lupphed by 

thfO hWoohU Jou,,,,' 01 AbnorITYI Psycho/on. 1975. /U, ]}1-1"') ItRHI 
,_hdn. P W Hypn01h.nd t~~ P'rv-.~' oj '"""M,n"I'''''' In f frnmm &. R ( Shorr (Ed, ). 
HypnOljJ £)P",elopmpnrs In rf'ttt.,ch.lnd M'W pPt'SprCUWi NnwVOIk Aidlt'le. 1979 Pp 

in 1 ~ 11 [MTO' KM'Mq 
,~~'(I R NTh .. rM'nl.1 Imllf' Amt!'t'IUtn Plycnolog,s,. lG78. JJ. 11') 07 IEItH. OHM. 

/fk I 
,(){ R r ltw Irf'qUf"ncy ~ Nlu,.U,; ~lurrm. --nypnollc·IIIo,,-- .. ,pf"f,rrKr\ In th~ notm.tl 

(ull .. ,r popul.llon Inlrfn."orwllourn./ 01 (I,OIc.1 ~nd hPf.""'flf'nl.l1 Hypnos,.. 1~. 8. 

1<,1 ltd IIRHJ 
n~1 I l O"."d,t'.mln, An m,roductlon to ,M ~.Pt'''~nl~1 Hudy ot toM( ~.~~nc. 
r-..r .... ~0(1. R.lndom Haulor'. lq.Jb IPMc:J 

"0('-' It & Pope. K S Thr~othum.o\nlnwillWllon N ........ Vo'lc. PI~num V:l7& (PMc) 
.. on.-r Ii f J~ ~h.lvl(Y ot cwg.nlsms Nf"W York APP"'lOfl-{ pnlurv·( rolls. 19~ IERHJ 

.mllr, A f Sc, .. n(t'.nd hum.n ~twv'OI NI"w'fort. M.lcMtll"n lyr, I IORBI 
~lllnrl B i About lwh.~I(Klsm N_ Yon. Allrprj A Knopl. 1'1]4 18R81 
.. ""'" o. Wh~ 1 .. m noc a (oln,"'-'p p'ly(hoil>l'" Br-h.vJO,,\m. N77. 5. 1-10 11"'1 
un, .... , H Tht' mmd', r~ Im.,t"y '" c!Vf',yd,)y lIlt' Nf"W '(orlo Dtol.u-aurtf' Prf"\S. 1971 

II'M'I 
~,hlll C Ihf' mlornwtlon .'W.,i.-blr In b,lpl ~,'u.1 pri"\f'OIJillon\ Psycho/Of,c.J Mono-

tl'4ph' 1%U 74 11 IOHHl 
It-'r,,, H IN Prl(f"pl'On In lhf' .Ib,pnLr oj Ihfo ~ort,c.1 COf'llml\\UffO\ Pto'UP"Gn and Its 

d'HKd,.rs 1':170 "" 11]·1 ~ IKHP) 
"'011'11 1 ImpiO\,,,r th,.r .. py In P Oht>n II d) I mOllon.l1 ll00dmlf Nt"W 'tori! Hurrwn 

\, ,rill r~ "/t'n N7b IPAR & I Fe I 
.1",1,n& l If'&tnlOl 1U oro p,(lu'''' Qu.rf,."y lourn.1 01 1.{JIt'flmt"nf~1 PsYC:ho/Offy. 11)71 

.'~ 1fJ7 112 iRNH\ 
dl~ I r~ hum,n mmd. voJ 1 Nf"W Vallo. 0 Applf'ton 11\'I} IERHI 
'--'t(hH~ I P Pf'" .. ·. C W . &- \hf'l"h.n, P W Rrl.lllon ot somt' .~pr(1\ 01 IrTWlet"V .nd f"n

'.1''1' In hy~nollC. \U'CPpllb,lily IOU'NI 01 Abnotm~1 Psycho/oay. 1970. 76. 2J9-ltJ7 

,.:~~ 'A ~~~~Ln\on C Ope-nn,..u to .bwtb,n •• nd ,.,.11 .. ""h ... ,.nl C'lI~lC'nCI!'! ,--.tbtorp
hoo"1. • ;'.11 , .. I.It'd to h..,pno\" lou,n.' 01 Abncwm./ P,yc:hoJOIlr. 1''''. 'J. lbIrl77 

IRRB ERHJ 
"HI'I,""," t R It'CIurf'1 on fhr C'1Pf"1jffW'nl.1 plycho/OlY 01 ,h,. fholl«hf ptOCf'Uft NrIIII 

':,:"n~C~:::~~"~ll,:~~n ,hi- pf"lf'P!K)/l "nd ',.1" ........ 1 01 mullidlfnrn\,~1 "tlmu" 

PprCf"opf'on .nd PsrchophYl'O \fj77 11 PI. 1·11 IKHPI 
Inp,if",dt"f l C.nl. l & Pflhr-.. m K H S'IC' coml"nc.., In Rhr\u\ moN.-.... ' ut«U 04 pul 
V,"., pr.:s,fI.le.M '~f""OIempol,lllf'\'OfU hptflmrnt.1 B/.ltn Rf'~.I'ch. 1977.11. lSI· 

,.,.. I'HPJ 
.... 11,.,- N) C." .... I I B & wall.l(f' 8 Th~ ,.,tor.Jhon 01 eld.llc 'ITWrrry VI. hypnotl( 

"Ie ,rl"'\\lon A fMrllmlN,.". ""POOl lout,..1 of Abnotm.' PH' holo,y, ,Q7b. 85. ) '''i 

london 1M o.-nl. VVq II'McJ 

M • .,., 0 "au.1 UflolX"" d,lir'rnlM ,n (hot- ,p,.ll 01 P,lIUIf'\ BII"l;" 10ur".1 01 P,,,choloa 
''Ill. 04.17 24 lIiW. OMI 

M.a,"". 0 EKie-llc 1m •• "" H.Oi!''-'' Ihos., .nd 1i.' ..... y.m.I·, Ihoul brh"vfO/.1 .nd a,. 
\c~n(t'l lQ7'i. 1. bl(H,ll lA.AI 

~w,lo., [). Mf'nl.' tm .... t'I"'y'.Ioo (on$C'QYu .... u A Inroff"li,.1 rp'W,f''''' In A. A ~h~lkh jed 
lfn4ttrry (utten, I#WOfr. '.'f'~lCh and flPpl,ca"om NI!'W \'00 W,lry. l':MI. In pre 
1001. OM) 

MwILhrnb.JiUln, D (OIIl."v .. -bth .... 'o, rncw;j,I"_.'lon· An ,nlf"'."~ "lJP'(""Ch N,_ YOI 
t'le-num t'tru, ,q}] I"'AI( A lie) 

Mill .. ,. J l. UI)(1)11/1n ... IIOII .. llhOl.lI • .,.,.,pncu A/Jlr(l(,.In lo""n.lul P}yrhoiOflY PH'J . .5 
",2>7' IE~"J 

M,uhrl. W low41lCi. C 0lnllll,. "xt.llf'a,nln. ,«onceplu.h,.hon oj jJt',\onJillr~ PlyC/' 
IO(II(~I Rhlew. l'17J. a:J. 21)2·163 lIf"-l 

MonI"fO. t.: P "ucdon.W H. & Hd •• /d. f R Im •• f'/)" "bH)I'pl,un .nd h,(pno", 
'''LlUlI.1I tlud.,. lou,n,)1 ot Mrnt./ Im./lf'rr. 1'Jti() 1 ;.1·61 IlRH) 

MoIf'I. f IIKrpli.l/r lilly lQl.b I/WBI 
Mu,ch tJ M .. ".uIW-ln , An "I"n\,OO ollhp R.U' rwUjf'( 1'00 cO!ot,'lIf'I'" 8f'h~",'or.o\1 f. 

Ior'.,ch It.tIfthod, .Ind ;mllUtnf'n'.f.o...II\ 191 ... 6 40 I "'., IPHlj I 
Nrl,wf U (OInl"oo and IP.'"", P',"ClP;') .nd ,mpl,C.lliOnl 01 (Ofnlll ... r p".,choIOiY ~ 

fr.lnU~IO W h f, .... man, 1~7b IIIK) 
NOIm.n 0 N J .... rhp IU., .... 101 (u.nl., ..... "'rnu' ("~nlllvr Selrnc:r 1~ .. 1 12 Ilf 
O,nf' M J Ihr ""'ul" 01 h'tJlno\(\ ArI".1I .nrl "H .. n(p lou,nill 01 A.t.no'''I~J "'fld )oc: 

j',t'LhoIOli r \':1)'1 s.i J77 I'M [lRH.O"'1 
(}flit" M I Lo«unuoUJillon by Ih,.I(""I"'jlPflmrnl,,1 ,.IL,.llon Wh.., 'I n Im,K.lftdol ho .... 

I' ....... Jilu.,PfI .n ... ,n "l1n",,"n(,. iLw I"'" .(oIOI'C.' ... .Ihd,ly 01 I,rul,nll:\ I" P "'I,nrl 
-.'.Inw-. a. I Ailu ...... y It Ih I (ommw-n"iI',Qn "nd flllrcf L.n,u4Mt> "nrl thouj/u N, I 
'fori. At"dtoml{ I', .. " l't7l 1//-'1 ~ 

(N,ull,n.Kt Thppsrc.huJ(]~",oIconlc,Ot.IU'~u N,..,.,Vorl.. H .. rrOlJrI 11'''(40 lq77 f8~ 0 
.... 11"'0 A Im.,pn .. nd ~ .. ,twJ ptOCpUC'1 Nt."W 'fOlk lioll Mmf'h .... "till W"I\,un,9 I 

I/RIII 
I' .... ,. r}, Rrrrwmbrl,ni "nd 'oliPIf,n, london Mrlhuen 1<;]] IP"",,cl 
"1'1 • ." i. W An .. lIj .. "mrntJiI uufi. oj ,m"Ij,n.llon Anwt/t.n lourn.J 01 h",('/tulotilY 19 

11 ... .ll· .... l IHNH INtI. MJU' KMMcl 
t'uw.. .. , .. Mt"n,,,,,llm"lrr>t .nflltw Ih,(rI ri,mf"O'IOO Jouln.' 0' t.pr-"mf'o,.1 P\ ... ct.n/o. 
~~,~I 1'W1 liN. H4 17l (11K) 

PN/I 0 ~r op".ch-.. ,nottuCht'n UOfun,t'f'J If''PI11 o.u,j(ke. Iq2h IJWBI 
t'"tw.lrn t( II L ... nlu~lIrt 01 'hf' bl.m hprl,mrnl ... 1 P., .. do't'l 4nd plln(lplf"1 ,n orurDP 
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APPENDIX 2 

Imagery and Hathematics 

Working Group C 

Points considered were: 

Imagery in Calculus 

(llubgroup Report) 

1. We should concentrate on the ~ of our images. 

2. One begins with, usually, a dynamic view of limiting processes: 
this becomes static as it takes the fomr of an algebra of limits. 

3. The algebra of limits is what we USe for calculations or proofs. 

4. To get perspective, one should use many images. 

5. D x produces different images when seen as 

a) a slope 
b) a rate of change 
c) a magnification factor under a mapping. 

6. In what way does tangency have a meaning other than via a limit? 

'1. Two and three dimensional limit situations make some points quite 
clearly. 

8. What images help us us to connect, say, differentiation, anti
differentiation, definite integration etc. (this needs more thought?) 

9. Looking at the workings of an odometer and speedometer might help 
in understanding the lundamental Theorem. 

10. Ox (u + v) Q Oxu + Dxv 

Dx (u·v) ~ Dxu • Dxv 

have explanatory images. 

11. The hatchet planimeter might help in visualizing the measure of areas. 

Ralph Staal 
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APPENDIX) 

UTI L ISATION DES HIAGES DANS L I APPRENTISSAGE DU CONCEPT DE LIMITE 

AU NIVEAU COLLEGIAL 

Mario Lavoie, Ernestine Lepage) Yvan Raux 

Unh:ersite du Quchec a Rimollski 

jUln 1982 

(I'rojd de recherchc jubvcntionnc par lc ministefc de l'Education du 

Qu0bL'C. Subnnt ion I CAe: H)lS,Il) 
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I. La problemat ique 

Lors de la pr6sentation dll concept de ]u liJllitc, au niveau co116-

gial, un type d'images est gcncra1ement utilise pour aider a la forma-

tion do ce concept. Ce type d'images peut etre asscz hicn decrit par 

los vocables " cinctique", Ildynamiquc ll
• Cepenclant bien peu d'auteuT, 

SinOJl aueun, ne se preoccupe, dans ce contexte, de ]'utllisation de 

la potenticllite qu'a I'intellect, d'abstraire des concepts, meme 

cOliplexes, a partir de situations semi-concretes. Un excmplc eclai-

rant, dans ce contexte, cst 1'utilisation de In notion de tangente ~ 

une courbe, qui a une semantique claire bien que dlfficilemcnt verba-

lisahlc> pour aider ~ la fOl~lation dll concept matllSmatique de In 

derivee. 

Toutefois la situation du concept de la limite se complique 

encore plus, lorsque lion doit l'utiliser. En cfEct, dans Ie cOlltexte 

de l'apprentissage uu calcul infinitesimal au niveau collegial, il 

est hOTS de question de ne dcveloppcr uniquemcnt que de fu.;;on hypo-

th6tico-dcductive, les proprietcs de 1<1 limite de fonctions. On doit 

do;,,,,,: nccessJiTC'r.lCnt prcvj legicr une approche intuitive it cc niv(-'au. 

Cependant> les irc,1gcs cinctiques ou dynallliqllcs qui eta i cot trc.s uti-

Ie::. pour former, appr['hcnJer ct consoJiJcr Ie concept de 1;1 limite, 

Ie dc\'iennent bcaucoup mains lorsqu'i 1 s'agit de cal euler effectivc-

mcnr des limi tes. Tout sc passe COTllI1lC s i on avai t tournc quelques 

pabcs du granJ valL.:. dcpositairc du corpus de la thcoric ct que 

lion ftait dans un nOU\'C\111 ehapitre. ~1aintcllant till tout nouveau 

type Jl il;lages cst utilise pour vaguer dan:. ccs caux non r<:COIlJll1es. 
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Ce type d':imagos, que nOll$ qualifions de "manipulations algebriqucs" 

ot que les 6tudiants de niveau coll§gial ont salivant eu a utiliser, 

reh'I'e bcaucoup plus du domainc de 1a representation symbolique 

utilis€e par 1'inte11cct pour traiter co type d'information, que de 

la representation figllrale. Cette disCOJltiguit€, cette brisure nluin

tenant bien apparente daJ~ Ie d6roulcment psychologique de la thcoric, 

personne a notre cOTmaissance, n'n rcuss:i, ni m~me cssayc de los 

reparer, 

Notre hypoth~se de travail consistc Jane, I jeter un pont entre 

les deux parties psychologiqucmcnt separecs du milme corpus de th6oric. 

Ce pont sera etabli, a notre avis, en utilisant Ie merne type d'images 

"cinetiques
ll 

ou "dynamiqu8s ll
, que lIon a uti1 ise lors de la formation 

dll concept de la limite, dans Ie but, cette fois-ei, de soutenir 

I' abstracti on de certaLlcs proprictcs algebriclues cardinales du 

concept de la I·imite, pour que I 'apprcnant puisse s'claborcr un outil 

fiable de localisation a l'int~rieur de la t}leorle. En un mot, l'ap_ 

prenant devrait avoir constrllit, au moypn de cette approcl18, son 

modele de la theoric, ccci l'habilitant en retout'> a Silllulcr eblls Ie 

caure de ce mod~lc, u'abord 10ca1elnent puis IJlu5 glohnlclnellt, des 

pans cnticrs de thcorlc. 
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2. ~~~~o~iva~,L?~s~.~_~c:!_r(' -.:~ch~ 

2.1 Lc r61e.~~_ l' imaJi.E:. 

Pilisieurs motifs nOllS incitent a privi16gicr l'irnage dans 

la pr6scntation de l~l notion de lilnitc. Une des prcmi~res ~ai

sons rcpo:-,c slir Ie role de }' image dan~; la preparation et Ie 

fonctiollnemcnt de::. operations cognitivcs. 

Cette conceptioll s'appuie sur los ctudes de Piaget qui 

consiJere fll'image COTIlrne llil instrument de la connaissance l1 • 

Pinget distingllc dCllX aspects ~ J'image: un aspect figuratif, 

un aspect opcrdtif. 

L'aspect figuratif "caracterise lcs fonnes oe cognitions 

qui du point de vue du sujct, app3raissent comme des· copj es elu 

rpcl, quo.ique dl! point de vue objectif, clles ne fournisscnt 

qulunc correspondance approximative des objets ou des evenements" 

(ef. Pinget, 1969, p. 73). 

L'3SPCct operatif caracterise "les formes de connaissance 

qlll cunsistent a mudifier l'objet ou 116v~nemcllt ~ cOl1naitrc, de 

manicre a attc..i.ndre los transformations ct leuTs rcsultats et 

non pas ulliquCJIlCTlt les configurations statiqucs corrcsponuant 

flUX ctats relic's par ccs trallsfunnd.tions" (Piaget, 1969, p. 73). 

En cons.idcrant ces deux aspec:s des fonctions cognitives, 

il serait pfdagogiquement raisonnable de fournir aux ctudiants 

qui apprcnnent la notion de limite, des images dynamiques de 

('ctte notion de limite qui scraicnt sysccptiblcs d'agir sur 
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}'aspect operatif de leur connaissancc. NOlls crayons que cette 

forme de prcsclltatioll s.emi-concrete de 1a notion de limite pcr

met trai t non sculer:lcnt la creation d' images mentales necessaircs 

a 1a formation de ce concept mais agirait aussi sur l'aspect 

op6ratif de la connaissance. Ainsi l'ctudiant pourrait arriver 

a transformer lcs images qu'on lui faurnit de f<1\-on a degager 

1 'essence et lcs proprH~tGs algcbriques du COIlccpt de limite. 

2.2 ~ctape~ __ -.9~a fOl1l1ati~d'un c0..!2.~~ 

L'approche propos6e s'articu1e, de plus, ~ partir des ~ta

pcs de 1 a format ion d' un concept, tli'cri tcs par lioodruff. Se10n 

cet auteur, la forrnation d'un concept s'elabore scIon les cinq 

ctapes suivantes: 

- 1a perception J'objets ou d'evenements concrets; 

les images mentales; 

- les COllccpts illtllitifs; 

- los concepts verbal iscs; 

- 1es concepts general iscs (Woodruff, in Siegel, 1967). 

La premiere etapc, que Pare appclle aussi l'imput rcfcren

ticl; cst la sOllrce de IIpc'rccpts" qUl dcvicnnent des concepts 

par 13 suite. "11 faut que celui qui apprend pllisse avoir des 

perceptions provcnant du reel et non uniquement des presenta

tions de syr,lboles qui rcmp]accnt cos objets rco15 11 (Pare, 1979, 

vol. I I J p. 62). Ce nl cst que progressivcmellt que lion paTvient 

a so clegageT de ces "perceptions referentielles" pour parvcnir 

a la generalisation du concept. A co 1ll0lllent l'apprenant devicnt 
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capable d'appliqucr et J'utiliser Ie concellt ainsi formf. 

2.3 Principes diductiques sous-tendont notre approch~ 

D'autres raisons nOllS incitent a COJlcourir a l'61aboration 

de la s~nlantlque de la notion de 110lite a partir d'imagcs. Cos 

raisons prennent appuies sur lcs principes didactiqucs suivants: 

[J'une part, tout concept s'6labore prioritai..rement par 

l'individu qlli a a l'int6rioriser. C'est ell corollalre ~ co 

principe qu'il est important de fournir aux apprenants Ie maxi

mwn d'occasions ni2cessa1.rcs pour quills puissent indiviJu3.1iser, 

pcrsonnaliser, 1'61aboration et l'opcrationalisation citl COllcart 

de limite. 

O'autre part, Ul] concept n'cst pas stJ.tique; il s'enrichit 

au ftlr ot A mesure de l'expcriellce de l'uI1Ilrcnant. Ainsi 1a 

notion de limite gagIlcrait beau coup en s~mantiql,e a Btre aLordce 

de fa~on continllC saus (liff6rents aspects pour POl"Jllcttre aux 

apprCIlants dc nivcJ.u col16Cl~ll, d'cn saisir Ie Illicux possible Ie 

plus grand Hombre de facettes. 
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3 . t:r! lC'lLll." 

Lcs considerations precedentes ant trace la vole a un progLlJlHne 

d'actioJ1S que lcs dtlteUYS $'appliquent ~ concr6tiser dans Ie cadre 

d'un projet de recherche subventionn€'. Cependant tOllte concrctisa

tion de cette approche, pOUT qu'elle salt adequate, doit s'inscr.ire 

dans Ie cadre de matcri.els didactiques ayant line alilplour telle, 

qulil est hors de question de produire iei pour des raisons &viden

tes de manque d'espacc. Peut ctre en resultcra-t-il eventuellcrncIlt, 

une lnonographie? 
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Working Group D 

PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM 

Leader: Sol. E. Sigurdson. University of Alberta 

The three sessions of the workshop will focus on three 

major topics. First. the basic research. historical and 

present, on problem solving is rich, with several diver

gent approaches being represented. The main people here 

are Polya. Krutetskii. Kantowski, leBlanc. Leater, Lesh 

and Greeno. During this session we will attempt to criti

cise typical studies of these researchers. There will a180 

be an opportunity for members to discuss their current re

search related to problem solving. 

The second part will examine several curriculum proposals 

for introducing problem solving into elementary and secon

dary school classrooms. Such P!oposals range from Polya's 

suggestions and discovery teaching (mathematizing mode) to 

recent proposals such 85 the Calgary Project. the Ohio study 

TOPS (Immeneel)., "Agenda for Action". and efforts made by 

individual school .yatems. Again participants will be en

couraged to contribute their own curriculum and inaervice 

ideas. 

The th 1 rd part will examine our curricular obUS.tioD to 

problem solving 1n elementary and secondary school and ex

plore future directions which seem promising in basic 

research. curriculum development. and teacher inserviee 

courses. for fulfilling this obligation. The presenter will 

identify his own concerns with current trends and encourage 

the group to outline a "research program in problem solving" 

which could be endorsed by the whole conference. The latter, 

indeed. is more an ideal than a goal. 

The question to be kept before the workshop gro~p at all times 

is 1tWhat difference can this make to teachers and students 

in our mathematics classrooms?" 
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PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE CLASSROOM 

So I E. Sigurdson 

The deliberations of the three day workshop in this area were 

focussed upon classroom implications of problem solving - curricu-

lum and instruction - rather than upon a psychological understand-

ing of the process of problem solving. Discussion centered upon a 

full elaboration of many possibilities. rather than upon specific 

recommendations to practice or specific proposals for research. 

The focus upon classrooms seems justified in that a great deal of 

attention is being given to teachers becoming more involved in 

problem solving in their teaching. Ultimately our concern should 

be with a psychological understanding of problem solving but the 

urgent need is to help teachers change classroom situations to en-

hance problem solving development. 

Our first attack was to try to give meaning to the term prob-

lem solving. especially as it relates to the curriculum. Three 

points of view immediately emerged. all of them centre on how 

closely the problem solving process is related to mathematics. One 

view sees problem solving as a generalized process related to sol-' 

ving real problems outside the classroom; another seeS problem sol-

ving as 'a generalized mathematics process capable of being develop-

ed independently of mathematical content; the thi rd Sees problem 

solving as a process closely related to mathematical content. This 

divergence of views concerns the goals classroom teachers should 

have for their charges. rather than the larger philosophical issue. 
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The question is compl icated further by students of differing apti

tudes benefitting differentially from each approach. 

A second concern was to identify current popular analyses of 

classroom problem solving. The major American approach being prom

oted by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics emphasizes 

the development of strategies, stemming from Polya's work. The 

PRISM (1) (Priorities in School Mathematics) was also identified 

as a document supportive of the classroom thrust in problem solving. 

The definition used by PRISM (see Appendix) is problem solving as 

"methods of thinking and logical reasoning" supported by a teaching 

method of ass i gn i ng prob I ems "des i gned to cha 11 enge students to 

think." A teaching method also high on the PRISM list was assign

ing "projects that involve real-life problem situations ... to in

individual or teams of students". If anything, the PRISM view 

(which primarily reflects views of Canadian teachers) or problem 

solving appears to be extremely global. A third bit of evidence 

indicating the popularity of problem solving is a bibliography (see 

Appendix) on problem solving from 3 or 4 leading educational (math

ematics) journals and Dissertation Abstracts which numbered approx

imately 140 articles. The research reported in the articles does 

not have any identifiable single direction. Our discussion of pop-

ular analyses of problem solving touched on three other perspect

ives: the historical perspective of mental discipline (training in 

logical reasoning) and Eul idean geometry; Krutetski 's analysis of 

the problem solving behavior of bright children; and the psychol-

(1) PRISM Canada, University of Alberta Printing Services, Edmonton, 1981 
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ical thrust of the creativity school emphasizing such behaviours as 

fluency, flexibility and originality. And, finally of special in

terest to our concern was the thesis by Marcucci on "A Meta-Analysis 

of Research on Methods of Teaching Mathematical Problem Solving." 

(in Bibliography, see Appendix). 

The workshop participants agreed to focus on the following five 

themes which continue to show up in the teaching of problem solving: 

1. A strategies approach as supported by NCTM and pron~ted by 

"An Agenda for Action." 

2. Discovery teaching where the curriculum content is genera

ted as a solution to a posed problem. 

3. LabQratory teaching of mathematics closely related to dis

covery teaching but emphasing manipulative models and "ap-

plied" problems. 

4. Diagnostic approaches to problem solving improvement in

cluding the direct-instruction research on the teaching of 

5. 

mathematics. 

Problem solving and technology, using computers and calcu

lators as instructional aids and working tools. 

This report will not try to follow through the discussion of 

the workshop nor even develop an analysis of each of the five themes. 

Our intent here is to deal with several issues that each of these 

five approaches raise. Probably the only concensus of the workshop 

was that each of these themes (approaches) has merit as an approach 
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to problem solving in the classroom. it became obvious as the dis

cussion proceded that certain workshop participants were predisposed 

to certain approaches. Time (3 - half days) did not allow a full 

debate on any of these themes nor a resolution ·of the ·topic in 

general. 

Strategies 

The Strategy Check List (see Appendix) identifies the strate

gies often suggested in this approach. Alberta Education's docu

ment, "Let Problem Solving be the Focus for the 1980's", typifying 

this approach has identified strategies and the grade level at which 

different strategies should be taught. The approach is similar to 

a "training in heuristics" approach which has been attempted sever

al times at the senior high school level (see Hunt in Bibliography). 

issues arising in relation to focusing on strategies were hotly 

debated. The first one concerns the over-emphasis on "knacky" pro

blems. The use of problems that require a special "knack" tends to 

shift the enlphasis away from mathematics and certainly away from 

the particular mathematics in the curriculum. Of course, some ed

ucators don't see this as a problem. in fact, instances were iden

tified where "problem solving through strategies" was being taught 

as a course quire separate from mathematics. A second issue cen

tered around how expl iei tly the strategies should be taught and 

reinforced. Several educators emphasize games through which the 

strategies may be developed. it would appear that if we are inter~ 
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ested in making problem solving are integral parts of the mathema

tics curriculum the strategies approach will not do it for us. In 

the end however, the strategies approach could be quite useful, at 

least, for int(oducing problem solving into the curriculum. 

Discovery Teaching 

This idea has had almost as long (and certainly far less pro

ductive) a history as problem solving itself. The fundamental no

tion behind discovery teaching is that everything be taught in the 

context of a solution to a problem. Discovery teaching sees a pro

blem solving process used throughout instruction. However, actual 

implementation of discovery teaching is problematic considering 

classrooms with 30 unmotivated students, a curriculum stressing 

skills not understanding (nor problem solving) and the wide diver

gence of mathematical ability in our classrooms. Again within the 

discovery mode, the problem solving benefit may come from the pro

cess activity in which the student engages or, in fact, it may be 

the result of the deeper content understanding resulting from dis

covery teaching. All of this is speculation, in any case, because 

of the lack of research effort In this area. As in all problem. 

solving related areas, the lack of.clear definitions in discovery 

teaching severely hamper effective research and even communication. 

One area of interest related to the discovery teaching is the 

kinds of questions that students ask about mathematics (ari thmetic). 

Does, for example, a discovery teaching" treatment increase the num

ber and quality of these questions? Discovery teaching is also re-
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lated to inductive, intuitive and informal approaches to teaching. 

All of these approaches should contribute to the flexibility and 

fluency of students' mathematical ideas which in turn should con

tribute to their problem solving capabilities. 

Another identified area of research interest is the social 

psychologists' venture into cooperative versus competitive or indi

vidualistic learning environments. David W. Johnson's article in 

the Bibliography (see Appendix) is typical of this research. In 

the case of research specifically on discovery teaching several is

sues arise: To what extent should it be student centered as opposed 

to teacher centered, how should the "ideal type" be modified to 

account for the practical ities of the everyday classroom, and, of 

course, the fundamental question of how discovery teaching contrib

utes to the development of problem solving capabilities. 

laboratory Methods 

This teaching approach is meant to include all attempts to re

late mathematical concepts to real objects or to real (fami liar) 

concepts (applications). Research does indicate that there is pro

blem solving benefits from such activity. Richard Lesh in a recent 

article in the Arithmetic Teacher (December, 1981) reports problem 

solving improvement from student investigations of "real istic every

day situations in which substantive ideas are used." lesh's project 

emphasizes problems which require 10-45 minute solutions. The ques

tions arising from the laboratory method are similar to those of 

discovery teaching. The benefits of a laboratory method would seem 
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to arise from a deeper and broader understanding of mathematical 

concepts as opposed to a beriefit from the actual process engaged in. 

The problems posed in the laboratory approach emphasize "substantive" 

concepts (curriculum-content related). A problem solving study in 

this area using "the questions students ask about mathematics" as 

criteria VJould seem to have considerable merit. Finally discovery 

teaching as an integral feature of the laboratory method is inevit

ably a possibility and is also inevitably an element confounding a 

full understanding of the method. 

"Time on task" has recently been identified as an important 

feature of any instrictional treatment. VieVJed in the light of this 

concept, discovery teaching and to a lesser intent a laboratory 

method shows up as rather inefficient teaching approaches. In fact, 

any approach which encourages student initiative (such a5 solving 

any verbal or non-verbal problems) shows up poorly on the time-on

task cri terlon. 

Diagnostics and Problem Solving 

The diagnostic approach to teaching problem solving focuses 

directly on areas of difficulty such as reading, computationql skills 

and problem analysis. The Hollander articles in the Bibliography 

(see Appendix) give a good review of the research in this view. The 

diagnostic approach is closely related to some of the "direct inst

rue t ion" resea rches into prob I em 50 I v i ng. Li ke nlOS t of the d i reet 

instruction treatments, it is the extreme advantage of relatively 

easy classroom implementation. Teachers can easily apply the guide-
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I ines developed by the diagnostic approach in their classrooms. The 

lack of attractiveness of this approach lies in its reliance on the 

textbook word problems as the criteria. Host educators argue that 

problem solving in mathematics goes much beyond word problems. On 

the other hand, they find it difficult to deny the fact that success 

in solving word problems correlates closely with success "in the 

larger arena of problem solving. 

Tech:,ology and Pr:oblem Solving 

Although very little time was spent on this area in the work

shop, the impact of calculators and microcomputers was readily ack

nowledged. Theoretically. calculators decrease computational dis

tractions and further allow more honest (and realistic) applicat

ions. Microcomputers through softward packages such as LOGO have 

great potential in problem solving improvement, while direct prog

ramming (in BASIC language, for example) of mathematical solutions 

to problems appears, also, to have considerable merit. 

Reflections 

The last hour of the workshop focussed on suggestions to the 

classroom teacher interested in a problem solving goal in mathemat

ics. Concensus of the group did not materialize. Participants re

commended a focus on computational algorithms as a means to event

ual problem solving Improvement; the use of heuristics and strate

gies in and direct attack on problem solving processes; employing 

applied problems involving curriculum-content mathematics (for 

example, a farmer growing various crops on various land areas for 
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various economic benefits); conceptual understanding as a key to 

problem solving improvement'; asking teachers themselves to reflect 

on their own problem solving capabilities as well as those of their 

students and proceed accordingly; and any combination of the above. 

As a last word, the writer wishes to apologize to the workshop 

participants for this inadequate report of three very demanding 

and exciting days. Several issues have been intentionally avoided 

for lack of the writer's comprehension of these and certainly some 

have been unintentionally missed. Problem solving in mathematics 

(and outside of mathematics) is still a vital area of concern. The 

workshop and this report of it have hopefully contributed to its 

promotion as a classroom real ity. 
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PRISM CANADA, 1981 

PROBLEM SOLVING 

Techniques 
Re.pondenl!l relt the.e fiye le<:hnique. definitely should be included in both 

elementary and secondary Ichool problem solvin~ 
construct a table and search ror pattern. t 
write and solve a .impler problem; then extend the solution to the original problem' 
tuch primarily global problem solving ideas (e.g., read. plan, work, check). t 

draw II picture. diagram or .raph to repre!ent the problem situation, 
translate the problem into number sentence! or equations! 

There W8~ only moderate lupport for including: 
nplore the problem by' using noV.' charta 

Goals 

.tart with an approximate- nn ........ er and work backwards 
,ue!l!5 lind te~t poA"ihlesululiCJns 

The major goal.elected for problem solying .... ,,, 

to develop methodl of thinkin, and logical reuonini 

Other goala receiving Itrong support were: 

to develop the .killl to approach new topics in mathematics independently 
to develop creative thought proeHl" -
to enhance the ability to apply mathematia in lCienc:e 
to acquire ,killl neceuary (or IivinC in today'. world 

Resources 
The fsvoured resources were: 

a reaource guide to real-life problems' 
in-8ervice training on problem solving methods for all teachen who teach mathematics 
material! in every clall!! ror modeling problems and problem solutions (e.g., ,raph paper. 
meosuring device!!.. construction .ticlu. etc.) 
supplementary material. whic:hcontain many more problemlllike th~ in teatbooks 
card filHofproblem. 
materials for problem solving contest. and competitions 
tex tbook modul" for teachin, appropriate problem solving Itrateciea 

Clearly rejected u a problem solving resource was: 
textbook. with aU verbal problema in a .in,le chapter 

- Exerpted from the Report 

Methods 
When asked to indicate-degree or lupport (or. variety or method~ to u!"e wh{'n 

teaching problem .oIYing. 100" of the respondents agreed that: 

problem assignments are de!!.igned to challenge students to think 

Also given strong lupport were: 
projec18 that involve real·lire problem lituation. should be as..igned to indi\'idll;·"~ or 

team!! ofsludent! 
problem!! are used to introduce mathematicallopics 
problem!! are litiven in which the use or physical materials will.id in the solutinn 
student! work In ~m811lroup!l to !!.nlve prooleml 

WholTime 

In terms of who should receive instruction in problem soh'ing flnd v. hf'n. rf'''-p"ndf'n(c: 
expressed strong agreement that: 

short problem ~olvin~ unib should ~ included after roach mnthrmRln!"l1 !"l'lr ,,, tl'llJ:hl 

student!!. !lhould be taught toflnd problromll within situation!'! 

Strong diRagreement was evidenced for these statements: 

problrom solving I!II important only (or college-bound Itudentlll 
problem lolving Rhould not bto taught in the elementary.f!rade8 
problem eolvinlt ilia function of inlelli.ence and c.nnot.realJ)· bf' taul'!ht f'lIrept In J!"~flf'd 
IItudents 
different problem 1I0lving courlell should be ofrered for ,irlll 

I .... 
V< 
V< 
I 
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1ST RAT E G Y C H E C K LIS T ] 

LOOK FOR A PATTERN 

CONSTRUCT A TABLE 

ACCOUNT FOR ALL POSSIBLITIES 

ACT IT OUT 

MAKE A MODEL 

GUESS AND CHECK 

WORK BACKWARDS 

MAKE A DRAWING 

SELECT APPROPRIATE NOTATION 

RESTATE THE PROBLEM 

IDENTIFY GIVEN} WANTED, 
NEEDED INFORMATION 

WRITE AN OPEN SENTENCE 

IDENTIFY A SUBGOAL 

SOLVE A SIMPLER PROBLEM 

CHANGE YOUR POINT OF VIEW 

CHECK FOR HIDDEN ASSUMPTIONS 
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Topic Group 

WOMEN AND MATHEMATICS 

Leader: Roberta Mura. Univeraite Laval 

I will present a survey of the literature and try to 

summarize what research says about the past and present 

situation of girls and women 1n mathematics: what vari

ables have been investigated and what factors have been 

put forth as possible explanations for the sex-related 

differences observed. I will also mention some actions 

that have been undertaken in order to change the situa

tion. 

Participants who have done research or organized activi

ties concerning thia iSBue, or who plan to do so, will be 

invited to present their work or their projects. 

All participants will be invited to discuss: 

(1) implications for teacher training and 

(1i) possible directions for future research. 
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CANADIAN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION STUDY GROUP 

Kingston, June 1982 

Summary of a topic group presentation on GENDER AND MATHEMATICS by ROBERTA MURA 

INTRODUCTION 

At the 4th International Congress on Mathematics Education held in Berkeley in 1980, 
there were several presentations and workshOps on the topic of women and mathematics. 
At the end of the conference, many participants felt that it would be very useful 
to have an international survey of the field. The task was undertaken by Dr. Erika 
Schi Idkamp-Kundiger in coopcration with the Second International ~jathematics Study 
(lEA), and the survey has recently been published hy ERIC/S,JEAC (Ohio State Univer
sity) under the title "An International Review of Gender and Mathematics". 

I was responsible for the Canadian report appearing in the review. One of my con
clusions is that so far, in Canada, not much attention has heen paid to this topic. 
It still happens that when I mention my interest in the problem of women and ma
thematics, people react by asking: "What problem?". 

One extreme aspect of "the problem" ought to be obvious, if one thinks of the very 
low percentage of women among university mathematics professors. However this re
markably unequal distribution has not been particularly noticed or considered worth 
investigating, just as many other instances of the sexual division of labour which 
IS still mainly unchallenged in our society. In this connection, it should be 
noted that in the United States - the country that has done the most research on 
gender and mathematics - interest in the topic was spurred by political groups who 
were fighting the occupational segregation existing in their country and who had 
identi fied mathematics as the cri tical fil ter preventing access to many jobs and 
careers. 

Once onc stops taking for granted the lower participation of women in mathematics, 
one faces a very complex phenomenon which is still little known, let alone under
stood. I would like to suggest that "gender and mathematics" has the potential of 
becoming a whole new area of research. From an international point of view, it has 
already become one. 

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of this field of research. I have 
tried to classify the var.ious issues and results into three main categories: des
cribing the situation of women with respect to mathematics, explaining it, and fin
ding ways to change it, where change is called for. 

DESCRIBING THE SITUATION 

~nat sex-related differences are there in mathematics? 

(a) Participation 

~hat is the percentage of women among mathematics students and teachers at the 
secondary school level? and among mathematics students and professors at the uni
versity level? 
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Not enough data is available in Canada to completely answer these questions. How
ever surveys carried out in some provinces indicate that participation of women in 
mathematics begins to decline as soon as mathematics becomes an optional subject 
towards the end of secondary school. The percentage of women among secondary school 
mathematics teachers varies between 13% and 35% in the various provinces (excluding 
Ontario). 

Some data about the university level has been published by Statistics Canada. Ma
thematics is treated as forming one category together with physical sciences. The 
percentage of women among full-time university teachers in this category in 1979-
80 was 4,5%. Their proportion decreases as one moves from assistant professor to 
associate professor to full professor. Within each rank, the median salary for wo
men is lower than that of men. In 1980-81 the percentages of women alllong those ear
ning a bachelor's degree, a master's degrce, or a doctorate in mathematics and phy
sical sciences were respectively 28%, 17% and 8% in Canada. The same pattern, if 
not the saine figures, seems to recur in several other countries. 

Of course, even if exact figures were available for all levels, they still would 
not constitute a satisfactory description of the situation. To give just one exam
ple, about women mathematics professors in universities, one could ask whether 
they are hired, promoted and tenured at the same rates as do men, whether their 
distribution among different subjects is the same as the men's, whether they teach 
the same kind and the same number of courses in the same.ways, whether they do the 
same kind and amount of research, whether they have the same kind and amount of 
administrative duties, etc. On another level, one could ask: what has been their 
experience? How do they live their situation of members of such a tiny minority? 
What internal or external factors made them decide to become mathematicians' and 
helped them succeed? ORe could ask what happened to the women who had the poten
tial of becoming mathematicians, but didn't ... 

(b) Achievement 

Many studies have attempted to assess differences in mathematics achievement be
tween girls and boys at primary and secondary school level. Results have been in
consistent: differences observed have been usually small, sometimes in favour of 
girls, sometimes in favour of boys. 

One of the studies involving the largest number of students (about 70 000) is the 
Second Mathematics Assessment of the National Assessment of Educational Progress, 
carried out in the United States in 1977-78. Three different age groups (9, 13 and 
17) were tested at four different cognitive Jevels (knowledge, skills, understan
ding and applications. The largest difference in favour of girls (1,4 percentage 
points) was found within the youngest group and at the lowest cognitive level; the 
largest difference in favour of boys (5,04 percentage points) was found within the 
oldest group and at the highest cognitive level. 

Similar differences were found in the British Columbia and Alberta provincial ma-
thematics assessments. . 

(c) Attitudes 

Differences in attitudes towards mathematics between girls and boys have been found 
fairly consistently. They OCCUT not so much in generic attitudes (liking OT being 
interested in mathematics), as in mOTe specific aspects. Namely it appears that~ 
(I) boys are more confident than girls in their own ability to succeed in mathema-
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tics; (2) boys perceive mathematics as being more useful than girls do; (3) both 
boys and girls perceive mathematics as a malc domain, but boys do so more than 
girls; (4) girls see mathematics as more anxiety-provoking than do boys. 

(d) Other variables 

A few researchers have begun to pay attention to some less obvious variables. An 
Australian study has found some evidence of differences in students' preferences 
of learning methods, girls preferring more cooperative methods, boys more compe
titive ones. The same patten] recurs in female and male teachers' preferences of 
teaching methods. If this is true, the higher proportion of men among mathematics 
teachers could lead to the hypothesis that girls avoid mathematics courses not so 
much because of content, as because of teaching methods. 

In the United States, some intriguing results have been obtained about differences 
in the strategies used by girls and boys to (correctly) solve mathematical pro
blems, Dnd in the choices of wrong answers made by boys and girls when answering 
objective tests. 

EXPLAINING THE SITUATION 

Quite a number of factors have been considered in trying to explain why and how 
the differences observed arise and develOp. (The distinction made here between 
variables describing the situation and variables explaining it is somewhat arti
ficial. It might be more realistic - and more difficult - to view them as a sys
tem of interrelated variables interacting with each other.) 

(a) Sex role perception 

The factor that is supported by the largest amount of empirical evidence is the 
perceived appropriateness of mathematics to one's own sex. As mentioned before, 
girls, as well as boys, although to a lesser extent, see mathematics as a male 
domain, and this affects negatively their decision to pursue the study of this 
subject. 

(b) Ability and attitude factors 

In spite of the sensational coverage of the topic in the popular press, sex-related 
differences in mathematical ability have yet to be proved. The difficulty resides 
both in the definition of "mathematical ability" and in the design of an experiment 
that would genuinely measure ability as opposed to achievement. 

Some studies indicate that a difference in spatial ability in favour of boys deve
lops during adolescence. Other studies however have not confirmed these results. 
Moreover the relationship between spatial ability and achievement in mathematics 
is still unclear. 

Among attitude factors, those that have been quoted most often as being related 
to participation in mathematics are the self-esteem of one's mathematical ability, 
and the perceived usefulness of mathematics. 

Other attitude factors that have been proposed as explanations of the lower parti
cipation of women in mathematics are: a higher fear of success among girls, parti-
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cularly among talented ones, and a differcut perception of the causes of one's 
successes and failures. (Girls seem to have a tendency to attribute their Success 
in mathematics to effort, luck, or easiness of the task, rather than to their own 
ability, while attributing their failures to lack of ability or lack of effort, 
rather than to bad luck or difficulty of the task; the pattern is reversed for 
boys. Thus girls feel less in control of their mathematics learning and are less 
likely to persist in its study.) 

(c) Environmental factors 

These include educational, social and cultural factors. Examples of educational 
factors identified through empirical research are: -----.--

- differences in the kind and amount of interactions between teachers and their 
male or female students (this may sound surprising, but it should be kept in 
mind that most such differential behaviour is unconciolls); 

- a higher rate of enrollment in science courses among boys (science courses give 
an opportunity of applying mathematics and this has a positive effect on mathe
matics achievement); 

- sexism in textbooks (studies carried out in Quebec and in Manitoba, among others, 
prove that school textbooks give children an image of a society even more stereo
typed than the real One: male characters outnumber female ones and are portrayed 
in five times as many different occupations, hardly any female character ever 
appears in a mathematics related occupation). 

Social factoTs seem harder to quantify and have not yet come under the scrutiny of 
~mpirical research. However some researchers have pointed out that there seems to 
exist a conflict between the norms that school and society set out for girls (SllC

cess in academic and professional life conflicting with success in private life 
and personal relationships). 

A more obvious social factor is overt and subtle discrimination, including sexual 
harassment which is only now beginning to be talked about openly and whose extent 
is still difficult to evaluate. 

Cultural factors, by their nature, probably cannot become the object of empirical 
studies. However they may well be the most influential factors of all. Our cultu
ral tradition (in the form of religion, philosophy, literature, history, etc.) 
presents girls and women with an image of themselves that is not conducive to en~ 
gaging in intellectual pursuits, especially scientific ones, nor striving for 
success in academic life. The most respected and admired writings of our civili
zation contain an astounding collection of passages which explicitely insult and 
ridicule women, in particular with respect to their intellectual capacity. Far 
from being a remnant of the past, this attitude toward the female human being 
keeps turning up day after ·day through all our media. 

~HANGING TilE SITUATION 

There exists a double link between the task of exnlaining the situation and that of 
changing it. In fact, whether and how one thinks that the present state of affairs 
can be changed depends to a great extent on the kind of explanation one offers 
for it. Some factors can be acted upon more easily than others. For instance, the 
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perceived usefulness of mathematics may be easily increased by informing all stu
dents about the mathematics needed in various occupations and study programs. On 
the other hand, the negative effect of our cultural heritage is obviously much 
harder to counteract. 

Thus the design of an intervention program has to be based on some theory about 
the origins of the differences that it tries to eliminate. Conversely, the degree 
of success of such a program can give some indication about the validity of the 
theory behind it. 

Hardly anything has been done in Canada in this domain. This contrasts with the 
United States where there exist at least two national associations whose goal is 
to increase the participation of women in mathematics: the "Association for Women 
in Mathematics" (AWM), founded in 1971 and aimed mainly at the university level, 
and the more recent "Women and Mathematics Education" (WME). 

Again in U.S.A .. during the last few years, many different programs have been cre
ated to increase the chances that second3!'}' school students - girls as well as 
boys - will continue to study mathematics. Such programs disseminate printed mate
rials and films, and help to organize conferences and workshops to make partici
pants aware of stereotypes about mathematics, to inform them about the importance 
of mathematics in different jobs and professions, to have them meet with successful 
women who use mathematics in their work, and to let them participate in some enjoy
able mathematical activity. Some of these programs have already produced very en
couraging results. 

In order to improve the situation in Canada, a lot has to be done both at the indi
vidual and collective levels. On one hand, teacher trainers should develop pre-ser
vice and in-service teachers' awareness- of these issues. On the other hand, elemen
tary and secondary teachers should do their best to give their female and male stu
dents equal chances of succeeding in mathematics and of continuing to study it; this 
implies monitoring their own behaviour as well as finding ways to counterbalance the 
negative influences to which girls are subjected outside the classroom. 

Issues related to women and mathematics should also be publicized in varios ways by 
professional organizations. (At least three national conferences specifically about 
women and mathematics have already taken place in Australia.) Concurrently, research 
efforts should be intensified and appropriate actions (intervention programs, etc.) 
undertaken in various parts of the country. 
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Top Ie Group Q 

EDUCATIONAL USES OF THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 

Leader: Dick Tahea, Exeter, England 

Has the history of mathematics a relevance for mathematics 

education? Obviously there is an indirect relevance but 

people who are interested in the history of mathematics 

sometimes press more direct claims. It is not always 

clear what they are proposing other than some history units 

in mathematics degree courses. There doesn't seem to be 

much to say about history 1n schools other thsn that mathe

matics teachers could be more aware historically. In 

trying to say more I would like to share some thoughts in 

three areas by -

1) describing some experimental work with nine and ten 

year olds; 

2) offering some defense of the anecdotal E.T. Bell-style 

of history now scorned by present more rigorous writers, 

especiJlly in vie~ of what any kind of history can only 

be about for adolescents; 

3) proposing a central theme for investigation, by those 

who are interested in the history of mathematics, for 

the light it may shed on epistemology and pedagogy. 
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Panel Group 

DEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL TALENT 

Speakera: Edward Barbeau, University of Toronto 
Claude Boucher, Universite de Sherbrooke 
Stanley Erlwanger, Concord.ia University 

This group will not primarily be concerned with psychologi

cal questions such a8 whether mathematical talent 10 a 

specific human ability. ond whether it is mainly innate or 

environmental. but rather with the practicsl questions that 

arise when it ia thought desirable to foster superior mathe

matical talents. 

The speakers will address three different, but related, ways 

of encouraging mathematically-talented students: (1) regional 

and nat10nal mathematics competitions, (i1) mathematics summer 

8chools, and (111) special attention to "gifted etudents" in 

ordinary schools. What do these activities hope to attain? 

Do they achieve what they .et out to do? Are there any .. ide

effects or undesirable consequences? 

After the individual presentations. the group will be invited 

to d1scuss the issue, psrticularly as it affecte Canadian 

8tudents. The issue is controveraial at the beet of times; 

now it i8 especially sensitive 88 1t raises difficult eocio

political questions about the allocation of limited educational 

resources. 
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IDENTIFYING AND DEVELOPING HATIIEHATICAL TALENT 

E.J. Barbeau 

An opinion of the ability of a student should be regarded as provisional 
and subject to further sharpening. Some students are extroverts and function 
well in front of an audience; others are quite reticent. In addition, a 
student who is strong in one mathematical area may be weak in others. Thus, 
some students have a good geometrical intuition, while others are more at 
home with symbolic reasoning. While contests are a reasonably reliable way 
of identifying exceptional ability, they can lead to underestimation of 
students who do not work well under pressure or approach problems deeply and 
thoroughly. For these students, essay contests, correspondence clubs and 
problems to be worked at leisure give a better indication. Seminars are a 
good way to find the really talented, since one can see a number of individuals 
interacting and make a comparison. In a private interview, a talented student 
is often one who is able to canvass many ideas very rapidly, to get an over
view of the problem, to judge the efficacy of an idea and abandon nonpromising 
ones and to attempt methods from different areas of mathematics. 

Teachers can be unreliable identifiers of talented students if they have 
had little experience at mathematical thinking themselves or if they put undue 
emphasis on high marks in classroom work. Parents often have a pretty good 
Idea of the intellectual potential of their children, but not of their motiva
tion. When I first hear from a parent about a studen~ I try to encourage 
the student himself to follow up the initial contact and define for himself 

·how closely he w~nts to get involved with mathematics. 

Many talented students do not appreciate the extent of their abilities. 
Some who overestimate their ability do not consolidate their mathematical 
knowledge and often fail at higher level mathematics. Others denigrate 
themselves too much and drop out from situations in which they could a.chieve 
a great deal of success. Consequently, those who work with a talented child 
should help that person gain an understanding of both his limitations and 
strengths. One WjY is to bring him together with other students with whom he 
can compare. 

Some bright students are enchanted with computation and oddbeat ideas, 
but lack the discipline and the techniques to explore them deeply. A nonchal
lenging school regime may lead to the use of short run atrategies and a disinc
lination to persevere with a challenging problem. 

I believe it is often a mistake to accelerate bright students. This can 
create social problems and make it difficult for the student to fit into a 
university programme. There are enough interesting and important areas of 
mathematics not well-covered in university which a good student might penetrate 
into in order to broaden himself; the New Mathematical Library published by 
the HAA gives some possibilities. 
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When discussing talent, one should not think only of exceptionally gifted 
students. Rather, mathematics·is like music. While only a few are destined 
for greatness, a large percentage of the population have some aptitude for it. 
A school curriculum which gives a watered-down version of a specialist course 
does not serve these students. There is a surprising amount of mathematics 
which is elementary and non-technical, yet interesting and challenging to the 
layman. Recognizing that the layman in his daily life needs only few math
ematical techniques, we should try to develop curricula which give a sense of 
the nature of mathematical reasoning and its application in some important 
areas. Books, magazines, newspapers and the broadcasting media all have a 
role to play in bringing mathematics to a larger public. While many good 
books have appeared recently, the record of the media on matters mathematical 
is generally quite poor. Should there be a course in mathematical journalism 
somewhere? 
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DEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL TALENTS 

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE ANNUAL CONTESTS 

and the 

MATHEMATICAL SUMMER CAMPS 

of 

THE ASSOCIATION MATH~TIQUE DU QUEBEC 

Departement de mathematiques 
et d'informatique 
Universite de Sherbrooke 

Apart from the fact that I will address to you in a language 

which is not my mother tongue, my most important problem in accepting to 

speak to you this afternoon was to establish the content of my text. 

For me, it was a real huge problem. I cannot keep myself from being 

astonished to find me amongst an assembly of mathematical education 

specialists, people with whom ,I have always kept very friendly relation-

ships, but people who work in a domain where I have never, I humbly 

confess, acquired any theoretical competence, if there is some to be 

acquired. Of course, I speak of the theoretical aspects of mathematical 

teaching, because, otherwise, a twenty-five year career at the 'university 

level has taught me quite a few tricks in the srt of conveying mathemati-

cal notions into young developing minds, and convince me that nothing can 

replace those preliminary conditions of a good teaching which are a deep 

knowledge of the subject and the facility to communicate with others, 

through a simple, picturesque and humorous speech. 

So here am I, invited to talk to you about the development of 

mathematical talents, while I have devoted an important part of my life 
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asking myself, without very often finding any answer, by which means I 

could develop the modest resources of ~y own. 

But, to express the,issue frankly, I am not sure at all there 

is any anSWer to the problem which has been put in front of our panel. 

Does there exist any knowledge, any meth'od, any finite number of well 

defined steps (as mathematicians said of certain processes which helped 

them to sail away from the troubled seas of paradoxes) which would lead 

as a final product to a developed mathematical talent? Are there 

recognized means to develop one's mathematical talents and the talents of 

others, to advance in that country where there are no royal roads, 

according to the remark which Euclid, the great geometer, made once to 

Alexander, the great conqueror? Which is an indication that it is not 

since this morning that was brought up that question which interests you 

and troubles me. 

By the way, I liked very much that remark of Euclid, when I 

heard it for the first time, but I am afraid it will have to be taken with 

a grain of salt, since, according to my dictionary, Alexander died in 

323 before our era, while Euclid lived in the third century. But, as 

the Italian proverb goes saying: se e non vera, eben trovato. If it is 

not true, it is well coined. 

So, if there are in my mind some reluctance to admit the exis-

tence of such developing processes, or rather if there are in my mind some 

presumption of the non existence of such processes, how can I have been 

pushed by a so strange recklessness that 1 have accepted to be a member 

of the present panel? For the simple reason that I have been prompted 

by the circumstances to take responsability since a few years in the 
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organization of i:he annual contests of the Association_ mathematique.'du 

Quebec, and afterwards, of its summer camps which gather fOll a few weeks 

the students having written the best copies at the contests. 

My intention is not to present you here a theory on the subject 

of our panel, but rather to narrate to you simply the relation of an 

experience, of what could be called in the present jargon of French 

speaking psychologists un vecu personnel. 

First, let me give you a word from my sponsor. L'Association 

mathematique du Quebec has just celebrated its first quarter of a century. 

It was founded by young university and college mathematics professors 

eager to promote the educational and cultural roles of their discipline. 

The AMQ has, since its foundation, played an important part in the moderni-

zation of the mathematical curricula in Quebec, ~nd has create~ the 

PERMAMA program to promote the reorientation and the permanent education 

of mathematics teachers already entered in their careers. Its involvement 

has touched any level of mathematical education, from kindergarten to 

~niversity, th" diversificatiun being accomplished through regional and 

special interest groups. Any member of the Association can and is 

encouraged to belong to those groups. 

The AMQ has also given to itself the mission of promoting 

research in the field of pure and applied mathematics. For examples, it 

has in 1973 initiated the first Colloque des mathematiciens du Quebec., 

which has since met at a semi-annual frequency, and has given birth to 

two periodical publications: l'es Annales des sciences mathematiques du 

Quebec, and La Gazette mathematique du Quebec. 
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Finally, the Association has .since nearly its beginning turned 

its interest toward the promotion of mathematics as a leisure activity. 

This interest ,has been expressed by its participation in the Federation 

guebecoise du loisir scientifique, and by the creation of a committee 

of mathematical games which organizes periodically promotion campaigns 

to make public aware of the interests of mathematical and computer science 

games. Nothing expresses that activity bette~ than les valises mathema-

tiques, whose name has probably been borrowed to the most travelling 

diplomatic bags. They are big suitcases full of mathematical puzzles, 

riddle books, games, and so on, which can ,be ,easi,ly :carried- to: any.:cQ!,gre$~, 

meeting, or Shopping centre, and be presented as efficiently as the street 

peddlers do their business in an Oriental market. 

But the promotion of mathematics as a ~eisure activity has also 

given birth, since nearly the beginning, to the organization of annual 

contests to which local representants of the Association in every school 

and college were invited to prepare and present their pupils. In the 

~ixties, it war felt that it would-be sen&lble, as a reward, to gather 

the winners of the contest for a few weeks (at that time, it was four), 

and invite practicing mathematicians to work with them intensively on a 

subject of their choice. The only conditions to be filled were dedica-

tion and easiness to communicate one's knowledge and experience. 

I remember to have participated toone of those camps in which 

1 initiated for a week twenty teenagers to the secrets of mathematical 

automata theory on which 1 was myself working for my Ph.D. thesis. There 

reigned in those camp,s an intense :l,ntellectual life and an extremely 

elating atmosphere. That handful of teenagers showed an insatiable thirst 
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for knowledge, and those camps contributed to orient towards their 

present career many young mathematiciahs who now lecture and do research 

in Quebec or foreign universities. 

Unfortunately, around 1967, the Lesage government having fallen, 

the Quiet Revolution having become even 'more quieter, the government 

grants which we used to receive having driep up, we were forced to put an 

end to those experiences. The AMQ continued ,to prepare contests, but 

could not reward its winners with anything more exalting than modest sums 

of money by which the participating fees of the contestants were meagerly 

redistributed after the organizing expanses had been subtracted •.. In :fact, __ 

to adjust to the major reforms which were introduced in the educational 

system of the province during the sixties, reforms which distinguished 

between a secondary level and a cegep level, we even had to organize two 

annual contests, one for each of those levels. But, if the organizational 

burdens and details were multiplied by two, our funds remained terribly 

modest, and each contest depended upon very Bcarce resources to reward its 

vinnp..rs. 

So, for years, we were forced to let the camp embers to creep 

under the ashes. But, in 1978, following circumstances on which you will 

allow me, I am sure, not to elaborate, I became for a short period chair

man of my department. 

In fact, those circumstances could be summed up as a crisis of 

leadership which had held sway for weeks and even months. As a result, 

the chairman's desk was crumbling under pending files when I sat in the 

chairman's chair. Among those pending files I found was one concerning 

the organization of the annual contest for c~llege level which had bee~ 
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a few· years before, handled to somebody in our department by somebody in 

the AMQ. Don't ask me to give you deeails about that handling operation. 

It appears to be cast under the shadows of prehistory. Anyhow, the file 

was there. We were in the middle of February, and the contest used to 

be held at the end of that month, because of the interface with the 

Canadian Mathematical Olympiads, in which ~he best of our contestants at 

the first year of college level were automatically registered. And nothing, 

nothing for that year, had already been done. However, the contest was 

held, but with a certain delay, and the Olympiad train was caught, even if 

it was, as the expression goes, by the skin of the teeth. 

Slowly, the affairs of the department settled, as far as human 

affairs can settle, and I was able to come back to private life. So far, 

so good. But my interest in the AMQ contests had not completely died down, 

and having heard that other contest organizing groups in the province did 

receive from the government appreciable grants for their winners, came to 

my mind the idea of reviving those mathematical camps which had passed 

away with the last whispers of the Union Nationale party. 

At the fall of 1978, I prepared a memorandum submitted by the 

Associstion to the Ministry of Education, in which we were soliciting a 

grant to hold a camp during the summer of 1979. But as the S.tate is, 

it's well known, the slowest of the slow monsters, we had to wait until 

December 1979 to hear that the grant was granted, and until 1980 to know 

which amount was granted. 

Of course, during that time, we had to accept to live dangerously, 

to organize in parallel and conditionnally the whole thing, to announce 

conditionnally a camp for the winners, to recruit conditionnally eventual 
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instructors, and so on. had often the impression to ride on a cross-

breed from a James Clavell suspense and a three dimensional puzzle with 

a deadlined explosion. To put some additional cherries on the top of the 

cream pie, we were also afflicted during the winter with a modern variation 

of the plague: irregular sporadic strikes in some of the public CEGEPs, 

the junior college level institutions, which of course complicated even 

more the scheduling issues. Anyhow, the camp was held on the campus of 

the Sherbrooke University with a certain delay, but it was held. It had 

a duration of three weeks, involving four professors, three assistants and 

24 participants, and was, despite the obstacle race we had to run, quite 

a success, laying down the bottom step of a new tradition. The first 

week was devoted to the topology of paper surfaces, the second, to the 

study of Boolean algebra, and the third, to the applications of discrete 

mathematics to human sciences. 

Armed with the experience we had gained in the previous year, .. 

- Tolstoi once remarked that experience is the stack of arms by which one 

h.s been woundAd - it was a l0~ ersier to prepare the 1981 camp. We knew 

to which doors we had to knock at, we were ready to answer many questions, 

we had already gained some good name amongst the public servants involved 

in the file, and amongst the students who had heard from the participants 

favourable news on the atmosphere of the previous camp. Everything 

rolled on better bearings, and we received for two weeks the same_number 

of participants, involving two assistants and two professors. We decided 

to have an unifying theme for the camp, which happened to be the Rubik's 

cube. It was at that time a real craze amongst the young people. In 

fact, the mathematical study of the cube rotations gives very interesting 
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developments in the domains of graph and group theories. 

Finally, the 1982 mathematical camp, last summer, involved three 

professors, the same number of assistants, and again 24 participants. It 

was divided in two subjects: the first week was devoted to Young tables 

and their applications to computer science, and the second one to the 

structural topology of flexible polyhedra, a subject having links with 

mathematics and architecture. 

Next year, if the government, despite its tight budget policies, 

gives us what was called the sinews of war, and could also be called the 

sinews of education, we hope to go on our fourth camp of the new era. I 

am optimistic: optimism is the sinews of realization. 

Do such activities contribute to the development of mathematical 

talents1 I do fervently believe so, although I would be in a very bad 

position if anybody asked me to give a constructive proof of ' it, or 

wanted a measurable mean to establish my assertion. Let me only say 

that those act~vitl~s cannot create a Newton, a Gauss, or a Jalois, but 

if there is somewhere a Newton, a Gauss or a Galois, it can help him to 

come to light, encourage him to become aware of his genius and prepare it 

to blossom to the full extent of his capabilities. Any money, even in 

those restrictive budget years, any effort, even in those times when 

everybody is busy and hurried,is worth such an endeavour. But more 

modestly (let us consider more probable events), to help every year young 

students to compete, get involved and become conscious of their tastes 

and talents, is already worth the money and the efforts we have'put in 

those contests and those camps. That is what I do believe in my 
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mathematician's heart, even if I could not prove it to my mathematician's 

mind. 

Could I finish my intervention at this round table in narrating 

a little anecdote which illustrates how some people sometimes become 

competent in some field? A few years ago, a young Italian interested by 

skindiving noticed in the Naples Museum of ,Fine Arts a greek vase repre-

senting a man swimming underwater with in his mouth some pipe which 

appeared to him as a snorkel. His curiosity being aroused, he inquired 

to the museum direction about the practice and techniques of skindiving 

amongst the ancient Greeks. But nobody in the museum could answer his 

questions, and he was sent to diverse specialists of the history, the 

language, the arts, the literature, the science, the technology, the 

~ports and the sailing of Ancient Greece. But nobody could satisfy his 

curiosity. And one day, exasperated as one can be when he has an Italian 

temper, he exclaimed: "Bu't is there anywhere a specialist of that ques-

tion?" And somebody replied him: "As far as we do know, there are none, 

but if you continue to get interested in the subject, Some day you will 

surely become a specialist of the field." 

It is in this manner that I humbly hope to gain someday some 

competence in the art, if not in the science, of developing mathematical 

talents. 
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DEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL TALENT 
A POINT OF VIEW 

Stanley Erlwanger 
The education of gifted and/or talented students has recently become 

a popular issue. In Canada, the CEA survey: liThe Gifted and Talent~d 

Students in Canada" (1980) shows there were over 13,000 students entrolled 

in programmes for the talented during 1978-79. This trend reflects the 

concern and interest of parents, teacllers and the public in developing 

talent. This concern however, is not shared by everyone. The CEA survey 

also suggests (here is little visible support in this area from universities 

or the federal and provincial authorities. Thus, despite the current popu-

larity of programmes for talented students, much of the activity is at the 

local school or school board level. As such there is a wide diversity of 

programmes across Canada. 

Mathematics has traditionally been associated with bright students 

and selection. It is thus not surprising that the development of mathe-

matical talent has generated much interest, activity and controversy. 

Some of these have appeared in the Arithmetic Teacher (1981) and NCTM 

Yearbook: The Mathematical Education of Exceptional Children and Youth (1981). 

My involvement in 'this area suggests that not many programmes are based on 

the claim that they take into account the characteristics of talented students. 

Instead, they are often attempts to "do something" in response to public 

expectations. Moreover, teachers and administrators usually do not have the 

time, resources or expertise so that programmes tend to be based on general 

views about mathematics and talented students. 
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My obse:rvation is that the nature of mathcmalical talent is not well 

known so that it is difficult to identify mathematically talented studenlS 

or to design suitable programmes for them. It seems that before decisions 

can be made about how to develop mathematical talent ther~ should be an 

adequate knowledge of the general and unique characteristics of mathemati-

cally talented students; general and specific methods of identifying mathe-

matical talent; and the role of mathematical content in the development of 

general and unique features of this talent. Although research by Keating 

(1976), Krutetski (1975), Getsels and Dillon (1973), Stanley (1974 and 

Avery (1979) describe some characteristics of talented students and the 

design of special progrannnes, their information cannot easily be incorpor-

ated into locally designed efforts. I also share Oskorne's view that: 

rlmos t (of this research) fail to account for the unique 
characteristics of mathematics and mathematical thinking. 
Mathematical thinking is sufficiently different from other 
types of intellectual activities to require consideration 
of special types of research questions." 

The point of view would like to advocate is that mathematics educators 

should take advantage of the Current interest in this area to undertake 

research. To continue to ignore this area or to become directly involved 

in local programmes and controversies is unproductive. Undertaking re-

search however will demonstrate an objective interest in talented students 

in much the same way that mathematics educators have approached the pro-

blem of teaching mathematics to less able students. In addition, research 

in this area is likely to broaden our knowledge of the nature of mathematical 

thinking and the characteristics of mathematically able students. This 

should in turn influence the teaching and learning of mathematics. 

I shall illostrate this point of view by discussing further 

two areas where I think research is needed, Ttl€Se are the identification of 
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matllematically talented students and the development of programmes. 

Identification of Mathematical Talent 

It is widely accepted that talent should be identified early using 

multiple methods which include ifltelligence, achievement and personality 

tests, case studies, teacher evaluations and nomination by peers. My 

observation is that this is not an easy task for teachers and administrators. 

In practise identification usually consists of an ad hoc mixture of teacher 

evaluations and scores on tests. Although this approach appears adequate, 

the results may be misleading and lead to controversies and conflicts with 

parents. 

I think these are symptoms of two onderlaying difficulties. One is 

the problem of discriminating between intellectual ability and mathematical 

talent. High intellectual ability indicated by tests may be a necessary but 

not a sufficient condition for demonstrating mathematical talent. Secondly, 

the most reliable evaluations by teachers tend to be based on criteria 

that reflect high performance on tests. In short, the instruments and 

methods that are currently available appear to be inadequate for identify-

ing mathematical talent. What is needed are instruments and methods that 

are good indicators not only of high intellectual ability but also of 

specific characteristics of mathematical talent. Such instruments should 

also be easy to use in the classroom. 

Programmes for Talented Students 

It is often stated fhat the regular school- mathematics progranune is too 

structured and narrow for talented students. Hence special programmes are 

needed which would take into account the nature of mathematics as well as 

the characteristics of talented students, A wide diversity of programmes 
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has emerged such as special schools, special clacses, and various grouping 

patterns such as acceleration, enrichment, streaming, setting and indivi

dualized instruction. There are also clubs, summer schools and camps, and 

competitions. The mathematics content in such programmes often supplements 

the regular programme by including new topics, extensions of regular topics, 

and units on some topics like problem solving, graphing, number patterns, 

calculators and computers. Material for this purpose is either developed 

locally by writing teams or selected from different sources. 

These programmes reflect the commitment of teachers and resource personnel. 

The typical view of each group is that the design and content of its programme 

stresses important features such as originality and creativity, the organ

ization of data, logical reasoning, the ability to formulate a problem and 

to solve it, and so on. However, there is little evidence that some programmes 

are more successful than others. In fact, it is safe to say that the design 

of programmes and the selection of content is based largely on the assumption 

that a collection of mathematics topics outside the regular programme contains 

features that are necessary for developing mathematical talent. 

My observation is that asiae from such claims and assumptions, these 

programmes are seldom based 00 what it means to develop mathematical talent 

or what it means to claim that a programme takes into account the character

istics of talented students. Our current knowledge of the characteristics 

of talented students makes it difficult to consider questions such as: 

Which characheristics are important in the development of mathematical talent? 

Are there characteristics which enhance or inhibit mathematical talent? What 

is the role of different types of mathematics content and learning experiences 

in developing mathematical talent? What is aOappropriate balance between 

structured and open-ended experiences in developing talent? What is the role 
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of personal and group encounters? ~lich methods are useful for assessing 

the development of mathematical talent in individual students? 

The list of questions above could be extended. But it is enough to 

illustrate the problem of designing programmes for talented students. 

On the one hand, such questions cannot be considered easily in a school 

setting by teachers and administrators because of time constraints and 

limited resources. On the other hand, we do not have adequate answers 

for som"e of these questions at present. 

Surely, unless there is more evidence to guide decisions about the 

design and content of programmes for talented students there is little or 

no guarantee that such efforts are useful, that effective use is being 

made of scarce resources and personnel, or that providing more funds, re

sources and personnel will result in better programmes. Indeed, unless some 

research evidence is available most of these programmes will disappear in 

the near future. But, like other popular trends in education, programmes 

for talented students will reappear again at a later date. It is a moot 

point whether we will be better equipped to deal with them then than we are 

now. This is the challenge for mathematics educators. 

Mathematics educators have in the past accepted the challenge of conduct

ing research on problems concerning the mathematical education of less able 

students. have tried to suggest here tilat the current concern with gifted 

and talented students provides an opportunity for doing research in another 

challenging area. 
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CANADIAN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION STUDY GROUP 

GROUPE CANADIEN D' ETUDE EN DIDACTIQUE DE ~tAnlE~tATIQUE 

GEO~IETRY SUB-GROUP/SOUS-GROUPE DE GEO~IETRIE 

Report of the 1982-meeting in Kingston, June 3 to 7 

par D. Lunkenbein, group coordinator 

of 

The teaching of geometry, or better the lack of it, in elementary and 

junior high school, seems to be a persistent concern of quite a number 

collegues. Such concern lead, since the 1980 original working group 1 met 

in Quebec, to an ongoing discussion, specifically with regard to the pro-

blem of getting geometry into the classroom. When some of uS met again 

in Edmonton in 1981, we decided to take some concrete action by writing or 

selecting some geometry activities which might stimulate teachers to include 

thell into their dassroom activitie:; 2 SUCil contributions were collected 

during the year 1981/82 and distributed amongst contributing authors for 

reflection and criticism. As it turned out, these suggestions not only 

included activities for the classroom, but also general reflections on the 

why, what and how of the teaching of geometry in a variety of approaches. 

It therefore seemed appropriate to edit these contributions into a OIESG/ 

GCEDH-monograph on ''Teaching Elementary Geometry: Why, "'hat and How". 

For reasons of the relative ineffectiveness of such a monograph with res

pect to its impact on school teachers and for possible organizational and 

financial problems, the participants of this year's meeting felt that it 

would be probably better to proceed in the following way before thinking of 

producing a more coherent and, to some extend complete, monograph. 

1. Publ ication of commented classroom acti vi ties in provincial teacher jour

D1!l2...: It has been felt, that short (up to 5 pages) classroom acti vi ties 

well commented on the bases of teaching experience wi 11 stand the best 

chance of stimulating teachers to·include geometry into their work, at 

2 

Report on working group C, "Geometry in the elementary and junior high 

school curriculum" in the proceedings of the 1980 meeting of OIESG/GCEDM. 

Report on the special group P, "The place of geometry in the elementary 

school ", in the proceedings of the 1981 meeting of UIESG/GCEDM. 
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least occasionally. TIle most convenient and inexpensive way of rea

ching the teacher is by way of provincial teacher journals. It there

fore was suggested, that such classroom activities be edited or created 

and sent to the members of the group (via the group coordinator) for 

commentary and, if not yet experimented, for possible experimentation 

in the classroom. After such consultation (and possible discussion on 

the occasion of future CMESG/GCED~l meetings), comments and cxpcriment

results will then be taken into account by the author. The group 

coordinator will ultimately send the thus finalized activity to editors 

of provincial teacher journals for publication under the author's name 

with the remark that it has been discussed and commented by members of 

the CMESG/GCEDM geometry group. The following members of the group have 

already agreed to start this process by producing or editing one such 

activity in the next four weeks: Tom Bates, Martin Hoffman and Arthur 

Powell. It is hoped, that other group-members will join in this pro

cess, so that over the year we will already publish 3 or 4 such activi

ties and collect some more for discussion at the next meeting of the 

study group. 

2. Publication of position papers in appropriate ~lath. Education journals: 

In a process analogous to 1. , members of the group are invited to work 

on general considerations concerning the teaching of geometry either by 

pr0ducing or ~ommenting posi Hon papers. In parti cular Tom Bat~s and 

Dieter Lunkenbein invite commentaries to their papers entitled "Acti vi

ties and structure in elementary school geometryll and "Geometrie dans 

l'enseignement au primaire" respectively. l1wse conunents may be send 

directly to the authors or to the group-coordinator. By such process 

we attempt to encourage the production and publication of position pa

pers in appropriate ~lath. Education journal s by several members of the 

group. 

3. Geometry monograph of G1ESG/GCEml: It is expected, that, after some 

time of producing documents of the types mentioned above, we wi 11 be 

in a better posi tion to produce a monograph on the teaching of elemen

tary geometry as a collection of such documents. 
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Here is a list of collegues who have manifested a particular interest 

in this group over the past two years. It goes without saying that 

every collegue, who wants to get actively involved in the work of the 

group may do so by contacting the group coordinator. 

Bruce Bany 
College of Education 
University of Saskatchewan 
Saskatoon, Sask. 

Thomas Bates 
Faculty of Education 
University of British Columbia 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
V6T lZ5 

M. Alberta Boswall 
36 Summerhi 11 Avenue 
Pointe Claire, Quebec 
H9R 2K4 

Roger B'ourgeois 
Faculte des Sciences de l'Education 
Universite de Moncton 
Moncton, N. B. 

Dr. Dale Drost 
Department of Curl'. & Inst. 
Memorial University 
St. John's, Newfoundland 
AlB 3X8 

Cl aude Gaulin 
F.S.E. 1050 
University of Laval 
Quebec, Quebec 
GIK 7P4 

Bruce HarTi son 
EDT 532 
University of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta 
T2N IN4 

David Henderson 
Department of ~Iathematics 
Conte!1 Uni vel'S i ty 
Ithaca, New York 14853 

~lartin Hoffman 
33 Cambridge Place 
Brooklyn, New York 11238 

Tom Kieren 
Dept. of Secondary Education 
Uni versi ty of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6G 2Gl 

Fernand Lemay 
Facul te des Sciences de I' Education 
Uni versi te Laval 
Quebe c. Que. 

Dieter Lunkenbein (group coordinator) 
1439, rue Desjardins 
Sherbrooke, Quebec 
JIJ IG3 

Al Olson 
Dqlt. of Secondary Educat ion 
University of Alberta 
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Arthur Powell 
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